
NEIMME-JBA-8 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1 

5th October/6th October 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the extension to the exemption from 2 shafts by the no.2 

pit at Hill colliery by 3 months under the same conditions with the new expiry date being the 31st December 1897. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Benson, West Longrigg collieries, Longriggend, dated 6th October, advising 

Mr. Benson that the extension of the exemption from 2 shafts given to the no.2 pit at Hill colliery (see letter above) 

is dependent on the making of a second shaft being attended to immediately, since there was seemingly little done 

on that score during the previous period of exemption. He adds that if the work is not completed at the end of the 

three months, work there will have to be suspended. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-2 

6th October 1897 

Plan of the West Drumgray pit at Newmonkland, Airdrie, owned by George Burt, in which the working of the 

Virtuewell, Kiltongue and Upper Drumgray coal seams were discontinued in October 1896 since they had become 

exhausted of remunerative coal, signed by J.B. Atkinson who gives his approval of the certifiers of the plan(s). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-3 

6th October 1897 

Plan of the Dicksons pit at Newbattle owned by the Lothian Coal company, in which the working of the coronation 

coal was discontinued on the 4th of March 1896 due to exhaustion of remunerative coal signed by J.B. Atkinson who 

gives his approval of the certifier of the plan(s). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-4 

9th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clark, Melville Villas, Midlothian, confirming that his company has 

begun to sink two shafts on the Melville Castle estate near Eskbank in Midlothian. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-5 

9th October 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Gilchrist, Northumberland, informing him of pits in his area which provide 

Cannel coal. His overview suggests that such pits are working regularly but with prices being low they are tending to 

build up large stocks. He suggests from casual conversations with the owners that prices are not rising over 20 



shillings. He suggests that the Cannel coal is virtually used up in Lesmahagow,but that the biggest producers 

continue at Newbattle, Niddrie and Armiston in Edinburgh; Pirnie (?) and Muiredge in Fife and Balbardie in West 

Lothian. He then provides a list of firms involved in the Cannel business suggesting James McKelvie and company of 

Edinburgh do a large Cannel business and others including Thomas Barr and company of Glasgow and D.M. 

Stevenson and company of Glasgow are also involved. He ends by remarking that his family are all well. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the extension of exemption from 2 shafts by the no.2 

pit at Thornlie colliery until the 30th September 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-6 

13th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, the Home Department, enclosing the 

10th list of Quarries whose owners have agreed to abide by the revised code of Special Rules under the Quarries act 

of 1894 when they are proposed to them by the Secretary of State and promises that more lists will follow. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-7 

11th October 1897 

List no.10 of Quarries whose owners have agreed to abide by the revised code of Special Rules under the Quarries 

act of 1894, including quarries from Banff, Clackmannan, Fife and Forfar (see NEIMME-JBA-8-6 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-8 

13th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for 

permission to begin legal proceedings against William Hogg, the manager of the Fairholm colliery near Larkhall in 

Lanark for breaching General Rule 4 section 49 of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887 on the 8th October 1897. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-9 

13th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Rankine, Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that they are 

sinking a shaft to the Virtuewell coal beside their no.7 pit to act as a communication. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-10 

13th October/16th October 1897 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. H. Longbottom, Ings Foundry, Wakefield, apologising that he knows nothing of a 

John D. Walton and that the people he has spoken to about him do not know him either and promising to let him 

know if he finds out anything more about him. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Peter Dewar, Harthill, Lanarkshire, dated 16th October, on the subject of 

South Blair coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-11 

16th October/18th October 1897 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to P. Dewar, South Blair, Harthill, confirming receipt of two copies of the proposed 

Special Rules for the South Blair colliery and promising to return one copy signed by himself in due course. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 18th October, enclosing a 

report on the death of John Walker by Mr. Johnstone. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 18th october, enclosing a 

report on the death of James Bryden by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-12 

18th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing list 

no.11 of Quarries whose owners have agreed to abide by the revised Special Rules under the Quarries act of 1894 

when they are proposed by the Secretary of State and promises more lists will follow (see NEIMME-JBA-8-6). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-13 

Undated(see NEIMME-JBA-8-12 above) 

List no. 11 of Quarries whose owners have agreed to abide by the revised code of special Rules under the Quarries 

act of 1894 when they are proposed by the Secretary of State including quarries in Perthshire and Elginshire. 

  

NEIMME-JBA-8-14 

20th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, informing him 

that the Secretary of State has authorised him to look further into the issue of Hamilton Barracks coal and checking 

accounts associated with it on behalf of the War Office, following on from his memoranda on the subject on the 31st 

July and the 14th August 1897. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-15 



20th October 1897 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-16,2nd letter below) on the deaths of 

John and James Smith. The father and son miners, aged 55 and 15 respectively, were killed by a fall of roof stone at 

their working place in the Main Coal seam at Merryton colliery on the 16th October 1897 at about noon. They were 

both engaged in drawing a place about 12 feet wide alongside a stoop and a crack in the strata appears to have been 

the cause of the fall. The fireman William Dougall testified that he had examined the place at around 6 a.m. that 

morning before work began and found it safe, although he did not return there until after the accident. The 

oversman James Simpson stated he had been there at 11.30 but had made no special examination of the area. The 

miner James Gillon, the brother in law of the elder deceased, also reported checking the roof while he was at the 

scene between 9 and 10 that morning and found nothing amiss. Robert Smith, another son of the elder deceased 

reported that he was working with Mr. Gillon and went at 12 noon to his father's workplace for water where he 

found the accident had happened. After the alarm the two men were released from the stone in about 15 minutes 

but both were already dead by then. Mr. Atkinson observed there was no timber being used to shore up the roof, 

but that there was loose timber available if they had thought it necessary. He suggests that William Dougall, James 

Simpson, Robert Smith and James Gillon will be necessary witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry, and the 

manager will provide a plan of the area involved. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-16 

20th October 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to William Barr and Sons, Coalmasters, Larkhall, informing them that he would prefer 

that they would allow the checkweigher at Allanton colliery to ascertain the true weight of material extracted in 

hutches after a complaint made by him that he was not allowed to do so despite the supposed agreement by the 

owners and miners there as to the usage of a standard weight. He admits that the High Court Judges in the recent 

Fairhill case differed from him on this point, but argues that if the coalmasters continue to refuse he will feel obliged 

to use the case as suitable for testing the principle that true weights should be allowed to be taken. He asks that 

they inform him of their decision. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the deaths of John and 

James Smith (see NEIMME-JBA-8-15 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-17 

20th October/23rd October 1897 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, reporting that a breach of rules had occurred when brushers at 

Fairholm colliery were allowed to work in an area that was not inspected either before or during their shift, a fact 

that was made plain during a public enquiry into the death of a brusher on the 8th September 1897. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Wardrup, Woodside collieries, Netherburn, Lanarkshire, advising him to write 

directly to the Secretary of State to try for permission to work out the stoops in their Upper coal seam between their 

no.3 pit at Woodside colliery and their outlet. He suggests that he visits Woodside on the following Monday to make 

preliminary discussions on the matter. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, reporting that he has received the letter from 

Mr. McBride the manager of Merryton colliery concerning the deaths of John and James Smith (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

16, 2nd letter etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-18 

23rd October/25th October 1897 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to I. Lancaster, Lesmahagow Coal company, Coalburn, expressing his desire to meet with 

Mr. Lancaster to discuss the abandoned plans of Fence colliery remarking he can meet at Fence or Glasgow on any 

day he likes. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Muir, secretary, Signalkeepers Association, Coateridge, dated 25th 

October, promising to look further into the matter of the enginekeeper at Ormiston Station colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to William Barr and sons, Coalmasters, Larkhall, arranging a meeting with the company 

on the 27th October to discuss the matter of weighing coal at Allanton colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-8-16, 1st letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-19 

25th October/26th October 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson telling him he has received no list of Quarries for 1896 since 

sending one for correction some months ago. He adds that he has not been able to examine some proposed tests for 

explosions with enough detail to give an opinion on their worth. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 26th October, informing him that he 

has been given authority to begin proceedings against the manager at Fairholm colliery for breaching General Rule 4 

at Fairholm colliery as brought out in the public enquiry into the death of John Hodge on the 8th September 1897 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-17, 1st letter). He suggests that the complaint could be that no competent person had been 

appointed to inspect the workings involved either before or during the shift involved as required by General Rule 4 

Subsection ii. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-20 

26th October/27th October 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Johnstone asking him to check into the reported abandonment of the Blackridge 

and Duntilland collieries near Salsburgh owned by the Blackridge Coal company and Andrew Danks respectively, as 

he has received no formal notice of such actions. He also asks Mr. Johnstone to send him a letter in copying ink on 

the Law explosion for him to sign and send to H. Telfer. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 27th October, agreeing to the application by the no.3 pit at 

Woodside colliery for exemption from 2 shafts in the working of the Upper Ell coal while removing stoops between 

the pit and the outlet. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-21 

26th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a 

report by H. Johnstone, his Assistant Inspector, for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on an 

explosion of gelatine in the D'Arcy limestone mine in the county of Midlothian on the 15th October 1897 which 

caused injury to a William Hall. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-22 

27th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Edinburgh, confirming that a small trial 

pit is being sunk at Newcraighall at the Niddrie colliery to explore the seams between the Graymechan (?) seven feet 

(pits?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-23 

28th October 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Blackridge Coal company confirming their abandonment of the Blackridge 

colliery near Salsburgh (see NEIMME-JBA-8-20, 1st letter). He returns their tracing of the colliery and asks that it be 

sent immediately to the Secretary of State at Whitehall. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-24 

28th October/30th October 1897 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of James Ritchie 

by R. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 30th October, enclosing a report on 

the death of John Miles (see NEIMME-JBA-8-25 below). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 30th October, enclosing a report 

on the death of J.P. Barrons (see NEIMME-JBA-8-26 below). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-25 

30th October 1897 



Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-24,2nd letter above) on the death of 

John Miles. The 49 year old labourer was crushed between two wagons at Garnock colliery on the 26th October at 

about 8.30 a.m. dying from his injuries on the following day. Despite there being no witnesses to the incident, Mr. 

Atkinson puts forward the theory that the deceased was trying to push forward an empty wagon which had been 

sent down some rails to reach some screens. The wagon had been stiff and stopped short of its destination. The 

Wagon Shifter Thomas McQuade decided to send down a second wagon which ran freely, moving forward the 

empty wagon in the process and crushing the deceased between the first wagon and a full one already at the 

screens. This theory was strengthened by the fact that the deceased had reported he had been engaged in such a 

practice when he was caught and the position he was found in being consistent with this. He reports that the 

manager has promised to provide a sketch of the area involved, and that Mr. McQuade and the screen 

superintendent Matthew Reid, who appeared on the scene immediately after the accident, will be necessary 

witnesses at the forthcoming public enquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-26/27 

30th October 1897 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-24, 3rd letter above) on the death 

of John P. Barrows. The 55 year old bottomer fell 22 fathoms from the China Coal seam with a loaded hutch to the 

bottom of the no.1(?) pit at Foulshiels colliery on the 28th October 1897 and was instantly killed. The entrance to the 

shaft was fenced by a gate connected with an indicator in the gatehouse to determine whether it was open or shut. 

At the time of the accident, the drawer James Currie reported that he had just left the China Coal seam with an 

empty hutch when he heard a cry and a rumble from about 20 yards away. He then went to the face and raised the 

alarm, noting that when he left he saw the gate to the shaft was open and the cage was at the hill. The miner Robert 

Mackay reported that he had come to the shaft shortly before the accident and had waited while the deceased sent 

up two or three hutches before ascending himself in the cage. The bottomer Richard Bennett reported seeing and 

hearing the fall and reporting it to the oversman John Gardner who found the deceased's body with the hutch on top 

of him. The engineman Peter Combe stated that the last full hutch had been sent up to the surface some time before 

the accident and when it rose from the China Coal Seam the cage door was closed as required by Additional Special 

Rule 2. Mr. Mackay also reported that after this last full hutch was drawn and he was brought up the gate was 

closed. The pitheadsman(?) David Blake then reported sending (belling) the cage to low doors and when he had 

done so, Mr. Combe noted that the indicator showed that the gate at the China Coal was open. At this point, the 

cage was rested at the low doors and Mr. Combe belled 4 to the China Coal as required by additional Special Rule 2. 

The door remained open when it arrived at the summit, being loaded with wood and lowered to the China Coal. The 

fireman Henry Gardner was called to the scene and found the gate standing open and being kept open by a piece of 

wood. Mr. Atkinson reports that when he visited the scene on the 29th October the gate and indicator were in 

working order. Despite the reports of the various witnesses, he adds that there would seem to be problems or 

discrepancies in them, and he suggests that possible breaches of Additional Special Rules 2 and 3 should be 

investigated, concluding that those mentioned in the report should be brought forward as witnesses in the 

forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-28 

30th October/1st November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Charles Duffell, Home Office, informing him that the new owner of Richmond Quarry is 

a Mr. John MacKenzie taking over from Mr. Cattenach who has left the district. The proposed Special Rules, agreed 



by Mr. Cattenach, have also been agreed to by the new owner. Mr. Atkinson suggests that Mr. Duffell send him the 

proposed rules to be formally agreed to. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 1st November, acknowledging receipt 

of the procurators letter containing the complaint against William Hogg, which he has signed and returns. He adds 

that he could attend the pleading (of the complaint?) on the 12th November if he thought it necessary. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-29 

3rd November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clelland, Carron Iron Works, Falkirk, confirming the appointment of 

William McIntyre as the manager of Easter Law colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-30 

4th November 1897 

Plan of the Blackridge colliery owned by the Blackridge Coal company in which the working of the Upper Drumgray 

coal was abandoned on the 14th September 1897 due both to being unprofitable and to the flooding of workings as 

water from an adjoining colliery in which pumping had been discontinued flowed through, signed by J.B. Atkinson, 

who approves of the supplier of the plan. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-31 

4th November/5th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of John Thomson 

by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, confirming that he has written to the Home Office suggesting 

that the 16th November and subsequent days would be suitable for him to attend die tests at Woolwich. He adds 

that he will stay a night with him on his way back home. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-32 

5th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Henry Telfer, Uddingston, referring him to problems arising from the explosion 

of fire-damp that took place in the no.3 pit at Law on the 11th October and possible contraventions of the General 

and Special Rules that may have occurred. He points out that the places involved had, it would seem, not been 

inspected within the two hours necessary before the beginning of the shift and that the report that was made was 

inaccurate in its details, noting that the point had been made that a full inspection of the area would have taken 3 

and a half hours, which he admits would have rendered such an inspection impossible. He also notes that the 

fireman who reported using two lamps for a brighter light should have been provided with a Davy lamp with a locked 



supply rather than one with an open light since the presence of fire-damp marks it as a fiery pit. He suggests that Mr. 

Telfer provide him with details on how he wishes to proceed in rectifying these matters. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-33 

5th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, announcing that 

he will visit the new Government Testing Station for Explosives in Woolwich, which was now completed, on Tuesday 

the 16th November to see some of the tests being made. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-34 

6th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Wood Ltd, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of Hugh Graham as 

the manager of Westrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-35 

6th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to David Cross, Old Cathcart, confirming that a coal mine is being opened on the 

Fedderland lands in New Monkland to be run by the newly founded Fedderland Coal company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-36 

6th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar coal company, Edinburgh, confirming that their 

tenancy of the Beuhar colliery expires at Martinmas and that work there will have stopped by the 11th of November 

1897. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-37 

8th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Armour, Peutland Oil Works, Loanhead, confirming that the Peutland 

and Straiton mines have been discontinued, but that he does not know if they will be reopened for business in the 

future. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-38 

10th November 1897 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Larkhall and Fairholm Collieries company, Larkhall, confirming that they 

have begun to sink their no.1 pit at Fairholm colliery to the Virtuewell seam. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-39 

11th November/13th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Colonel Sir V.D. Majendrie, Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives, Home Office, 

remarking that the explosive involved in the 1897 accident at the D'Arcy mine was No.1 Nobel's Blasting Gelatine. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacCreath, Glasgow, dated 13th November, referring him to Volume 37 and 

38 of the Transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining Engineers for information on explosions of Air 

Receivers at Ryhope and Newbattle collieries, on page 197 and Page 3 respectively, with the latter written by John 

Morison. He adds that he has the Board of Trade report on the Ryhope accident, but that it contains no more 

information than is contained in the Transactions, which Mr. Atkinson believes Mr. McCreath has the papers of. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-40 

12th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clark,Glencook colliery, confirming the appointment of Mr. Clark as the 

manager of Glencook colliery and James Moffat as his undermanager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-41 

13th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, reporting that 

after inspecting the workings at Hamilton barracks he can confirm that the mine is at present only working the two 

seams for the Ell and Main coals. The Ell coal seam is, he continues, nearly exhausted as far as the terms of the lease 

allow and probably only has about three months of working left. In contrast, the Main coal seam has still a 

considerable area to cut into stoops. The Splint coal seam, which is currently not being worked, only has a small 

amount of coal left to extract. He confirms that both seams are being worked in accordance with the terms agreed 

upon and that he found roof falls of the type expected but none that he thought would endanger the surface of the 

Barracks. He also confirms that he is examining the books of the Wilsons and Clyde Coal company in tandem with the 

abstract of the lease sent by Major Littledale to see if there any discrepancies. He concludes that he has not seen the 

lease for working the Pyotshaw coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-42 

13th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-41 above. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, confirming that Mr. Russell has ceased 

to be the owner of Brownlee colliery and Mr. Hastie and Robert watt are no longer the colliery's manager and 

undermanager respectively. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-43 

13th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to G.L. Watson, Sitehill Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, confirming that the company have 

acquired the lease of the minerals at Baukend previously worked by the Lesmahagow Coal company and have 

appointed Mr. James Scobbie as the temporary manager to be succeeded by David Wilson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-44 

15th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Telfer, Uddingston, confirming that Brownlee colliery has been taken over 

by the Wilsons and Clyde Coal company and Robert McNeil has been appointed as manager (see NEIMME-JBA-8-42, 

2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-45 

15th November 1897 

Plan of the Fauldhouse mine at Whitburn owned by William Dixon Ltd in which the Beuhar and Shotts Furnace Coal 

seams were discontinued due to exhaustion on the 29th May 1897, signed by J.B. Atkinson, who approves the 

supplier who certified the plan. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-46 

15th November 1897 

Plan of the North Greengairs no.7 mine, near Airdrie, owned by the Armadale Coal company in which the Kiltongue 

and Upper Drumgray coal seams were discontinued on the 17th July 1897 due to being unremunerative, signed by 

J.B. Atkinson, who signifies his approval of the certifiers of the plan. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-47 

16th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, acknowledging 

that he intends to visit the new Government Testing Station for Explosives at Woolwich on the 24th November 1897 

to see tests being made, intending to arrive the day before (see NEIMME-JBA-8-33). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-6-48 



17th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to C.G. Troup, Home Office, confirming receipt of Mr. Troup's letter on explosive 

experiments and adding that he hopes to see some on the 24th November (see NEIMME-JBA-8-47 above etc). He 

also returns a proof copy of the committee report which he reports he is glad to have seen. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to meet on the 19th November at Maryville station to 

discuss the enclosed notices of accident enquiries which he cannot deal with himself due to his being away for the 

next week. He adds that they may play a round of golf during the discussion. He also asks that Mr. McLaren make 

out a demand note and annexed circular to send out asking for annual returns in the same manner as he did the year 

before. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-49 

18th November 1897 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A. Greenwell, Frome, Somerset, apologising for not being able to supply him with an 

index of owners of quarries, but sending him a copy of the list of quarries for the whole kingdom instead. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death 

of Archibald Penman by Mr. McLaren. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to the Netherburn Coal company, near Hamilton, informing the company that if it 

wishes to extend its exemption regarding the single shaft at Netherburn it must apply directly to the Home 

Secretary. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-50 

19th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Edinburgh, confirming that a Mr. 

Martin of Niddrie collieries will be placed in charge of their Beuhar collieries from the 1st December 1897. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-51 

18th November/20th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.H. Merivale enclosing a map to ascertain the rough area of the Scotch (sic) Coal 

Fields, approximating that the Midlothian Coal field covers 140 square miles, the Fife and Clackmannan coal field 

covers 260, the south Forth and Clyde 69, the Douglass and Baukend 32, the Ayrshire 400 and the Sanguhar 20 

square miles. He adds that the map does not include the Canobie Coal field or Brora in the North or South 

respectively or coals in the calciferous sandstone where they do not overlay the coal areas given. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, Scottish Miners Federation, Eskbank, Dalkeith, dated 20th November, 

promising to enquire further into the question of deductions at Polton colliery. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-52 

20th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Bridgeness Coal company, Bo'ness, confirming the abandoning of the Smithy 

Coal seam in the no.9 pit at Grangepans on the 11th October 1897 and returning the tracing of the pit workings, 

which he remarks should be forwarded directly to the Secretary of State at Whitehall in London. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-53 

20th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Bridgeness Coal company, Bo'ness, confirming the appointment of Robert 

Brown as the undermanager of the no.6 pit at Bridgeness. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-54 

20th November 1897 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-55, 2nd letter below) on the death of 

Alexander Milne. The 25 year old miner was injured by a fall of coal and ironstone at his working place at the 

stoupwall face of the great seam of the no.12 incline of the Niddrie colliery at sometime between 9 and 10 p.m. on 

the 15th November 1897 and died after being removed from the place. He was working the second of two shifts 

worked at the mine, between 2 and 10 p.m. The area of the accident had been examined both before work began 

and during the shift. R.Logan, the fireman, reported examining the area at about 5 p.m and finding it secure. He also 

noted the coal was holed and gibbed, with the deceased preparing to fire a shot. After Mr. Logan left the pit at 10.30 

p.m. nobody reported seeing the deceased until the fireman D. Clark found him unable to move at about 3.50 a.m. 

the next morning as he made his morning inspection. The time of the accident was determined when the injured 

man reported going at some point between 9 and 10 to cross the face to collect a tool when the coal and ironstone 

fell on him. Mr. Atkinson reports that the fall was of the ordinary kind which might have occurred after the firing of a 

shot. Mr. Atkinson adds that he believes a contravention of Special Rule 64 has occurred, since the bottomer of a pit 

is supposed to wait for all the workers of a shift to ascend and leave before he leaves himself. He does note that the 

bottomer quoted an extenuating circumstance in that some of the workers left the pit by an alternate route to the 

ascending of the no.12 incline through the no.11 pit which he could not observe, so he assumed that all the miners 

had left that night. He concludes that all the persons involved should be summoned as witnesses at the forthcoming 

public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-55 

20th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-54 above. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of 

Alexander Milne (see NEIMME-JBA-8-54 above). 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-56 

27th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Carron company, Slamannan, on the subject of Easter Law coal. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Clelland, Carron Iron Works, Falkirk, confirming receipt of a letter containing 

two copies of their proposed Special Rules and promising to return one signed by himself in due course. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-57 

27th November 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that the accident to 

Roderick Stewart had been reported to him on a print form and he encloses the particulars given, remarking that the 

accident occurred at the no.1 pit at Blackston colliery in Stirling at the main coal seam. He was passing the dook road 

to his work area when a stone fell between the timber shoring catching him between the timber and an empty 

hutch. The report is addressed to George Gilmour (?). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. and J.C. Allan and company, solicitors, Falkirk, proposing to meet the solicitors 

the next Tuesday at the bookstall at Queen Street Station to discuss the accident at Blackston colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-58 

27th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow,to B. Neilson,Shawsrigg colliery, Larkhall, confirming that the workings in 

Shawsrigg no.2 pit are completely exhausted and the workings there are finished. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-59 

27th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Leitch, Townhill colliery, Dunfermline, confirming that the colliery is now 

owned by the Townhill Colliery company and that Mr. Leitch is the agent of said company and James Strachan is its 

certificated manager.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-60 

27th November 1897 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to John McAleer, Hamilton, telling him that he has met with Mr.Barr concerning the 

tareing of hutches at Allanton colliery but could not get him to agree to allow the full weighing of contents above the 

standard weight despite pressing upon him the legal points of the matter. Mr. Atkinson reiterates his opinion that 

the miners should have the right to weigh the coal contents above the standard weight to see how much they have 

lost, but adds that this opinion has no legal weight on its own since the judges in the case he made against Mr. 

Hastie disagreed that this was a legal right. He continues that it it is not enough for the miners to raise a deputation 

to express their opinion that the standard weight be abolished, but that they should refuse to work under the 

system and possibly strike. He also adds that the law about the necessity of tareing the hutches is also not definite, 

only stating that it needs to be done when necessary, but not specifically how often. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Armour, Peutland Oil Works, Loanhead, expressing his opinion that from the 

evidence given he does not think a Mr. John Tanner is eligible for a  certificate of service as undermanager of a mine 

since his experience as a contractor does not qualify him for it. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-61 

27th November/29th November/30th November 1897 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

Patrick Condron by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 29th November, agreeing to the extension of the exemption 

from 2 shafts at Netherburn colliery until the 31st January 1898 under the same conditions since the second outlet 

needs only 7 more yards to drive in the coal and 6 more fathoms to sink in the pit before completion. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, dated 30th November, enclosing the quarry list which Mr. Jordan 

previously sent him complete with additions and corrections. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-62 

30th November 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to P. Dewar, South Blair colliery, Harthill, on the subject of South Blair coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-63 

1st December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A+ J.C. Allan and company, Falkirk, explaining that he received notice of the injury of 

Roderick Stewart on the 31st July 1897 on the 3rd August, the notice being dated the 2nd August. He adds that he 

might well have received it on the same day as it was sent if he had not been in Fife instead of Glasgow at the time 

and his letters being redirected. He adds that Mr. McLaren examined the location of the accident on the 12th 

August. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-64 



2nd December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Calderbank Steel and Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the position of 

John Jack as the manager of the Monkland colliery, adding that he has at all times been its certificated manager with 

Mr. Faulds having the position of agent for the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-65 

4th December 1897 

Plan of the no.9 pit at Grange colliery at Bo'ness owned by the Bridgeness Coal company in which the workings of 

the Smithy coal was discontinued on the 1st September 1897 due to its being unremunerative as stated by the 1st 

class certificated manager William C. Lynn and signed/approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-66 

4th December 1897 

Plan of the no.4 pit at Woodmuir colliery in West Calder owned by the Woodmuir Colliery company in Glasgow 

discontinued for the Woodmuir Main coal, Quarry coal and Wilsontown coal on the 29th May 1897 due to the works 

being unremunerative as stated by the mining engineer William Robertson and signed/approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-67 

4th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, approving of 

plans by the government to combine summaries, mineral statistics and the annual general report into one volume, 

and suggesting that the addition of a list of mines, a list of quarries and a list of plans of abandoned mines and a list 

of certificates granted to managers of mines might make for an even more useful and authoritative volume, to 

possibly be named Statistics of Mines and Quarries or Statistics and Information Relating to the Mineral Industry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-68 

4th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Barker, Polmont Station, remarking that since he was appointed as 

checkweigher without receiving more than half of the votes of the miners he cannot sue them for wages. He 

suggests that he, despite being appointed under Section 13 (i) of the Coal mines act, could not ask any person 

employed for his proportion of the checkweighers wages under Section 14(i) because of this. He suggests a second 

special ballot is held between him and the other candidate to clarify matters, with the miners being asked whether 

they agree to vote in favour of one over the other, hopefully giving him the majority needed. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Houston, Carmuirs colliery, apologising that he could not come (to the colliery) 

the previous day or that day to see the digging there and will not be able to go the next Wednesday either. He 



suggests instead a visit on Tuesday arriving on the 9.10 a.m. train from Glasgow asking him to confirm the suitability 

of the arrangement in a letter on Monday. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-69 

4th December/6th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agrreing to the application of exemption from two shafts by Waterloo 

colliery under Section 18 (iii) (b) of the Coal Mines act, noting that the area of coal to be worked had been formed 

into pillars and that the operation of working out these pillars is so far advanced that the second outlet will soon be 

cut off and the work in the colliery will not last long. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan asking him to send Quarry Return forms to three addresses of quarry 

owners- John McKnight and sons of Edinburgh owners of Eastmains quarry, the quarrymaster John Smith in Kintore, 

Aberdeenshire, at the quarry at Burnside, Kiltore and John McAdam and sons of Aberdeen, the owners of the quarry 

at Keltown. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-70 

6th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.Gemmell, Glasgow, asking him to fill up and send the enclosed form concerning 

Duntilland with a copy of the plans of the colliery to the Home Secretary on behalf of a Mr. Danks. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-71 

7th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company confirming the appointment of James 

Hendrie as the undermanager of the Little Ruith colliery in the room of William Stewart. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-72 

7th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Captain Kindersley, Her Majesties' Inspector of Factories, Edinburgh, 

suggesting that only two of the brick and fireclay works Captain Kindersley supposes will now fall under Mr. 

Atkinson's inspection will actually do so, since his area of inspection only includes those works that are worked from 

quarries under the Quarries act within 1 mile of the quarry involved and not those which are worked from mines or 

heaps of debris left from mines working under the Coal Mines act. The two which he believes are now under his 

jurisdiction belong to Alex Dougal of Whichburgh (?) and G.G. London at the Hermand Brick Works in West Calder. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-73 

8th December 1897 



Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Joseph 

Chapman by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, remarking that he believes the 

engineman Peter combe is guilty of wanton disregard of Additional Special Rule (2) in the case of the death of John 

Barrows by moving the cage involved from a mid-working while the gate was left open. He adds that, despite Mr. 

Combe's denial, he should be charged with the violation in front of the Sheriff. The addition of evidence by Nisbet 

McKay proving negligence and that of the fireman Harry Gardner who found the gate propped open after the 

accident further condemns Mr. Combe in Mr. Atkinson's opinion. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-74 

9th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Martin, Niddrie colliery, Portobello, confirming the appointment of James 

Dunn as the undermanager of Beuhar colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-75/76(overleaf) 

9th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson expressing some of his thoughts on the fall at Bullock 

Island colliery he mentions in his letter and accompanies with press cuttings as to the affair. He suggests that the 

accident may have been caused by a galloping creep or a thrust rather than a fall in the true sense of the word 

caused by a weakness in the constructed pillars allowing for rock fractures below but not above the coal. He suggests 

that if such a weakness in the pillars is suspected, the pillars should be made larger even if there would seem to be 

no immediate danger. If this was carried out, and even considering the varying quality of fireclays and gravels and 

the channels thereof, he questions whether such accidents should occur. He adds that a report could be made by a 

skilled man chosen by the owners, or an Inspector might be available, but suggests that a verbal report might suffice 

if there was seen to be no imminent danger. Such a report would lessen the governments' responsibility. The danger 

of an Inspector not providing all the information to miners would lead to the miners expressing no confidence in the 

verdict. He continues that the newspaper's assertion that it would be impossible to weigh each tub is flagrantly 

untrue since the practice is carried out at almost every colliery in Scotland. He also reports on his visit to the new 

explosive testing station at Woolwich where he observed that the Ardeer powder stood the test and that a 

detonator failed to ignite explosive mixture despite giving off a great deal of flame. He concludes that business is 

brisk in his area and that he hopes that Annie likes Australia, before wishing them season's greetings. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-77 

11th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to L.Caldwell, Pumpherston Works, Uphall, confirming the appointment of James 

Caldwell, Jr, as the manager of Seafield mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-78 



11th December/14th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Wilsons and Clyde coal company, Glasgow, containing a statement that confirms that 

he has not yet received from the company a statement of their accounts regarding Hamilton barracks coal up to 

Martinmas promising to make further inquiry and furnish the report before the end of the month. He continues that 

Mr. Gemmell, who had promised him the statement had not yet provided it. He adds that he will visit the companies' 

offices on the 14th December at 11 a.m. hoping to receive the information necessary to check the accounts. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, dated 14th December, confirming 

receipt of a letter confirming that David Smith is no longer the undermanager of Fermagare colliery.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-79 

14th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Stevenson asking him to rigidly follow General Rule 12 subsection (i) when 

shot firing on the Bunhouse Main Haulage Road for Ell coal, by either watering thoroughly for 20 yards round the 

shot and using safety explosive, watering thoroughly for 20 yards round the shot and evacuating all bar 10 of the 

miners before using any kind of explosive or using a safety explosive after allowing all but 10 to be evacuated. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, asking him to send 100 of the no.42 Expense Account forms to R. 

McLaren, his Assistant Inspector, in Uddingston. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-80 

14th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John W. Paxton, Enginekeeper, Blackridge, Linlithgowshire, telling him that no 

manager has the right to tell an engineman to ignore Special Rule 28 when it states that no workers should be 

allowed to descend to their workplace before a fireman has reported that it is safe to do so. He adds that even if an 

engineman obeyed a direct order to this effect from his manager he would be liable to be personally prosecuted. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Graham by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-81 

14th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to George L.Watson, Sitehill Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, confirming the appointment 

of David Wilson as the manager of the Sitehill collieries and adding that he has already taken up his duties. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-82 



14th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Anderson, Loganlea Colliery, West Calder, confirming Mr. Anderson's 

appointment as the manager of the mines owned by the Loganlea Coal company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-83 

15th December/16th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Murdoch, Lanarkshire Miners Federation, Bellshill, promising to look further 

into the matter of ventilation at Haywood colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. Paxton, Enginekeeper, Blackridge, dated 16th December, promising to look 

further into the matter of (the implementation of?) Special Rule 28 at South Broadrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-84 

18th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, commenting 

on the proposed new abstract of the Coal Mines Regulation acts. He encloses a proof of said abstract, suggesting 

that the abstract should suggest as well as having headings noting the right procedures in producing a notice of 

other opening and abandonment of each mine and the fencing to be used. He adds it should also mention that a 

plan of each mine should be sent to the Secretary of State after abandonment. He also adds that the order 

concerning the provisions of the explosives in coal mines orders should contain a clause compelling owners to 

publish them at the mine, in which Paragraph 15 of the abstract could be easily deleted. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-85 

15th December/18th December 1897 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application by the Easter Law colliery for exemption 

from the use of gunpowder in cartridges since the colliery is free of fire-damp and coal dust and all the surrounding 

pits have been allowed such an exemption.  

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Simpson and Wilson, Glasgow, dated 18th December, confirming receipt of their 

letter containing 5 plans of the Rochsolloch colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated 18th December, enclosing a report on 

the death of William Campbell (see NEIMME-JBA-8-86 below). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-86 

18th December 1897 



Report by J.B. Atkinson (to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-85, 3rd letter above) on the death of 

William Campbell. The 22 year old repairer was killed by a fall of stone from the roof while watching his colleagues 

James Clark and John Muirhead replace an iron girder supporting said roof at the Lady Victoria pit at Newbattle 

colliery. The three men were engaged in repairing work on the dook at the Lady Victoria's Splint seam on the night 

shift between the 12th and 13th December when the accident happened. The headman James Clark stated that all 

three of them had sounded and/or checked the stone before proceeding and found it safe. Mr. Atkinson observed 

that the stone was fairkey blaes and about 2 or 3 cwt in weight and the roof was somewhat broken. He adds that the 

fireman James Davidson had been at the place at 12 midnight on the 13th. He concludes that the evidence of Messrs 

Clark and Muirhead should be sufficient for the upcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-87 

18th December 1897 

Plan of the Rochsolloch colliery at New Monkland in Airdrie owned by the Airdrie Coal company in which the Humph, 

Splint, Virgin,Virtuewell,Upper Drumgray and Lower Drumgray seams were discontinued at Whitsuntide 1897 with 

all coal nearly exhausted. The plan was carried out by the mining engineers Simpson and Wilson and approved by 

J.B. Atkinson, who notes that Airdrie Blackband (coal?) was worked formerly on the estate (see NEIMME-JBA-8-85, 

2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-88 

18th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to William Hogg, manager, Larkhall colliery, Larkhall, advising him to write directly to the 

Secretary of State at the Home Office in London in regards to his application for exemption from 2 shafts at Fairholm 

colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Logan and sons, Coalmasters, Polmont Station, remarking that if they do not 

think their manager Mr. McDonald will recover  from his illness for some time they will probably have to appoint 

another 1st class certificated manager to replace John Marshall, a 2nd class certificated manager, who has managed 

in the interim. He adds that if they do so within 14 days they will be subject to no penalty. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-89 

18th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

Alexander Brown by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by the 

Lochhead pit at Little Raith colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no more than 20 people 

are allowed underground in connection with the shaft at one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any 

other purpose, the second shaft is completed as soon as possible and the exemption concludes on the 1st May 1898. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-90 

Undated 

List of New Mines for 1897 and their owners, mentioning Lochty colliery owned by James Bell of Monkeath (?); 

Birkenshaw colliery owned by the Larkhall Brickfields company of Glasgow; The Riggend colliery owned by R+D 

Cowan and A. Maxwell of Airdrie; the Easter Law colliery owned by the Carron company of Falkirk; the Auchren 

Limestone mine owned by John Williamson of the Auchren Mine Works at Lesmahagow; Leithallan colliery owned by 

C.J. Hedderick of Largsward, St. Andrews; High Longridge colliery owned by Firthandale (?) collieries Ltd of 

Stonehouse, Lanarkshire; Lathones colliery owned by Ireland and Wilson of Cupar, Fife; South Blair colliery owned by 

Peter Dewar of South Blair, Harthill; Woodrigg Coal company owned by the Woodside colliery (company?) of 

Netherburn; Glenesk colliery owned by James Clark of Eskbank; Fedderland colliery owned by the Fedderland Coal 

company, Airdrie and Baukend colliery owned by Sitehill Collieries Ltd, Glasgow. The list also includes a list of pits 

from which returns have already been received because of their abandonment during the year- the no.16 pit at 

Taursaig, the No.5 pit at Muiravonside and Blackridge colliery and signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-91 

23rd December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Glenboig Union Fireclay company confirming that the company have 

begun drawing clay from their Star Works pit. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-92 

22nd December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of George 

Laing by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to an extension to the exemption from 2 shafts at the 

no.2 pit at Hill colliery due to unforeseen difficulties in completing the second shaft. Satisfied that all due dispatch is 

being made to overcome these difficulties, Mr. Atkinson agrees to the deadline being changed to the 28th February 

1898 with all other conditions remaining the same. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-93 

25th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Coalmasters, Airdrie, confirming their notices of 

discontinuing working the Virtuewell coal in the no.3 pit at Whiterigg and the Musselband iron and shale seam in the 

no.1 and 3 pits at Southfield colliery and the no.8 and 10 pits at Arden colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-94 



26th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Black and Sons, Coalmasters, Airdrie, confirming that they have 

commenced working the Balmoral coal in the no.3 pit at Brownyside. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-95 

25th December/27th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson,receiver unknown, referring to the Fife and Clackmannan Coal Owners' association 

application for exemption from using gunpowder in cartridges on the 29th April 1869 and a Home Office circular of 

the 11th August 1894 in reference to a new pit's application for such an exemption. He remarks that the new pit is 

free from fire-damp and coal dust, being situated in the centre of other pits in the area that have already 

successfully applied for such an exemption. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Allardice, Manager, Dalquhandy colliery, dated 27th December, asking him to 

send notice if he gives a pay rise to workmen showing offtakes. He also asks for an example of the forms used if he 

cannot pass on a list of the offtakes made. He asks for this information by return of post. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-96 

28th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a 

report by R. McLaren his Assistant Inspector, on the explosion of a shot of blasting gelatine in the Gordon pit of Little 

Raith colliery in Fife on the 17th December for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives. The explosion 

injured a miner named Alexander Thomson on the face and right arm. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-97 

29th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Gavin, Udston colliery, discussing an explosives order. Their application to use 

high explosive could be allowed, he remarks, if the seam involved is free from gas or dust at the working face. If this 

is the case, he can see no reason why its use in the Pyotshaw seam should add any difficulty in working in the area. 

He does add that he has no power to sanction any use of gunpowder which has not been allowed by the Explosive 

Order involved. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-98/99/100/101/102/103/104 

28th December 1897 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for Major Littledale, Divisional Officer -see NEIMME-JBA-8-105 below) on the Lordship paid 

or payable to the War Department on coal worked from the Barracks Ground at Hamilton. Mr Atkinson attempts to 

ascertain the rent payable to his lordship for the use of his land for the extraction of coal for the period between the 

year ending Whitsuntide 1897 and the year ending Martinmas 1897. He first mentions that no coal was worked 



outside the barracks ground and then led through it during that period so no wayleave rent was incurred. He next 

remarks that there were three seams of coal worked during that period- the  Ell coal, the Main coal and the Splint 

coal.  He then refers to the abstract of the lease of the Barracks coal to the Wilsons and clyde Coal company dated 

the 16th May and 14th June 1894 remarking that rent was payable at one shilling for every ton of 20 cwts of Ell coal 

or dross worked, raised and removed and one shilling and 5 pence for every ton of Main /Splint coal or dross, with 

payment paid twice a year- on Whitsunday and Martinmas by equal proportions. The methods used to ascertain the 

rent payable are different at the two different times of the year- at Martinmas the output of the past half year is 

worked out from the daily returns of the pitheadman who weighs the content of each hutch of coal as it arrives at 

the pithead, the total output of the pit from all the seams is similarly ascertained with the disposals worked out 

using the wagon weigh office. From this data the proportion of disposals due to each seam of the barracks coal is 

arrived at and the rent calculated. The method at Whitsuntide involves the mining engineers McCreath and 

Stevenson acting on behalf of the Duke of Hamilton calculating the quantity of coal worked through survey and 

measurement of the quantity of coal worked during the past year from the different leaseholds and seams, taking 

the disposals of the year similarly. The rent for the whole year is then calculated, with the amount paid at Martinmas 

deducted from the total to reach the amount due for the half year. He gives his opinion that the gross output of the 

seams should be taxable, since he can find no clause in the abstract suggesting that coal used for colliery purposes is 

ineligible for taxation. He then examines the results for the two calculations for the year ending Whitsunday 1897, 

observing that the disposals from the Ell and Splint coal in the Townlands pit amount to more than the output 

suggesting that the amounts are not being calculated correctly. He suggests that of the two possible ways of 

calculating the quantities of coal on which to pay Lordships rent that calculating the amount solely by the evidence 

from the pitheadmans books is ultimately preferable to  the two separate calculations every six months employed at 

the moment and would probably put a stop to the anomaly of disposals exceeding output that he noted at 

Townlands pit. He then provides a comparison to the calculable rents using the two methods and a plan showing the 

outputs and disposals of the Barracks coals. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-105 

28th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, returning abstracts of 

leases relating to coal under Hamilton barracks and reports on the working of the coal and the payments due to the 

War Department under the leases (see NEIMME-JBA-8-98 etc. above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-106 

28th December/29th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by Cameron 

colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal mines act provided that no more than 20 people work underground in 

connection with the one shaft at any one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the 

second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 30th June 1897. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Ronaldson, dated 29th December, on the subject of pay lines at collieries 

owned by Mr. Caldwell in his district, namely Dykehead; Bog; Home Farm; Allanton; Bellfields; Merryton; Skellyton; 

Fairholm and Dalquehandy. He remarks that pay lines are not given to miners except at Bellfields colliery, where 

there are deductions made for Smith, Doctor and Home coal in every case and lamps in 1 case. Rent and cash are 



also advanced in some cases. He adds that the pay lines for Smith is for tool repairing and sharping under Section 3 

of the Truck act and is imperative and will be attended to. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-107 

29th December 1897 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Kerr and Mitchell, Glasgow, confirming that the working of the Main and Ell 

seams at their Head Knownoble pit has been discontinued due to their seams becoming exhausted. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-108 

29th December 1897 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Forsyth, Callender colliery, telling them that the Explosives Order will not affect 

them as far as gas is concerned, but reminding them that if they have coal dust in any area, gunpowder must not be 

used and that any firing of shots on intake and main haulage roads must be carried out as set out by Section 3 of the 

order. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Anderson, Loganlea colliery, remarking that if they want to extend their 

exemption from a 2nd outlet for China coal they should apply direct to the Secretary of State in London but can 

continue in the meantime as if the exemption has been extended. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-109 

6th January 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Clark, Glenesk colliery, Eskbank, asking them to resend their copies of proposed 

Special Rules with the 5 additional Special Rules relating to spragging wagons, the position of lamps when using 

gunpowder, the midworkings and drawing before hutches included. He also suggests that they adopt the West of 

Scotland and Fifeshire code as a convenience and tell him of their decision. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death 

of James Burt by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-110 

6th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clark, Glenesk colliery, Eskbank, confirming that the colliery is now 

owned by the Wellville Coal company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-111 



6th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J. Lancaster, Westown Collieries, Lesmahagow, confirming the abandonment 

of the collieries at Westown and Baukend on the 11th November, with Sitehill collieries taking over at Baukend. He 

also confirms receipt of the Statutory Return. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-112 

6th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. and G. Anderson, Glasgow, confirming that D.C.Foy (?) and James 

Kirkpatrick have been appointed as interim managers of Barblues colliery and Westcraigs colliery respectively. He 

asks the company to confirm or deny that the two men have first class managers certificates, while noting that John 

Anderson assumes the managership (of both collieries? of the business?) on the 1st March 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-113 

6th January 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, on the 

subject of letting no. 268. He forwards a copy of a W(ar?) O(ffice?) letter on the subject and a copy of the agreement 

for working the Pyotshaw coal under Hamilton barracks, noting the contents and returning the papers connected 

with it. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

George Sneddon by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-114 

6th January 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to McCreaths and Stevenson, Glasgow, enclosing a plan of Duntilland colliery that James 

Gammell has acquired from Mr. Danks' brother-in-law. He asks the company to check the plans accuracy and add 

details of the distance between seams and which is the uppermost dip of coal along with the quantity of coal worked 

there in 1897 if possible as Mr. Gemmell was unable to supply this. He also asks for details of a nearby building to 

use as a landmark for the mines' location. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.M. Ronaldson, returning a letter from Mr. Greig and confirming he has written a 

letter to the Chief Inspector of Factories Mr. Whitelegge favouring a Mr. Barr (see NEIMME-JBA-8-115 below). He 

concludes that the weather was fine at Largs but he felt off colour. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-115 

6th January 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to B.A. Whitelegge, Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Factories, Home Office, supporting a 

Dr. Barr in his claim to become the certifying surgeon of Carluke District(see NEIMME-JBA-8-114, 2nd letter above). 

He argues that Dr. Barr was about to become the partner to Dr. Stewart, the previous occupant of the position, 

when the latter died, having been his accountant previously. He states his belief that he will be eminently suitable 

for the position and, being involved in several works in connection with quarries in the area, he believes his opinion 

should carry some weight. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-116 

7th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.Caldwell, Pumpherston Works, Midcalder, confirming the appointments of 

James Paterson, John Johnstone, Daniel Wilson and John Walker as the undermanagers of Pumpherston no.1 mine, 

Pumpherston nos 2 and 3 mines,Scofield mine and Deans no.2 mine respectively. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-117 

7th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Logan and sons, Coalmasters, Polmont Station, confirming the 

appointment of Robert Millar as the manager of the Whiterigg and Craigend collieries due to Mr. McDonald's 

absence through illness. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-118 

8th January/10th January 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A. and G. Anderson, Glasgow, informing them that since neither Dr. Foy or Mr. 

Kirkpatrick have 1st class Management Certificates, they are not eligible to manage their mines (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

112)  and therefore a new manager must be appointed matching the terms of Section 20 of the Coal Mines act of 

1887. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Clark, Glenesk colliery, Eskbank, informing them that they can acquire 

Special Rules with the 5 additional rules added from McNaughton and Sinclair of Glasgow (see NEIMME-JBA-8-109, 

1st letter). He adds that there is no immediate hurry to establish the rules, adding that he prefers the Association 

Rules. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 10th January, enclosing a report on the 

death of James Gilligan by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-119 

11th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clelland, Mining Manager, Crown Iron Works, concerning Easter Law 

coal. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-120 

12th January 1898 

Plan of the Jawcraig mine at Slamannan owned by Matthew Hay and son, Jawcraig colliery, in which the Upper and 

Lower Coxrod coal was discontinued on the 19th July 1897 as the coal was exhausted as far as remuneration was 

concerned. The plan was constructed by Williamson, Miller and Robertson, Mining engineers, Edinburgh and 

approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-121 

12th January 1898 

Plan of the Penicuik mine at Glencorse owned by Shotts Iron company of Edinburgh, in which the Waverley, 

Glencorse(?), Blackband Ironstone and Great Seam coal were discontinued on the 15th May 1897 due to being 

unremunerative. The plan was constructed by the Shotts Iron company surveyor Gatthouse Fisher and approved by 

J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-122 

12th January/14th January 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A.and G. Anderson, Glasgow, promising to meet them to discuss the management of 

their collieries at their office on Friday at 12.30 p.m. unless they inform him it's inconvenient (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

118, 1st letter etc). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Cummings, Checkweigher, Harthill, Whitburn, dated 14th January, 

promising to look further into the question of checkweighing at Fortrigg colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to the Shawsrigg Fireclay and Coal company, Glasgow, dated 14th January, asking them 

to send the abandoned plan of the main coal seam of the no.2 pit at Shawsrigg, which he returns, directly to the 

Secretary of State at the Home Office along with a covering letter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-123 

14th January 1898 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to D. Nicholson, Baldastand colliery, Largs, Fife, confirming that the colliery has 

been acquired by the Baldastand Colliery and Fireclay company with Thomas F. Street appointed as its managing 

partner. He adds that Mr. Baxter is now the occupier of the leases Limestone mine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-124 

14th January 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son, Edinburgh, confirming the company have begun to open 

up the Wallsend pit at Rosebank colliery and that they have begun to open up an old pit on Langdales land at 

Greengairs in the New Monkland parish. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-125 

17th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. Ormiston, Glasgow, asking him if he is the man his brother A.A. Atkinson, the 

Government Inspector of Mines in New South Wales, mentions visited his area a few years previously to ascertain 

the prospects of making iron and produced a valuable report on the subject.If so, Mr. Atkinson asks if this report can 

be obtained on his brothers' behalf. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-126 

15th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, 

enclosing a plan of the abandoned workings at Duntilland colliery near Salsburgh in Lanark. He continues that the 

former owner Andrew Danks left the country after abandoning the mine and the plan was obtained from his family 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-127 below). He adds that he has also enclosed the relative schedule with the necessary 

particulars filled in. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-127 

15th January 1898 

Plan of the Duntilland colliery, Shotts, Salsburgh, owned by Andrew Danks, abandoned for the Smithy and Gas coal in 

May 1897 due to both being unremunerative. The plan was carried out by McCreaths and Stevenson, mining 

engineers and surveyors, Glasgow, and approved by J.B. Atkinson (see NEIMME-JBA-8-126 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-128 

15th January/18th January 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

Joseph Gallacher by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 18th January, agreeing to the application for exemption 

from 2 shafts at the no 2 (and 1?) pit at Fairholm colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act (not Section 

16 as they believed?) provided no more than 20 people work underground in connection with the one shaft at one 

time, no fire is used for ventilation or any other purpose underground, the second shaft is completed as quickly as 

possible and the exemption expires on the 31st July 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-129 



18th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J. Williamson, Baukend Limestone Dross Coal mine, confirming that the mine 

was abandoned at Martinmas in 1897. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-130 

18th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Thomson, builder, Alloa, confirming that the Schawpark quarry has been 

stopped but that another has been set up to be called the Sands Brae Quarry at Kincardie. He asks whether this new 

quarry will abide by the new Special Rules, which he encloses. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-131/132 

18th January 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson on Lordships payable to the War Department on work carried out on the barracks ground at 

Hamilton (see NEIMME-JBA-8-105 etc). He reports that he was in error when he previously stated that in the year 

ending at Whitsunday 1897 no coal worked outside the barracks ground was led through it. He adds that the 

manager Mr. Wyper had told him this and he had accepted it, but he later found when examining the books that for 

the first five fortnights of the half year ending at Martinmas 1896 685 tons and 14cwt of coal from the Splint Coal 

seam was worked outside the barracks ground and led through it. He also suggests another method of calculating 

the Lordships tax to the War office than the ones he mentioned in his previous letter (see also NEIMME-JBA-8-105). 

He suggests that the estimated amount of coal used for colliery purposes at the Townlands and Backmuir pit be 

added to the outputs furnished by the pitheadmans books to calculate the proportions worked from the barracks 

ground. He goes on to calculate what this method would amount to in the case of the two pits and their seams. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-133 

20th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Telfer, Uddingston, confirming that the working of the no.5 pit at Law 

colliery has been discontinued. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-134 

20th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Darling, Coalmaster, Shotts, confirming that Mr. Darling has given up the 

lease of Calderhead mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-135 

19th January/20th January 1898 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. Ormiston, Glasgow, thanking him for providing information from the specified 

report on Iron Making in Australia which he promises to send on to his brother (see NEIMME-JBA-8-125). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. White and company, Coalmaster, Ormiston, dated 20th January, informing him 

that, in order to receive a copy of his 2nd class certificate, which he has reported lost, he will have to apply directly 

to the Secretary of State in London along with proof that he has lost the certificate without fault as specified by 

Section 30 of the Coal Mines act. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-136 

20th January/22nd January 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J. Main, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow, returning the police report referring to 

the accident of P. Friendly and suggesting that a contravention of Additional Special Rule 1 seems to have taken 

place. He also asks for the result of the case against R. Cornell at Foulshiels colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 22nd January, enclosing a report on 

the death of James Wyper by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-137 

20th January 1898 

Plan of the Shawsrigg no.2 pit at Larkhall owned by the Shawsrigg Fireclay and Enamelling company of Glasgow 

abandoned for the main coal in November 1897 due to the coal being exhausted. The plan was supervised by 

Simpson and Wilson, mining engineers and surveyors of Glasgow and approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-138 

22nd January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Frew and company, Rawyards Brick Works, Airdrie, confirming the 

appointment of John Peterson as the manager of Rawyards Brick Works colliery in the room of David Hunter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-139 

22nd January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Edinburgh, confirming the arrangement 

to sink mines at New Craighall colliery, with Robert Martin and William Hamilton appointed as the manager and 

undermanager of these mines respectively. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-140 

22nd January 1898 



Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Cooke Taylor confirming receipt of a letter enclosing a certifying surgeons' report 

on the Cullalo (?) accident. He also apologises for not seeing him sooner in his new house since his family is 

quarantined for measles, with two of his children having caught the disease. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of 

Walter Thompson by Mr. Johnstone. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, Broughty Ferry, asking him to provide 

particulars to the previous years Examination and also the year Mr. Mungall was elected as a member of the board 

on the enclosed sheet he provides. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-141 

24th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Turners Ltd, Coalmasters, Shotts, confirming that they have begun sinking 

operations at the no.1 pit at Stane to be known as Stane (?) colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-142 

24th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A and G. Anderson, Glasgow, confirming that John Anderson and David 

Malthie have been appointed as the manager and undermanager respectively of Barblues colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-143 

24th January 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren enclosing a complaint about the no.11 pit at Barblues colliery, remarking that 

Mr. Anderson blames the late manager Mr. Finnie for the problems Mr. McLaren noted and this could well 

exonerate him from blame. He also notes that he disabused him of the idea that he could allow undermanagers to 

take over at his colliery until his brother took over the reins and he has appointed John Anderson and David Malthie 

as the manager and undermanager respectively (see NEIMME-JBA-8-142 above). He asks Mr. McLaren to write to 

John Anderson and meet him at the pit, noting that Mr. A. Anderson appears to be in poor health. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-144/145 

25th January 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-146, 1st letter) on the death of Peter 

Turnbull. The 18 year old drawer was employed at guiding hutches at the junction of Calderhower dook in the 

colliery Oil Shale seam of the no.1 pit at Oakbank on the 22nd January 1898 when the hook or gabbie at the 

extremity of the rope being used to lower the empty hutches and guide them into the level broke causing 12 hutches 

to run forward, crushing the deceased against the side of the dook. At the time of the accident the dook runner 

William Murdoch was below the level attending to signals while another runner Adam Renwick was engaged in the 



same work as the deceased but managed to get himself clear. The drawer William Schoular was working on the level 

above and witnessed the gabbie break and the rakes run back. Mr. Atkinson continues that the gabbie was either 

brand new or had just been repaired since it had only been put on the rope the night before the accident. He 

promises that it will be available as evidence at the public enquiry. The roadsman Robert Purdey stated that he had 

checked the rope and gabbie before 6 a.m. on the morning of the accident and thought them both safe. Similarly, 

the engineman Thomas Haddon reported that the engine was worked in the normal way on that morning without 

jerking. Robert Watson the blacksmith stated that the maker of the broken gabbie made of bowling iron was either 

himself or the other blacksmith Thomas Reid. He suggests that Mr. Murdoch, Mr. Renwick, Mr. Purdey and the 

manager Mr. Sneddon will be sufficient witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-146 

26th January/27th January 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Peter 

Turnbull (see NEIMME-JBA-8-145 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.S. Russell, manager, Cameron Coal company, Airdrie, confirming receipt of the 

plan of the abandoned Cameron colliery and advising them to send it directly to the Secretary of State in London 

using the plan which he returns and an enclosed addressed envelope which needs no stamp. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated 27th January, enclosing a report on the 

death of David Connochie by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-147 

27th January/28th January 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Barker, Reddingsmuirhead, replying to a query by the checkweigher about the 

payment given by assisting boys to his wages. Mr. Atkinson suggests that although the miners themselves pay for the 

assisting boys, and therefore the latter are not eligible, the fact that the miners with such assistance inevitably 

contribute more minerals than those working alone, these miners might be expected to pay more to the 

checkweigher in kind, since the act specifies that the miners pay the proportion of the wages based on the amount 

of output. He adds that if Mr. Barker has been appointed to his position by a majority in a ballot of persons 

employed he would probably be legally entitled to a larger payment from miners with boys in their employment. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, dated 28th January, enclosing a report on 

the death of R. Kinnyson by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-148 

28th January/29th January 1898 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

David Ferguson by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated 29th January, enclosing a report on 

the death of John Leadbitter by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-149 

2nd February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Clark, Mining Manager, Broxburn mines, confirming that his company 

has begun to drive a new mine on South Greendyke farm in Uphall to be called South Greendyke mine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-150 

3rd February 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning police reports on the 

accidents to William Kelly and James Strathern. He adds that in the latter case the fireman Mr. Wardrup was 

probably at fault for not examining the place involved since it had been temporarily abandoned or fencing it off. Any 

examination by him, Mr. Atkinson contends, would probably have found gas which he would then have been 

obligated to have cleared or at least fenced off the area. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Brown, Mair, Gemmell and Hislop, Glasgow, remarking that he has 

forwarded their letter concerning the Fairybank Coal company to Mr. I.M. Ronaldson of Glasgow since the colliery in 

question was situated in his district as Inspector of Mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-151 

4th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Cook, Miners Secretary, Fishcross, Alloa, informing them that in the case of 

deductions for dirt, and in their specific case of deductions of 14 cwt at Sheriffyards colliery, miners are thought to 

agree to such a system if they continue to work when such a system is forwarded through proper notice and must 

stop working to show their disagreement. It is also thought to be legal if the amount of the deduction is on average 

equal to the amount of dirt found in hutches. He bases these assumptions on cases of such types brought in the 

West of Scotland. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-152 

4th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to The Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for 

permission to begin proceedings against Robert Walker, the certificated manager of Kinneil colliery, owned by the 

Kinneil Cammel and Coking Coal company, for employing a 12 year old boy called James Ford at a coal washing 

machine in contravention of Sections 7 and 8 of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-153/154/155 

5th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to The Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, remarking on the 

problems arising from the standard weight system and the rights of checkweighers to ascertain the true weight of 

minerals brought up in hutches. Mr. Atkinson remarks that most problems in his East of Scotland district arise in 

areas where miners unions are weak and miners complain after the system is imposed that it is illegal. Mr. Atkinson 

notes that legal cases in these instances have tended to side with the owners, such as the Fairhill case, with the 

question of whether the checkweigher is allowed to ascertain the true weight of said hutches left undecided. Mr. 

Atkinson also notes that the New South Wales Coal mines act has a clause forbidding the use of Standard Weights, 

and believes that eventually this clause will be inserted in any further legislation in this country, but argues that, 

despite the difficulty in applying Section 13 of the Coal Mines act and its definition of a hutch being improperly filled, 

the necessity of further legislation could be delayed if miners had access to the true weight of the minerals they have 

worked in their hutches to compare with the imposed standard weight allowed by the owners. He adds that he 

receives a considerable amount of complaints on this score, and although most reach an amicable settlement, he 

pledges to continue sending the Secretary details of cases where he feels any doubt as to the rightful verdict. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-156 

5th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Townhill Colliery company, Dunfermline, confirming the appointment of 

Robert Robertson as the manager of the Townhill colliery in the room of Mr. Strachan. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-157 

5th February/7th February 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to investigate the ventilation at Fallshill colliery after a 

complaint from John Wilson. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Lowe informing him that a Mr. Baird has sent a return for the Rothes 

Limestone mine including details from the time he has had it, and he asks Mr. Lowe to provide details of how many 

tons of limestone he worked there in the previous year. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Lieutenant Colonel Borthwick, Chief Constable, Lothian and Peebles, County 

Buildings, Edinburgh, dated 7th February, confirming receipt of police reports on deferred shafts in the West Calder 

parish and promising to enquire into the matter and put it right. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-158 

7th February 1898 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Purdie and company, builders, Hamilton, informing them that he has sent the 

annual returns from the Udston and Stewartfield quarries the builders sent him to I.M. Ronaldson in Glasgow, the 

Inspector of Quarries for the West of Scotland district where the quarries are situated. He adds that he has sent 

them two copies of the Code of Special Rules for Quarries, noting that if they agree to them for their Udston quarry 

they should inform him and then they will be formally proposed and established, making them legally binding. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, enclosing a report on the death of 

Alexander Park by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-159 

7th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Donaldson in the care of James Johnston, Blackburn, Bathgate, promising to look 

further into a matter concerning the no.1 mine at Seafield and that his name won't be mentioned in connection with 

it. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-160 

9th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Ritchie, Gartness colliery, Airdrie, confirming that the Lower Drumgray 

coal of the no.1 pit at Gartness colliery was abandoned on the 4th February 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-161 

10th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. and G. Anderson, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of James Buchanan 

as the manager of Barblues no.10 pit or Blairmuckhill. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-162 

11th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Nellfield Brick and Tile company, Braidwood, Carlisle, confirming that the 

company have opened a mine on the Nellfield Estate for working Red Marl. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-163 

12th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson remarking on the techniques for weighing tubs in Scottish 

collieries. He mentions that some weigh the full tub as it comes out of the pit and the small (tub?) separately by the 

Billy Fair play system. He adds that the large coal is not weighed separately but worked out by deducting the small 

coal. He also mentions that in the case of the engine for the second shaft at the Home Farm colliery, the conditions 

required by the general rule involved would seem to be satisfied. He also encloses details from a Mr. Ormington(?) 



from his report on Iron Making in Australia. He continues with details of an explosion in Mr. Ronaldson's district 

caused by firing a shot at the side of a dusty engine dook, suggesting that the material used was not the roburite 

recommended but something else as yet undisclosed. He concludes by noting they have had a fine Winter with the 

highest recorded temperatures for a January and that (his sons) Leonard and Alan have had the measles causing 

absences from school for all the family for some weeks. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-164 

12th February/14th February 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, informing him that the Secretary of 

State has approved of proceedings being taken against Robert Walker for employing James Ford, a boy under 12 

years of age, at Kinneil colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-8-152). He adds that the charge should be instituted under Section 

7(i) and Section 8(i) of the Coal Mines Regulation act 1887. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W. Wilkinson, Hamilton, dated 14th February, suggesting that he does not think he 

will be eligible for a vacancy at the Board of Examiners if it involves being a workmen's representative and that any 

appointments are made by the Secretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-165 

14th February/15th February 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of Alexander 

Baillie by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 15th February, remarking 

that he believes Alexander Easton, the foreman of Charlestown quarry, should be charged for instructing William 

Barber and Alexander Stark to drill out a shot that had missed fire in contravention of Special Rule 12 of the Special 

Rules established under the Quarries act 1894 which states that a shot that has missed fire should not be 

unrammed, bored or picked out. He adds that the quarryman John Walker, a fellow worker, can prove receiving the 

instruction although he, unlike Mr. Barber and Mr. Stark, did not suffer from the accident that followed. Although 

believing that the two men themselves were culpable for their actions, he believes that charging Mr. Easton would 

satisfy the case since he believes he would plead guilty to the charge. He encloses a copy of the Special Rules as 

certified by himself. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-166 

14th February/15th February 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to David A.J. Kirkland, Perth, pointing out that the shaft situated at Hurwood 

on his property has become dangerous through part of the wall facing it being broken down. He adds that it is his 

responsibility to keep said shaft securely forced and he should see to this without delay. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to Andrew Wilson, Denend Quarry, Cardenden, dated 15th February, enclosing an 

Annual Return form to fill in and return. He also encloses a copy of the new Special Rules which he suggests they 

should say whether they agree to their implementation at that quarry. If they agree, he will formally propose and 

legally establish them. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-167 

15th February 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (receiver unknown) on the death of Joseph Jackson. The 14 year old signal boy was killed 

when a rope attached to the jib of a steam crane struck him from the top of a quarry at Denend into the quarry hole. 

Mr. Atkinson mentions that the stewing(?) gear of the crane had broken a few days previously and the rope had 

been attached to the jib to cleave the crane. At the time of the accident, nobody was in the quarry hole, and the 

cranesman James Miller was attempting to lift a box of coal from a ledge where it was stored to the crane. At this 

point a gust of wind appears to have blown the jib into the quarry after Mr. Miller had attached the crane rope to 

the box. Both the deceased and the blacksmith James Marshall were at the rope and could not hold on to it, the 

former being struck in some way and falling into the quarry. He suggests that Mr. Miller, Mr. Marshall and the 

foreman John Clark would be adequate as witnesses at the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-168 

16th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Barr, Airdrie, confirming the opening of a small colliery on Rawyards 

Estate near Airdrie. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-169 

17th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Larkhall Brickfields Company, Glasgow, confirming that the company have 

restarted the pit at Birkenshaw to work fireclay, appointing Robert Fleming as its manager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-170 

17th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. McAllister and sons, coalmasters, Dollar, confirming their commencement 

of sinking a shaft on the Lawhill estate in the parish of Muckart and the county of Perth. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-171 

17th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. McAllister and sons, Coalmasters, Dollar, confirming the abandonment of 

Sheardale colliery in Tillicoultry. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-172 

17th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson,Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son, Edinburgh, confirming the beginning of sinking two pits 

on the Polkemmet property to be named Polkemmet nos 1 and 2 mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-173 

17th February/18th February 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of William 

Gardner by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D.R.S. Kirklands, Perth, confirming that Mr. Kirklands has given instructions to 

repair the fence wall in his mine at Harwood. He reiterates that he needs to keep fenced shafts that have been 

abandoned as pointed out in Section 37 of the Coal Mines Regulation act 1887, which specifies that all tops of shafts 

and every side entrance of abandoned or discontinued mines must be fenced off to prevent accidents, the 

responsibility for this falling on the owners and every other person interested in the minerals of the mine. He adds 

that if trespassers have broken or damaged said fences then he is not to blame, but that he would still be liable to 

repair the damage. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-174 

18th February/19th February 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Eastrigg Coal company, Linlithgowshire, suggesting that he does not know whether 

he would be acting legally if he deducted money from all workmen to contribute to the Friendly Society, and should 

elicit the opinion of R. Addison Smith, the registrar of Friendly Societies in Edinburgh, for a more definitive answer. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 18th February, expressing his 

opinion that Mr. Walker, the manager at Kimmeil, should be charged for contravening the mines act in employing an 

underage boy for 8 months. He explains that if he had paid due attention he would have been able to ascertain 

through the boy's age, name and wage status and the fact that his name was not on the register that he was 

underage and therefore was undoubtedly responsible for a breach of the act. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-175 

1897 

Plan of East Scotland, containing statistics on (mines at?) Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the 

Eastern portion of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland, signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-176 

1897 

Plan containing statistics on (mines at?) Edinburgh, Fife, the Eastern portion of Lanark and Linlithgow signed by J.B. 

Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-177 

1897 

Plan of East Scotland containing statistics on (mines at?) Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the 

Eastern portion of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Stirling and Sutherland, including amounts of blaes or shale and 

ganister, signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-178 

1897 

Plan containing statistics on (mines at?) Edinburgh, Fife, the Eastern portion of Lanark and Linlithgow, signed by J.B. 

Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-179 

1897 

Plan of East Scotland containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-180 

1897 

Plan of East Scotland containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-181 

1897 

Plan of East Scotland containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-182 

22nd February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Sir Matthew Ridley, M.P., Her Majesty's Principal 

Secretary of State, Home Department, remarking on his disappointment that six of his fellow Inspectors of Mines 

have been given a raise of £100 a year in salary while his has remained the same. He argues that none of those who 



have been given the raise have worked harder than he has at both routine work or ascertaining the true causes of 

mine accidents, only one has worked longer at the job,and adds that the extra workload placed upon him by the 

responsibilities of the new Quarries act have impacted on him just as much as on his fellow Inspectors. He therefore 

asks for a commensurate salary raise. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-183 

22nd February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.H. Stokes reiterating his disapproval at the increase in salaries that have not included 

him (see NEIMME-JBA-8-182 above), including much of the letter, and promising to support Mr. Stokes in his 

application for said increase if he wishes. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-184 

24th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Partridge Coal company, Linlithgowshire, confirming the appointment of 

James Russell as the manager of Eastrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-185 

25th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to W.D. Patrick, District Clerk, Cupar, Fife, remarking that of the Quarries for which Mr. 

Patrick has sent annual returns (Pilkine, Berryhill, Linnbenny, Hatton Heil, Murdochcannine, Kinnede or Saint Fort, 

Newbigging, Balhelvie, Gooseknowe, Mares Craig and East Glentie) only Berryhill is on his list for those quarries 

which need to send one, and he has already received their return. He asks if any or all of the remainder are over 20 

feet deep, as if not they need not send in such returns under the Quarries act. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-186 

26th February 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R.D. Roberton, Glasgow, confirming that Ryding colliery in Airdrie has been 

acquired from A. and J. Russell by the Drumshangie Coal company, the transaction taking place on the 23rd February 

1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-187 

26th February 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-188, 1st letter below) on the death of 

William Henderson. The 13 year old collier was killed by the fall of some roof stone at the face of a stooping place in 

the main coal seam of the no.1 pit at Ross colliery. He was working with his father Peter Richardson at the time of 

the accident (about 3 p.m. on the 25th February 1898) and the place was in a piece of coal alongside a 13 ft 

downthrow hitch with a tramway laid next to the hitch. The accident led to a significant amount of laikey (?) rock of 



about 9 inch thickness falling from some distance back and across the tramway. The fireman John Pollock remarked 

that he had examined the place at about 5.10 a.m and found it safe but had not made a further inspection or 

timbered a portion of the surrounding area which was thought to be unsafe as he was reportedly told to do by the 

oversman James Treadfell, only inspecting again after the accident. The deceased and his father had almost finished 

their shift at the time of the accident, with the former engaged at the face next to the hitch and the latter setting a 

tare on the opposite side when the roof fell. The father escaped and ran to two oncostmen (?) called Mitchell and 

Nisbett, who ran back with him to try and free the younger Mr. Henderson. By the time they had done so, the latter 

was near to death. Mr. Atkinson suggests that the men mentioned should be forwarded as witnesses for the 

forthcoming public inquiry and that the manager will provide a plan of the area for that purpose also. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-188 

27th February/1st March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of William 

Henderson (see NEIMME-JBA-8-187 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Dron, Glasgow, dated 1st March, informing him that he finds his plans of the 

Woodside abandoned mines acceptable, but suggests that a section of the pits showing the different seams should 

be added. He explains that such abandoned plans are first sent to the Secretary of State then to him to compare with 

the original plans and adding the additions accordingly. He also suggests that he adds a notice to show that he has 

certified the plans as an accurate description of the workings and boundaries of the pits involved. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-189 

1st March/2nd March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing reports on the deaths of 

George Mitchell and Adam Donaldson by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Romanes and Rankin, Lauder, informing them that the letter they sent to K.G. 

Digby, the Under Secretary of State, concerning the necessity of sending returns under the Quarries act of 1894, has 

been forwarded to him. He adds that if the Bermersy and Hexpath (?) quarries are over 20 feet deep and are owned 

by the West District committee, for which the two work as clerks, returns will be necessary. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-190 

3rd March 1898 

Plan of the Sheardale pit at Tillicoultry owned by Robert McAllister and sons, coalmasters, Dollar, abandoned for the 

workings of Cherry and Splint coals at Martinmas 1896, as the coal had become almost exhausted from the existing 

shaft. The plan was constructed by the coalmining engineers and surveyors Simpson and Wilson and approved by 

J.B. Atkinson, who notes that some of the old workings in the Eastern part of the field are not shown. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-191 

3rd March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson,Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, remarking that 

General Rule 38 of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887, which allows miners to make periodical inspections of 

mines, is rarely used, if ever. He adds that a similar rule set out in the previous act of 1872 was occasionally used, 

even by managers of pits to try and persuade miners of the safety of their workplaces. Despite the rarity of its use, 

however, Mr. Atkinson adds that he believes the rule has a legitimate purpose and gives the miners a power they 

should be allowed to have. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-192 

3rd March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Alex Bennett, Shotts, confirming that the Heather Bell pit has been abandoned 

and asking that a plan of the workings he drove be sent to him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-193 

4th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Romanes and Rankin, Lauder,noting that he cannot provide a definitive answer to 

whether their District Committee are occupiers of the quarries concerned (see NEIMME-JBA-8-189, 2nd letter) but 

that if, as in the case of Fosters vs. Newhaven Harbour in 1896, they had a licence to remove minerals (flints and 

chalk in their case) but could not prevent others from doing the same, they could well be judged as having no 

statutory powers with the rights belonging to the owner of the quarry. He asks the clerks to quote the section of the 

act under which their committee exercises their power of entering said quarries and he will send it on to the 

Secretary of State for his opinion. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.B. Forbes and Gibson, writers, Glasgow, telling him that it is against his legal 

instructions to provide them with information on the accident to Charles Martin, as provided to him by Mr. 

Johnstone's report and the report of the accident provided by the Fife Coal company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-194 

6th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to T. Gilchrist providing him with details of collieries in his area that work Cannel coal and 

providing information on the sample of clay he has sent to Mr. Gilchrist as well as thanking him for the sample of 

burnt clay he has received from him. He notes that most collieries that work the Cannel coal work the seam in 

conjunction with common coal or even Ironstone. He notes that Niddrie, Armiston, Newbattle and Balbardie in 

Linlithgow all have seams in which Cannel and Common coal are worked. He notes that Haywood, Poirene(?) and 

Muiredge are collieries more like Mr. Gilchrist's own in working the Cammel coal pointing out that the thickness 

varies at Haywood and that he will find out the burning prices and let him know. He also points out that the sample 

of clay he sent to Mr. Gilchrist is from an outcrop near Edinburgh near the railway side,adding that he thinks it 

contains too much lime,when ground up it seems plastic in nature and when burnt it turns a chocolate colour. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-195 

6th February/5th March 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A.Griffiths, dated 6th February (sic), asking him to test the small bone from the 

outcrop he has sent to him at Bonnybridge. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to I. Lancaster, Auchenheath, reminding him that the abandoned plans of the Fence 

he promised to send to be forwarded to the Home Secretary by the end of the previous year have not yet arrived. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder, Broughty Ferry, asking him to provide the address of a Mr. Thomas 

Sandridge, a Workmen's Representative on the Examination Board, who, he has been informed, died some time ago. 

He promises to enquire further once supplied with the address. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-196 

7th March 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Murphy, Miners Secretary, Larkhall, promising to look further into a matter 

concerning Merryton colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Larkhall, confirming receipt of his postcard concerning Merryton colliery, 

and promising to look further into the matter (see letter above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to P. McGregor, Crowley Estate Office, Dumblane, informing him that if a Captain 

Drummond works no stone from the Barbush Quarry, he is not required to produce a return. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-197 

8th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Lieutenant Colonel Borthwick, Chief Constable, County Buildings, Edinburgh, 

confirming receipt of his letter and a police report (which he returns) concerning the unfenced Lime Kilns at Darcy, 

Westthon and Hillhead but regretting that he has no power to deal with the problem under the acts applying to his 

department. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to I. Lancaster, Lesmahagow, informing him that the Fence abandoned plans would 

not be available to anybody besides the Secretary of State for ten years from the time of abandonment unless 

specifically allowed to by the owner of the mine or seam under the Coal Mines act. Mr. Atkinson adds that he 

presumes this to mean that the owner(s) themselves would be able to view it at any time they wished (see NEIMME-

JBA-8-195, 2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-198 



8th March/9th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder,Head of Schools, Broughty Ferry, thanking him for providing the address of 

Thomas Sandridge (see NEIMME-JBA-8-195, 3rd letter) and asking him to arrange the next meeting of the board to 

take place on the 29th March 1898. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 9th March, telling him 

that he does not think it necessary to revisit Clumvar (?) Quarry again after the death of John Hamilton. He recalls 

that he visited the quarry after the incident on the 24th February 1898 which lead to Mr. Hamilton's injury and since 

it was not considered serious at the time (a wheel going over his shoulder after falling from the shafts of a cart while 

loading a stone because of a horse moving forward unexpectedly) he did not take the names of those who witnessed 

it. He adds that the police will undoubtedly have the necessary information and that one witness to speak about the 

accident and the remarks of his foreman would probably be enough to satisfy the law. He adds that the place 

involved was on top of the quarry where cranes land stones and where they are dressed. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-199 

9th March/10th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Colin Carr by 

Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, on Home Office Service, to the Under secretary of State, Home Office, London, dated 

10th March (see NEIMME-JBA-8-201 below) allowing Merryton Colliery an exemption from 2 shafts under section 18 

(iii) (b) of the coal Mines act providing no more than 20 people work underground at any one time, only safety lamps 

are used for lighting and that the exemption ends three weeks from the date of the letter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-200 

11th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Calderwood, Longammet quarries, Kincardie on Forth, confirming the 

opening of a firestone quarry at Longammet and that something undisclosed will be forwarded to them. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-201 

11th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, referring to the 

telegram he sent to the Under Secretary of State allowing Merryton Coal company exemption from 2 shafts in 

response to telegrams from the Undersecretary and C.Deffells (see NEIMME-JBA-8-199, 2nd letter). He explains that 

one of the shafts at the colliery collapsed and the company wanted leeway to use some of its miners to work coal for 

the use of boilers etc. while the second shaft was repaired. He clarifies that only locked safety lamps should be used 

underground and that the date of expiration of the exemption should be set as April 1st 1898. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-202 

11th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan explaining that the discrepancies between the January original returns and 

the revised returns he has sent to the Labour Gazette are due to the fact that between the original sent on the 2nd 

February and the later return there will usually be notices of deaths or injuries to add to the original totals. He 

confirms that the later returns are the ones to use. He also asks Mr. Jordan to forward the usual abstracts of acts 

relating to quarries to R. Calderwood at Longannet quarries in Fifeshire. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-203 

11th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking him to give 

his opinion whether a Roads District committee which quarries stones from a quarry over 20 feet deep under powers 

conferred on it by Section 80 of (sections?) 1 and 2 (of?) William IV cap 43 is legally bound to make an annual return 

under the Quarries act of 1894 showing the amount of minerals wrought and people employed, or not? (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-193, 1st letter etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-204 

11th March 1898 

Two lists showing dates and times of(visits to mines and collieries?)along with statistics during the year (1897?), the 

first containing visits to Darngavil, Dalway Oil Shale mine and Newliston and the second to Burnyside, Darngavil, 

Skellyton, Pumpherston Oil Shale mine, Monkland, Cornsilloch, Blairhall, Polbeth Oil Shale mine, Barblues, Birkrigg, 

Forkneuk Oil Shale Mine, Prestongrange, Addiewell Oil Shale mine, Roman Camp Oil Shale mine, Merryton, 

Newbattle, Law, Glenboig Fireclay mine, Bent and Rosewall. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-205 

12th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson,Glasgow, to J. Caldwell, Pumpherston mines, Uphall, confirming the appointment of 

William Caldwell as the manager of the mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-206 

12th March 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-207,2nd letter below) on the death of 

Lyle McKerrell. The 23 year old wagoner who worked at Garnock colliery was injured when a wheel of a loaded 

wagon ran over his leg on the 9th March, dying of his injury a day later. The deceased and another wagoner Alex 

Haxton had been lowering four loaded wagons down a slight incline from the pit, Haxton on one side, the deceased 

on the other. Since the leading wagon had to go down a separate road from the other three, the deceased had 

stepped between the first and second wagons trying to uncouple them as they moved slowly. As they became 

uncoupled, the deceased fell back and his right leg or foot was caught by the front wheel of the second wagon as it 



moved forward, Mr. Atkinson remarking that the fact that the deceased's trouser was turned up suggesting that his 

trousers may have been what was caught between the bolts between the pile plates of the tracks. Alex Gibb, 

another wagoner, witnessed the incident, helping to stop the wagons and pulling the deceased away. Mr. Atkinson 

adds that the latter and Mr. Haxton would be sufficient witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-207 

12th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Hugh McKerrell, Hamilton, apologising that he cannot intervene or advise on how he 

might ascertain whether the Hartley fund may assist in the cost of the internment of his brother (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

206 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Lyle 

McKerrell (see NEIMME-JBA-8-206 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-208 

15th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, confirming the 

death of the workmen's representative Thomas Sandridge from Hamilton (see NEIMME-JBA-8-198, 1st letter etc). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to David Gilmour,Lanarkshire Miners County Union, promising to look further into the 

question of weighing at Allanton colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-209 

17th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson,Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting on the 

injury to Charles Forbes, a 41 year old quarry foreman, at the Braehead quarry in Linlithgow, owned by Turners Ltd, 

for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives. The injury occurred when Mr. Forbes was struck on the 

head by a pebble or some other material projected from a gelignite charged shot ignited in a large loose mass of 

clay, intending to break up the material. The clay block had had two shots placed into it in holes approximately two 

feet deep, the first containing 3 pellets of gelignite, the second 2. Both were fired at the same time and exploded 

within a few seconds of each other. The warning had been given and the injured person had been 100 yards away at 

the top of the quarry at the time. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-210/211 

17th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, drawing his 

attention to the complaint made by the miners agent David Gilmour about the weighing system in place at Allanton 



colliery near Hamilton owned by William Barr and sons in connection with his enquiry about complaints made by 

miners regarding checkweighing (see NEIMME-JBA-8-208,2nd letter). He cites his complaints that one of the 

weighing machines is failing to register the weight correctly, that the turning table of one of the two machines in use 

is too small to receive the hutches and that the checkweigher is being prevented from ascertaining the true weight 

of hutches that contain material above the standard weight. He states that the first two complaints have been 

passed on to the Inspector of Weights and Measures after his visit to the mine on the 16th March, but that he would 

like advice on the last, pointing out that the standard weight system allows 9cwt of material in hutches worked in 

the Ell, Main and Pyotshaw seams of the colliery and 10 cwt in the Splint Coal seam. After this amount is weighed, 

any excess is disregarded. He remarks again his preference for mine owners to allow checkweighers to weigh the full 

amount of material in their hutches, pointing out he has received complaints before from the Allanton colliery 

miners on this subject and that the owners have refused to change their system. He adds that he does not agree 

with Mr. Gilmour's assertion that the Fairhill case decided that the owners were compelled to allow exact weights to 

be ascertained believing there was a differing of opinion on the point, so awaits the Secretary's instructions on the 

point. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-212 

16th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Haleston, Arniston colliery, Corebridge, pointing out that he has been 

found to be employing two boys and one woman at times which contravene Section 29 (4) and (7) of the Coal Mines 

Regulation act of 1887 and asking him to see to the matter immediately. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-213 

18th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Drumshangie Coal company, Airdrie, confirming their acquisition of the 

Ryding colliery at New Monkland to be renamed Drumshangie colliery and run by the same management team as 

before. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-214 

18th March/21st March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, confirming his visit to Prestongrange colliery that day to make enquiries into 

the system of deductions for dirt at work there and that he will inform the Home Secretary of the particulars. He 

adds that he arranged facilities for the checkweigher to view the dirt being weighed. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, British Miners Federation, Eskbank, dated 21st March, returning a copy 

of the terms arranged by Mr. Goodwin and the miners at Prestongrange regarding reductions. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-215/216/217/218/219 

March 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable secretary of State, Home Department, providing him 

with more evidence of complaints made by miners regarding checkweighing (see NEIMME-JBA-8-210/11), on this 

occasion complaints made about Prestongrange colliery in Haddingtonshire owned by the Summerlee and Mossend 

Iron and Steel company as addressed to him by R. Brown, the secretary of the Scottish Miners Federation. The 

complaint in this case referred to the change in policy regarding deductions for dirt in hutches made by the new 

manager Mr. Milligan after the death of their previous manager Mr. Goodwin, who had, in 1896, made it clear that 

any miner who sent up more than 30 lbs of foreign material in a number of hutches could be summarily dismissed. 

The new manager had added to this and the deductions associated an automatic deduction of 1 cwt for dirt to 

counteract what he saw as boxes being continually overfilled with dirt.  Some of the miners initially objected to this, 

and downed tools on the 1st and 2nd February, returning under protest after Mr. Milligan refused to change his 

policy following a meeting with a deputation of the protesting miners. Mr. Atkinson describes the practices of 

checkweighing and loading of materials at the colliery, remarking that the only real protest the miners have regards 

the automatic deduction of 1 cwt for dirt rather than the other elements of deduction. Mr. Atkinson reports that he 

informed the manager that he was compelled under the Mines act to allow the checkweigher to check the weight of 

dirt in any box or hutch. He asks for the Secretary of State's opinion as to whether the 1cwt deduction agreement 

could be seen to be in accordance with or arrived at in a manner that goes along with Section 12 of the Coal Mines 

act. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-220 

19th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Barr, Glasgow, confirming the abandonment of the Ell coal seam of 

the Connelneathan colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-221 

19th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R.A. Muir, Bowhill Colliery, Cardenden, Fife, confirming the appointment of 

Mr. Muir himself as the manager of the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-222 

19th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Nasmyth, Dundonald colliery, Cardenden, Fife, confirming that the manager 

of the colliery will be a Mr. Dauskin but until he begins his duties the work will be carried out by Mr. Nasmyth himself 

assisted by his son George Nasmyth. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-223 

19th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Charles Carlow, Fife Coal company, Leven, confirming that Peter Dunsire has 

been appointed the manager of Wellsgreen colliery in the room of R. Kirkley who has himself been appointed as the 



general assistant to Mr. Carlow in the East of Fife and that Mr. Rowan, the manager of Hill of Beath collieries among 

others has been appointed as the mining agent at Kelty colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-224 

19th March 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Brown and Henderson, builders, Hamilton, asking them to send the returns for the 

Garnock and Glebe collieries owned by them by the return of post. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to George Gellie, road surveyor, Aberdeenshire, asking for returns for the 

Ardbonneart(?), Cults, Gorry, Inverurossat (?),Littlewood and Strossey quarries as soon as possible. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to H. McKerrell, Hamilton, again telling him he cannot help in his application to access 

the Hartley fund to help with the burial of his brother (see NEIMME-JBA-8-207, 1st letter etc.) suggesting he apply to 

the managers of the fund who he unfortunately does not know. He adds that he might contact William Baird of 

William Baird and company as Mr. Atkinson believes him to be a trustee of the fund. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-225 

19th March 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Great North of Scotland Granite (?) company, Peterhead, asking for the annual 

return from the Loughaven quarry. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Gow of the Caithness Flagstone company asking that his quarry returns be 

sent by return of post, as delay could lead to him being liable to prosecution. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to A. Duthie, road surveyor, Bolshan, asking for the returns from Bolshan, Congarry, 

Kinneil, Marywell and Ros (?) quarries by return of post. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-226 

24th March 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Miner's agent, Larkhall, asking him if he would be willing to replace the late 

Thomas Sandridge as a workers' representative on the board for granting managers' certificates in the district if 

appointed (see NEIMME-JBA-8-208, 1st letter etc). He explains that there is usually only one annual meeting in 

Edinburgh and expenses of around 30 shillings are allowed for each member at each meeting. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. White and company, Coalmasters, Ormiston, explaining that Neil Wise's 2nd 

class certificate was granted on the 21st March 1898 and his number is 2596. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas J. Jamieson, manager, Motherwell collieries, advising him to bring the men 

who were injured in the explosion at the no.4 pit at the collieries before the Sheriff and advise the procurator fiscal 

as they seem to have violated General Rule 12 (f) and Special Rule 87(4) of the Coal Mines act. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-227 

24th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas McNeil, Coalmaster, Northfield colliery, Prestonpans, confirming the 

appointment of William Leckie as the manager of the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-228 

24th March 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A. Griffiths, thanking him for examples and hoping to meet him soon to discuss them. 

He also mentions that he will be fishing in Loch Ard for the first time within the next week. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder confirming that he has returned a letter from Mr. Ormiston to him and 

that he suggests posting special notices on the matters he talks of. He adds that Thomas Sandridge is dead but his 

successor has not yet been appointed (see NEIMME-JBA-8-226, 1st letter etc). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, allowing the extension of Carmuirs colliery's exemption from 2 

shafts until the 30th June 1898 under the same conditions. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8- Not numbered 

24th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J. Gilchrist, apologising for not answering sooner due to being away from home. He 

continues by talking about his knowledge of James and W.B. Walker of Glasgow and Chapel Hall, Airdrie, 

respectively. He remarks that he knows little of the former, apart from his being described as a merchant by the 

Glasgow directory. The latter, however, he confesses to know quite well being a coalmaster with an interest in the 

Dalbandie Coal company and other concerns with an estate in Dumfries. He adds that he has a lot of money because 

of his father's fortune, being an only son and a straightforward man. He adds a rumour that he has amassed 20,000 

dollars for floating a colliery in the Transvaal. He does not think the two men are connected in business. He adds that 

he has been making enquiries into the possible cost of mining cammel but has yet to receive definitive information 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-194), noting that some of the hewing prices are as high, if not higher than his but that he hopes 

to get particulars from a similar working to his soon. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Cowan and sons, Riggend colliery, Airdrie, noting that there is no law forbidding the 

employment of a mare pony down a pit. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-229 



24th March/25th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

George Durham by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Mitchell, dated 25th March, remarking that although previous patents for 

mining cartridges worked by water or by combustion of the screw and wedge have proved unsuccessful, he sees no 

reason why his patent for a hydraulic mining cartridge should be stopped since there is such a large field in which it 

might be useful. He adds that he has asked the Inspector Mr. Garrow for his advice without mentioning Mr. 

Mitchell's name and that he has not heard of any experiments involving hydraulic cartridges since his arrival in 

Scotland. He ends by expressing his sorrow at the bad news about Mr. Wilson's little daughter, noting that when his 

wife visited the Wilson's at Airdrie House two or three weeks earlier the whole family was well. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-230 

25th March/26th March 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J. Gerrard asking him if he knows anything about the Patent Hydraulic mining 

Cartridge in use at Halton collieries in Bolton and if so the nature of its principle and whether it is well adapted to 

replace explosives in coal work, along with whether it is an economical alternative (see NEIMME-JBA-8-229, 2nd 

letter above).He concludes by mentioning catching a 10lb fish on the Dee and his opinion that the Home Office have 

made a meal (?) of the advance of salaries (see NEIMME-JBA-8-182). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. and G. Shelton, Edinburgh, dated 26th March, asking for the returns for the 

Hillwood, Rotho (?) and Rasebuig (?) Quarries without delay and adding that since they have received several such 

reminders he may have to resort to legal proceedings to ensure prompter attention from them in future. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-231 

26th March/28th March 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Prentice, Staurigg, enclosing a paper on the chemistry of coal he had mentioned 

previously to him. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Thomson, dated 28th March, enclosing 2 volumes of the Highland Transactions 

which Mr, Thomson had previously loaned him and thanking him for them. He adds that it seems queer that he has 

Bowhill after the anxiety and trouble he has gone through (?) and sends his kind regards. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, dated 28th March, telling him to close his quarry returns, adding that he 

is still waiting for one or two which he hopes he can send to him in the next couple of days, asking that they be 

included if Mr. Jordan has not closed his returns by the time they are received. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-232 



28th March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, noting that the Explosives 

order brought in the previous year now seems to be working satisfactorily, following a little friction with the miners 

when it was first introduced in January the previous year. He adds that, despite this, the order is not in effect at the 

coal face of the majority of collieries in the district and the orders regarding blasting on old roads is rarely needed in 

any case due to the scarcity of such an occurrence, leading to little change in the kinds of explosives used. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-233 

29th March/1st April 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Best, Leith, remarking that since the fatal accident in the Mackiehill tunnel he 

refers to occurred in connection with a water works it does not fall under his jurisdiction. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Buchan, procurator fiscal, Peebles, dated 1st April, remarking that the 

death of Hugh Glen is a case that does not come under his department's remit. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.C. Aubrey, Southport, dated 1st April, commiserating that he does not seem to have 

had a happy experience in South Africa and hoping his fever was not too severe. He adds that the position at 

Lanemark is not in his district and he knows nothing about it, reminding him of the low salaries paid here(Scotland?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-234 

31st March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Dalmeny Oil company, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of William 

Marshall as the manager of the Dalmeny Oil Shale mines in the room of Mr. Archibald. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-235 

31st March 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Spowart Company, Lassodie etc, Collieries, Dunfermline, confirming 

the appointment of David Archibald as the manager at the Lassodie collieries in the room of Robert Cook. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-236 

1st April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son Ltd., Bathgate, on the subject of Polkemmet coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-237 

1st April 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.R. Dalzell, Larkhall, confirming that the company have abandoned their 

Garrelwood and Southfield collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-238 

1st April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to D. Gilmour, Secretary, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, informing him that 

the Secretary of State has advised him to remark that the majority of the court in the Fairhill case disagreed with the 

view Mr. Gilmour had expressed regarding the weighing of hutches over the standard weight. He also asks Mr. 

Gilmour to inform the Inspector of Weights and Measures of his concerns about the accuracy of weighing machines 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-210/211 etc). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Nimmo and son, Edinburgh, asking the company to send another copy of their 

Special Rules at Polkemmet colliery as required by the Coal Mines act to go with the one already sent, promising to 

send one of the copies back signed by Mr. Atkinson in due course. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-239 

2nd April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, referring to a letter sent by Mr. Atkinson to the Summerlee and 

Mossend Iron and Steel company in which he suggests a possible solution to the dispute there about deductions for 

dirt in hutches (see NEIMME-JBA-8-240,1st letter below). Mr. Atkinson suggests that instead of deducting 1 cwt of 

dirt from each hutch, which was found to be above the average quantity of dirt found in each hutch when he looked 

at the figures from the books at Prestongrange colliery on the 18th March, they might instead ascertain the exact 

amount of dirt found per week and divide it by the number of hutches used to work out the deduction. The 

checkweigher would then be able to carry out his work at finding the true amount of dirt in each hutch. He also 

suggests that the receiver refer to the enclosed statement given by Sheriff Substitute Davidson in deciding whether 

there could be deemed to be agreement between the miners and the owners when the former returned to work 

under protest (receiver Secretary of State?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-240 

2nd April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Summerlee and Mossend Iron and Steel company, Prestongrange colliery, 

referring to the disagreements at the colliery about deductions made for dirt found in hutches (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

239 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. and G. Stratton, Edinburgh, referring to a powder magazine at Ratho, 

remarking that suggestions for improvements were made either by him or his assistant inspectors and that it is 

probably the Inspector of explosives that his foreman is referring to. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-241 

2nd April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, sending him his annual 

report of 1897. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, remarking that he has sent his annual report to the Secretary of State 

(see letter above) without the figures for the quarry report. He suggests that Mr. Jordan insert these figures in the 

two tables he has included so he can revise the Report in proof. He asks for 3 proofs of the figures. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-242 

March 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-243 

March 1898 

Plan containing statistics, the bottom part showing nil signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-244 

12th April/13th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Charles G. Dawson, Edinburgh, referring to problems with the Newbigging 

coal at the Kinnert mines. The problems refer to the inadequate size of part of the communication road, a mining 

engineer and the haulage engine used for limestone, all contravening either the Coal Mines Regulation or 

Metalliferous Mines Regulation acts of 1887. He asks that these matters are seen to quickly. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R, Calderwood, Longannet quarries, Kincardine-on-Forth, dated 13th April, 

confirming receipt of the proposed Special Rules for the quarries. He adds that the Rules will be formally proposed to 

them by the Secretary of State and then after a statutory interval a signed copy will be sent to him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-245 

13th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd,Uddingston, confirming that the company has 

acquired the Larkhall, Fairholm, Baukend, Sitehill, Crofthead and Fallshill collieries all of which will continue with the 

managers appointed by the previous owners and all of which will be represented by James Bain as agent. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-246 

13th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Melville coal company, Eskbank, Midlothian, on the subject of Glenesk 

coal.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-247 

13th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clelland, Carron Iron works, Stirlingshire, confirming the appointment 

of John McCulloch as the manager of Shieldhill colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-248 

13th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing the 12th list of 

quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt the revised code of Special Rules when they are proposed to them by 

the Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-8-12). He also remarks that the Aberfoyle Slate quarries company have 

asked for an alteration in Rule 9 of the code suggesting that a time of 30 minutes be reduced to five. He adds that 

although he personally desires that the new code be accepted in its entirety by quarries, he does not object to the 

compromise in this case and encloses a copy of the code with this change for the Secretary of State's approval. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-249 

13th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first list no.12 of Quarries whose owners accept the Revised code of Special Rules including Longannet and 

Denoud with Aberfoyle accepting with the one alteration to rule 9 (see NEIMME-JBA-8-248 above) signed by J.B. 

Atkinson. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to L.K. Stevenson and company, quarrymasters, Dundee, remarking that the Form b 

they refer to in the Quarry Register act of 1894 does not seem to be known at the Home Office. He adds that John 

Menzies in Edinburgh supply all the forms under the Quarries act. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-250 

13th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Barr and Orr, Banyards colliery, Airdrie, explaining that, in reference to the abstract of 

the Coal Mines act and the proposed Special Rules they have sent him and which he returns, the abstract is always in 

force while the proposed Special Rules are only made legal after a series of steps. The proposed Rules are first 

posted at the colliery for a fortnight in order that they can be examined and any objections made. If none are 



forthcoming after the two weeks, two copies of the Rules should be sent to Mr. Atkinson, one of which will be sent 

to the Secretary of State for approval and both containing a statement that the Rules have been posted for the two 

weeks along with the notice. If he has made no objection after 40 days the rules become established and Mr. 

Atkinson returns the other copy of the rules signed by him. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Stewart and sons, solicitors, Glasgow, confirming receipt of 2 sheets of plans 

proposed for Breetown colliery adding that Mr. Johnstone will call on the company shortly to talk about necessary 

additions to the plans. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-251 

14th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Loganlea Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of Robert 

Stanners as the manager of Loganlea and Foulshiels collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-252 

14th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Walter Herd and son, Dunnikeir colliery, Kirkcaldy, confirming the 

appointment of John Clark as the manager of Begg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-253 

14th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Bonnybridge Silica and Fireclay company, Bonnybridge, remarking that the company 

would not need a certificate to use an explosive without a detonator as long as the explosive came from an 

authorized or duly certificated store, was immediately used and replaced. Only if some of the explosive was kept 

aside for future use, either privately or outside its authorized storage place, would a certificate be necessary. He 

adds that the matter is dealt with by the explosives department rather than directly through him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-254 

14th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to C. Le Neve Foster enclosing a map containing the information he wants from all the 

Scotch coal fields except Brora in Sutherland and Cassodie in Dumfries. He refers to shaded areas showing upper coal 

measures, two lower coal measures that are able to produce coal and oil shales that have been worked for coal but 

are not worked at present. He also encloses a paper he presented to the Mining Institute in his district with a 

geological map. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-255/256 

16th April 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting on an explosion 

of fire-damp and some coal dust in the north section of the six feet seam of the Furnaceyard pit at Kinneil colliery 

near Bo'ness in Linlithgowshire owned by the Kinneil Cannel and Coking Coal company on the 31st March 1898. He 

remarks that there were four men injured by the explosion, three of whom have since died with the other in a 

critical condition. They were the only persons employed in that area at that time. The cause would seem to be an 

unauthorised shot being fired in the coal with gas being ignited while the fuse of the shot was being lighted, as 

reported by one of the men who subsequently died. Mr. Atkinson reports that the area was fiery and often dusty 

and precautions were usually taken with only safety lamps being used and only a permitted explosive called nobel 

gelignite being used. After the previous day's inquiry into the accident at Linlithgow suggested further that the 

explosion had been caused by the lighting of the shot with a lucifer match  rather than the explosive itself which 

would have been indicative of a far greater offence. The explosive was thought to be of nobel gelignite, although it 

could not be definitively proven otherwise. Only the fireman of that section was an authorised shot firer and he was 

at the shaft at the time of the explosion. Mr. Atkinson concludes by noting that gas was frequently found in the area 

of the explosion and was certainly present in considerable quantity when he examined the place the day after the 

explosion. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-257 

16th April 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-261, 2nd letter etc) on the death 

of Charles Forbes (see NEIMME-JBA-8-209). The deceased was the foreman of Braehead Quarry owned by Jarness 

Ltd (?) and on the 11th March 1898 he was hit by material projected from a shot, dying from his wounds on the 11th 

April. At the time, a contractor was engaged in removing t(?) on the North side of the quarry and was breaking up 

two blocks of clay mixed with stones and gravel which were lying loose. The two blocks were of approximately six 

and four tons in weight respectively, and the contractor had inserted a shot in each block, the first containing the 

equivalent of 3 cartridges of gelignite, the other two. The contractor gave the necessary warning then fired the two 

shots by fuse, both going off within seconds of each other. Despite standing some distance away, the deceased was 

hit by material most probably from the second shot.Several workmen were engaged in work near where Mr. Forbes 

was hit. Mr. Atkinson admits he does not know the names of the other people involved but suggests that the 

contractor, one of the workmen who witnessed the injury or got to him shortly after and the manager of the quarry 

would be sufficient witnesses for the subsequent public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-258 

16th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow,to the Hillhouserigg Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of 

David Smith as the manager of Greystonelea colliery in the room of Mr. Penman. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-259 

16th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Forsyth, colliery manager, Parkfoot, Falkirk, advising that he probably has a 

good enough case to go to court with concerning a checkweigher who has been picketing his miner employers 



despite some confusion as to whether such an action was provably illegal only when it took place on the premises of 

the mine. He quotes Justice Luck in the case of Prentice vs. Hall who sees no difference whether the picketing is 

done on or off the premises, but adds that other cases have contradicted this verdict. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Gardner by Mr. H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-260 

16th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Robert Forester and company, Glasgow, confirming the change of the name of 

the company from Robert Forester to Robert Forester and company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-261 

16th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing list no.13 of 

quarries whose owners have agreed to implement the new code of Special Rules under the Quarries act of 1894 

when they are proposed by the Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-8-248 etc). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

Charles Forbes (see NEIMME-JBA-8-257) He also asks for a copy of a Mr. Cake's statement on the Kinneil explosion 

and encloses a copy of an explosives order which he had promised him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-262 

16th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a list (no.13) of quarries whose owners have agreed to implement the new code of Special Rules under the 

Quarries act of 1894 when they are proposed by the Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-8-261, 1st letter above) 

containing details of the Sweerie quarry in Fife owned by the Bell brothers of Newburgh and the Clachan quarry in 

Lanark owned by the Co-operative Quarrying Association and signed by H.Johnstone and J.B. Atkinson. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Kinneil Cannel and Coking Coal company, Glasgow, informing ther company 

that standards need to be improved in their ventilation at Kinneil colliery after the recent explosion there (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-261, 2nd letter above). He adds that the working places should be kept clear of inflammable gas, 

matches should not be brought into the mine and they should restrict shots to those properly appointed to carry out 

their firing. He adds his opinion that the colliery's manager Mr. Walker is too little concerned with ventilation and 

disciplinary problems in the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-263 

25th April 1898 



Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing Mr. McLaren's report on the 

explosion at the Motherwell quarry on the 16th March and adds that after receiving it he advised the manager of the 

quarry it was his duty to bring the offenders responsible before the Sheriff. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, remarking that after receiving the 

police reports on the offences made by Robert Rooney and George Burders he can only state that their lack of 

discipline was lamentable and the owners must stamp such activities as theirs out by all means in their power. He 

adds that if they are not brought before the Sheriff such discipline as that laid down as necessary under Sections 50 

and 51 of the Coal Mines act could not be maintained. He also thanks Mr. Johnstone for providing Mr. Cakes' 

statement on the recent explosion (see NEIMME-JBA-8-261, 2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-264 

25th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Dixon Ltd, Calder Iron Works,Coalteridge, confirming the appointment 

of William Jackson as the undermanager of the no.5 pit at Handaxwood in Fauldhouse. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-265/266 

25th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, commenting on aspects arising from the (Kinneil?) explosion. The 

managers' contention that the use of an ordinary safety fuse with a safety lighter instead of the apparently safer 

electrical firing recommended in places containing fire-damp is arguable, he contends, and reports on the resolution 

passed by the Inspectors meeting on the subject that only those methods proven to be equally safe as electrical 

firing by full testing as regards safety by the government testing station should be permitted to be used. He 

reiterates that the miners involved had no authority to fire the shots involved by any means and that their 

possession of lucifer matches in a pit where safety lamps were in use was an offence. He does not believe that 

prosecuting the manager would be advisable as there is no evidence he knew of the surreptitious shot firing and 

although he could possibly be found guilty of allowing a dangerous method of firing shots he believes the explosives 

order is too vague on the matter to guarantee success. He adds his belief that such questions be more carefully 

considered, and although he believes that electrical firing in such a case is safer than using a safety fuse and lighter, 

there are others who disagree. He concludes by noting that the manager is currently suffering from inflammation of 

the lungs and that he has lost his wife(?) by premature confinement due to her hearing of the explosion. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-267 

25th April/26th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Campbell by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, M.P., House of Commons, dated 26th April, enclosing a memo on the 

increase of salary question regarding Mining inspectors (see NEIMME-JBA-8-182) and two letters from the Home 



Office on the subject showing that six such inspectors are receiving a raise while 7 more are not. He asks that these 

letters be returned and thanks him for his interest in the matter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-268/269 

Undated 

Letter (from J.B. Atkinson), receiver unknown, reporting on matters relating to the Inspectors of Mines and their 

salaries (see NEIMME-JBA-8-267,2nd letter above etc). He remarks that there are 13 Inspectors of Mines in England, 

Scotland and Wales whose salaries have increased from £600 to £800, having increased by £20 per annum. All but 

one act under the Coal Mines act, Metalliferous Mines act and Quarries act, with the one remaining not concerned 

with the Coal Mines act. They all have Assistant Inspectors ranging from 1 man to four with only two not having been 

an Assistant Inspector before being appointed as the Chief Inspector of the district involved. He continues that the 

responsibilities of the Inspectors have increased with the administration of the Quarries act and the application of 

the Factories and Workshop acts in 1895. This extra work load, Mr. Atkinson contends, led to the Inspectors asking 

en masse for an increase in their salary. He adds that the advance of an extra £100 a year to six of the 13 Inspectors 

seemed arbitrary and likely to cause discontent, pointing out that the decision not to give any of the Scottish 

Inspectors such a raise was particularly irksome since in his opinion the work there is in some respects more 

laborious than those in England and Wales. He provides a table containing details of the Inspectors, their districts, 

the dates they were appointed Chief and in most cases Assistant Inspectors and the amount of persons employed in 

that district. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-270 

26th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Telfer, Uddingston, confirming the appointments of William Telfer as the 

manager of Glencraig colliery in the room of George McLellan and Robert Wilson as the colliery's undermanager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-271 

26th April 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Gow, Caithness Flagstone company, Thurso, confirming that he has passed on his 

recommendation that Dr. Durran would be a suitable successor to Dr. Smith as the certifying surgeon of the district 

to the Home Office. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. Whitelegge, Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Factories, Home Office, passing on 

John Gow's recommendation of a Dr. Durran as a successor to Dr. Smith as the certifying surgeon of the district (see 

letter above). He adds that he does not know Dr. Durran but Mr. Gow as a representative of the largest industry in 

the place would be a wise man to take advice from on the matter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-272 

27th April/30th April 1898 



Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Archibald 

McLean by Mr. H. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J. Thomson, Eddlewood colliery, remarking that he believes the procurator fiscal in 

question will take action regarding the Motherwell explosion. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 30th April, enclosing a report on the 

death of Archibald Scott by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-273 

30th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of Walter Reid 

as the manager of Polkennet colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-274 

30th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Eastrigg Coal company, Westfield, Linlithgowshire, confirming that the 

company (management?) will consist of Hugh Peden and John Colquhoun. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-275 

30th April 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Allardice, Dalquhandy colliery, Coalburn, Lesmahagow, confirming that 

a mine has been started in the hillside working coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-276 

2nd May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Barr and Orr, Airdrie, on the subject of Rawyards coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-277 

2nd May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Cole and Gibb, Palther colliery, Wishaw, confirming that they have begun 

sinking to the main coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-278 



3rd May 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

John Frew by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Gilmour, secretary, Lanarkshire Miners County union, Hamilton, promising to 

enquire further into the question of Checkweighers at Allanshaw. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James Clark, Glenesk colliery, Eskbank, confirming that the Special Rules he sent have 

been forwarded to the Home Office and will be sent back after they are returned to Mr. Atkinson and will be signed 

as established. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-279 

3rd May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of James Stirling 

as the manager of the collieries at Braehead and Deadlock in Fauldhouse. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-280 

April 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-281 

April 1898 

Plan containing statistics and nil written through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-282/283/284 

4th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, informing him of a 

complaint made by D.Gilmour, the secretary of the Lanarkshire Miners county union, concerning the appointment of 

checkweighers at the Allanshaw colliery owned by the Allanshaw coal company (see NEIMME-JBA-8-278,2nd letter) 

He explains that the two checkweighers who had previously measured the coal had not resumed their duties after 

an accident at one of the two shafts there on 17th March had led to a 5 week suspension of work. Two new 

checkweighers were needed and Mr. Gilmour was asked to assist the miners in appointing them. The manager of the 

colliery Mr.Park then stated that the two miners who called on Mr. Gilmour to ask him this had no authority from 

the body of miners. Mr. Gilmour then noted that a meeting of miners was held at the colliery on the 30th April and 

passed a resolution to appoint the new checkweighers with 5 persons being nominated for the two posts. It was also 

noted that two men were appointed at the meeting to inform Mr. Park of the result of the ballot but for some 

reason did not do so. The names were nevertheless printed on ballot papers and on the 2nd April Mr. Gilmour took 

the ballot. Later that same day the results were announced and John Traill and John Connor were elected as the new 



checkweighers. After this Mr. Traill and another miner called Mr. Quigley from the Allanshaw mine went to Mr. 

Park's house to inform him that Mr. Traill had been appointed. When Mr. Park asked who had been appointed as the 

second checkweigher Mr. Quigley told him about John Connor but added he had nothing to do with the matter as it 

had nothing to do with his pit. When Mr. Traill and Mr. Connor presented themselves on the 3rd April as the new 

checkweighers, however, Mr. Park refused to allow them to carry out their duties until he had been informed of 

their appointment by a deputation of the workmen. Mr. Atkinson asks the Secretary of State for advice on the 

matter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-285 

5th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Traill, Hamilton, informing him he has written to the Secretary of State at the Home 

Office concerning his manager Mr. Park's refusal to validate the appointment of the two new checkweighers at 

Allanshaw colliery until a deputation of the miners tell him officially of the appointment (see NEIMME-JBA-8-282-284 

above etc). He adds that after visiting him he finds Mr. Traill's description of the situation accurate but that despite 

asking Mr. Park to provide no more obstruction to the appointments he finds he will not budge on the matter and 

can therefore advise him no further at the present time. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-286 

5th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Airdrie, confirming the appointment of Samuel 

Burnett as the manager of the Arden and Meadowfield collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-287 

6th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J. Liddell, secretary, Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Edinburgh, confirming 

the appointment of William Campbell as the undermanager of Beuhar colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-288 

6th May 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson informing him that he is planning to write another letter to the 

Secretary of State concerning the advance being given to a minority of Mining Inspectors and his belief that it is so 

evidently unjust that the matter cannot be laid to rest (see NEIMME-JBA-8-268/269 etc). He adds that he mentioned 

the matter to one of the Scotch (sic) members and as the affair has been mentioned in articles he encloses from the 

Scotsman and Glasgow Herald he can only presume he has taken the matter up. he adds that he is going to 

'Herbert's' on the 13th May and will be there for a week, going to an unnamed town on the 16th May. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Claghorn Terracotta company, Glasgow, informing him that despite informing 

the manager of the company, a Mr. Lancaster, that he was contravening Section 38 of the Factory and Workshops 



act by employing girls under 16 years of age at the Claghorn brick works, he found an underage girl still working at 

the said works when he visited there the previous day. He asks for an explanation for this. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-289 

7th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, providing another report 

on the situation regarding the mining of coal under Hamilton barracks (see NEIMME-JBA-8-113, 1st letter etc). He 

remarks that the Ell coal seam works have been suspended due to the whole of the coal allowed to be worked from 

there being extracted on the 18th January 1898. He adds that the roof of the seam has not fallen very far and that no 

damage to the surface should result from this. The main coal seam, he adds, is nearly finished and should be 

exhausted within the next few weeks of the coal allowed to be removed. He adds the roof in most of the passages of 

this seam has fallen between 2 and 3 feet, but that this still should not lead to any problems on the surface. He adds 

that a small amount of Splint coal is left to be worked and that the Pyotshaw coal seam has not been touched so far, 

but should begin to be worked shortly. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-290 

7th May/8th May/9th May 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan enclosing a list of mines from his district that have established Special Rules 

marking them with an X. He asks this to be added (to his own list/report?) if he has time to do so. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated 8th May, enclosing a report on the 

death of James Blythe by Mr. Johnstone. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to the Eastrigg Coal company, Westfield, Linlithgowshire, dated 9th May, informing him 

that he has no plans of the workings of the old mine at Bridgecastle and none have been deposited with the Home 

Secretary and adds that if the company wishes to approach the workings General Rule 13 must be observed. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-291 

9th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Faulds, Airdrie, confirming that he has taken a lease of the minerals at 

Rochsalloch and is about to open up the number 5 pit and the air pit (there?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-292 

11th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, informing him that Mr. 

Park, the manager of Allenshaw colliery, has sent him a letter in which he has confirmed that he has allowed the two 

new and disputed checkweighers to start work (see NEIMME-JBA-8-295 etc) since he has heard that a question on 

the subject is being raised at the House of Commons the next day.  



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-293 

11th May 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.Main, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow, informing him that the contraventions 

made by James McKenna and Richard Grant to the Mines act are examples of offences that must be stamped out 

and the fines they received should have been heavier than 5 shillings each. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Robert 

Vallance (see NEIMME-JBA-8-294 below). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-294 

11th May 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal-see NEIMME-JBA-8-293,2nd letter above) on the death of 

Robert Vallance. The 24 year old miner was instantly killed by a fall of roof stone in the South section of the 

Virtuewell seam at Birkenshaw colliery at about 11.10 a.m. on the 10th May. The rock fell from a parting about 1 

foot above the seam at the roadhead and close off by the coal. The manager and fireman Robert Fleming had 

examined the area at 6.20 a.m. that morning and found it safe. The section had, however, only recently been opened 

again after a gap of 4 years. The deceased's brother Charles worked nearby and heard the fall. When he found what 

had happened he received assistance from two other miners, William White and William Smith and others (to free 

him?). He also noted that loose timber was available to support the roof but none had been used on this occasion. 

He adds that Charles Vallance, the brother of the deceased and the manager Robert Fleming will be sufficient 

witnesses for the oncoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-295 

12th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennant, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Edgar by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-296 

18th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing an application by 

H. Johnstone, one of his Assistant Inspectors, for a weeks leave from the 13th to the 20th June 1898 adding that his 

normal work during that time could be adequately covered by Mr. Atkinson himself and his other Assistant Inspector 

Mr. R.McLaren if his request for leave was granted. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-297 

18th May 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son Ltd, Edinburgh, on the subject of Polkemmett coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-298 

18th May 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to F. Braid, postmaster, Glasgow, asking that from the next day, the 19th of May, his 

letters and telegrams be redirected to Bay View, a house at Lundin Links in Fife, until further notice. He adds that this 

has been done in the past and is a great convenience to him, although he admits his usual address will be occupied 

at some points. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to T.W. Todrick, procurator fiscal, Haddington, enclosing a report on the death of 

Robert Harline by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-299 

18th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that the company have 

taken over the West Longrigg colliery from Mr. Gemmell and has appointed Peter King and James Perritt as the 

manager and undermanager of said colliery respectively. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-300 

18th May 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Gemmell, coalmaster, Glasgow, confirming receiving word that he has sold the 

West Longrigg (see NEIMME-JBA-8-299 above) and Drumbow collieries to the Darngavil Coal company. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson arguing that tests ongoing involving gunpowder and coolers 

should be tested under more rigorous conditions suitable to the conditions actually commonly found in mines before 

being found safe. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.McLaren telling him that from the next day he will be staying at Bay View, Lundin 

Links, in Fife (see NEIMME-JBA-8-298,1st letter) and that if he has not yet investigated the accident at Glencraig on 

the 11th May he will take over the investigation. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-301 

18th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A. Faulds, Airdrie, confirming that Mr. Faulds himself has been appointed the manager of 

Rochsolloch colliery. He adds that he is returning his copies of the abstract and Special Rules pointing out that a copy 

of the letter should be posted at the mine explaining that any objections to the Special Rules should be sent to Mr. 



Atkinson within a fortnight otherwise two copies of the Rules will be sent back to him for signing with a certificate 

stating that a copy has been posted as noted above. The abstract needs no establishing, so can be posted at once. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-302 

21st May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, confirming the appointment of 

Andrew Ramsey as the undermanager of Cornsilloch colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-303 

21st May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. White and company, Ormiston, on the subject of Owenford coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-304 

21st May 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to H. Johnstone, enclosing lists of quarries for him to make proofs and 

corrections to, including dates where the quarries established their Special Rules where appropriate.  

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to G. Lammie and sons, Factors, Glasgow, enclosing half a years' 

rent for his property at Foremount Terrace in Glasgow. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to A. White and company, coalmasters, Ormiston, confirming receipt of their letter 

containing a copy of the proposed Special Rules and abstract at Owenford colliery and asking them to send one more 

copy of the former returning the latter. He promises to send back one copy of the Rules signed by him in due course. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-305 

21st May 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.B.Jordan thanking him for sending him his memo on coal dust and adding that the 

discrepancies between the tables giving lists of mines he sent which do not agree with (Mr. Jordan's?) are probably 

down to the difficulty of determining definitively which mines are separate from each other and he has already 

altered the most recent table to reflect this. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Thomson, Eddlewood colliery, apologizing for not answering sooner 

concerning his queries over shot firing. Mr. Thomson's suggestion that the drill hole be closed leaving no space for 

gas to lodge would be more safe, Mr. Atkinson agrees, but adds that even with this precaution gelignite in particular 

could still be set alight by flame from a shot that has exploded. He continues that it is also questionable how safe it is 

to ram (?) high explosives tight even when the detonator is about. He concludes by hoping that an extended trial will 

find the system satisfactory. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-306 

23rd May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company confirming the appointment of Peter King as the 

manager of Birkrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-307 

23rd May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Melville Coal company, Glenesk colliery, Eskbank, on the subject of 

Glenesk coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-308 

23rd May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Robert Rae by 

R. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-309 

24th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of William 

Gibson as the undermanager of Birkrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-310 

25th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to B. Neilson, Shawsrigg Fire Clay mine, Larkhall, confirming that the mine has 

been opened up from the surface to work a piece of splint coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-311 

29th May 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson commenting on different methods of coal weighing in his district. He 

notes that at the Aitken pit at Kelty colliery no checkweigher is employed with a weigher employed by the Fife Coal 

company standing in a weigh box and does nothing else. The weighing of the tubs is taken on the weigh plate, the 

token of the tub is placed on the weigh box, a girl lifts the token from the box and puts it on its proper spike. The 

average weight is taken from 2 to 4 tubs per man to find the weight, with a man attending the billie at all times 

between 8a.m. and 7 p.m.. He finds the same system at other pits, but adds that most employ checkweighers and 

some have a system where a number of tubs are lifted containing inferior small coal per day where the price is 



significantly smaller than for the main coal worked. He goes on to comment on the Dudley explosion and the 

suggestion of inadequate ventilation due to the turning off of a ventilating fan in the pit. If the natural ventilation 

was found not to be adequate to keep out gas, then the 1st General Rule would be broken but he adds that it would 

be hard to prove that the malfunctioning fan was the principal cause of the explosion. He adds that if it could be 

proven that the stopping of the fan led to a buildup of gas he might have a case. He continues that a Mr. Furness has 

died and a Walter Brown is thought to be very ill. He adds that he is at his holiday house and has done a little fishing, 

although his own house is still open for his children and their 'train'. He mentions a Jimmy's 45th birthday, 2 

prosecutions made under General Rule 1 as to ventilation that met with little success, and his belief that Jack will 

become a great cricketer, with his younger boys also keen on the sport. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-312 

29th May/30th May 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-311 above (see overleaf) 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Squair, Builder, Nairn, promising to look further into his notice of the 

apparent danger arising from shot firing from an adjacent quarry and that Mr. Johnstone will call about the matter 

shortly. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-313 

28th May 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, telling him it will be advisable to cite Peter King, 

the general manager of Kirkridge colliery, who will talk about the rope and tests made since the accident that lead to 

the death of R. Rea. 

The second from Romanes and Rankin, solicitors, Lander, concerning Mr. Atkinson's previous enquiry as to whether 

a Road's District committee should be held responsible for the Annual Returns of a quarry from which they have 

removed materials (see NEIMME-JBA-8-193). He adds that the Home Secretary has sent the question to the Lord 

Advocate adding that Section 1 of the Coal Mines act of 1875 applied to Quarries by the Quarries act of 1894 the 

owner or agent of a quarry is required to make annual returns. This seems also to apply to trustees of a turnpike 

road who are authorized to search for, dig and carry away materials for road mending etc. from any common or 

open uncultivated land or waste. The Lord Advocate expresses his opinion that this would seem to make the Road 

Authority on this occasion the owner and therefore responsible for Annual Returns. He refers to Section 41 of the 

Met (?) Act of 1872 adapted for Scotland by the schedule of the Quarries act of 1894 which states that even the 

occupier of said quarry is responsible for returns even if they do not work the quarry at all. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-314 

28th May/1st June 1898 

Three letters- 



The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-313 above (see overleaf). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Russell, Cameron colliery, Airdrie, telling him he would be glad to speak in 

his favour if he is referred to by the syndicate who want a mining manager for abroad. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James Budge, Wemyss Castle Offices, Fife, dated 1st June 1898, informing him that he 

has noted 87 non-fatal accidents causing injury to 89 persons reported under the Coal Mines act in Fife and 

Clackmannan and adds that he will be glad to give more particulars if necessary. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-315 

1st June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Anderson, Clippens Oil company, Loanhead, confirming that a quarry 

has been opened in the field opposite his office. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-316 

May 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-317 

May 1898 

Plan containing statistics and a nil written in the bottom half (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-318 

2nd June 1898/4th June 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to C.G. Troup, Home Office, telling him that he has sent on the papers he was sent to Mr. 

Ronaldson since Craighead colliery is in his district. He adds that he has had no further complaint from 

Prestongrange colliery and believes that the owner's proposed arrangement has been accepted by the miners. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.G. Slorach, Sheriff Clerk, County Buildings, Hamilton, dated 4th June, asking him 

to send a copy of the evidence taken at the public inquiry about the death of Archibald McLean. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Jamieson, manager, Balgowrie colliery, Monkton, Fife, dated 4th June, thanking 

him for the copy of the Rynestone (sic) Bore and added the corrections that he intimated in his letter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-319 

4th June 1898 



Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the deaths of 

Euphemia Brown and Agnes Bain who were killed when a hutch containing an iron pipe fell off a steam hoist cage 

which raises and lowers material from the surface to the pithead level, rebounded off the plates at the surface level 

and struck both women who were sitting on a box near where the cage lands. He adds that the manager D. 

Beveridge has agreed to produce a plan of the hoist involved and explain its workings. He adds that a list of 

witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry should include the manager; James Nichol, a boy who worked the hoist; 

James Marshall, a man who put the hatch on the cage at the pithead level; A. Meldrum, the pithead foreman and 

Helen Duncan, a girl who saw the accident happen. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, enclosing a report on the deaths of Euphemia 

Brown and Agnes Bain (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-320 

4th June 1898 

Plan of the Gartness no.1 mine in Shotts, Airdrie owned by the Gartness Coal company, Glasgow, in which the Upper 

Drumgray coal stopped being worked due to exhaustion on the 4th February 1898, the plan being compiled by the 

mining engineers J.W. Armiston and sons and approved by J.B. Atkinson, who also encloses a copy of the journal of 

the bore near the shaft. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-321 

4th June 1898 

Plans of the Barblues no 2,8 and 11 pits, two day mines in Anders lands and the no.9 and 10 pits on Arbuckle lands at 

New Monkland in Airdrie owned by A. and G. Anderson, Airdrie in which the Virtuewell and Lady Grange coal were 

discontinued on the 4th January 1898 due to the coal being exhausted as far as remuneration is concerned. The plan 

was compiled by the civil mining engineers Johnstone and Rankine of Glasgow and approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-322 

4th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to E.S. Martin providing information about the use of electricity in mines in his district. 

He explains that Garnock and Balgowrie collieries, near Hamilton and Thornton near Fife respectively, use electric 

haulage systems, with the former being some distance in lye from the shaft while in the latter the motor is situated 

near the shaft bottom. Pumping by electricity is used at Newbattle, Armiston and Balbardie collieries, the first two 

near Edinburgh and the other near Bathgate while coal cutting by the method is and has been trialled at several 

collieries. Mr. Atkinson believes that the method has been discontinued at GleuchBlead (?) near Wishaw and 

Glentore near Airdrie and given up at Elphingstone colliery in Haddington, and has been used at Crofthead in 

Linlithgowshire and other collieries. He refers to the accounts of A. Mitchell and A.T. Forgie on the use of electricity 

applied to mining in Scotland in the Federated Transactions for further information. He adds that Garnock  has the 

biggest haulage system, while Newbattle uses electric pumping on quite a large scale. He concludes that any other 

information should be taken from the managers of the collieries involved. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan asking him to reinstate the words 'parish of' in the list provided in the 

quarry literature since he believes the information would be misleading otherwise.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-323 

10th June 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to R. McLaren enclosing papers on the Kinneil explosion and asking him to 

enquire as to whether firing is being done electrically or by other methods, the ventilation used particularly in the 

section where the explosion occurred and discipline at the colliery concerning smoking and matches. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to C. Le Neve Foster providing information about the employment of girls in collieries, 

noting that some pick dirt from coals, turning(?) hutches on the pit head, at screens, assisting in weighing hutches, 

loading timber into hutches to go underground, helping coal washers and at briquette machines. He adds that none 

are employed at Loadhills lead mine or at quarries, although some are employed at brickworks. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to John Lancaster, Lesmahagow, thanking him for sending him the letter from Mr. Cook 

regarding the taking over of fence minerals. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-324 

10th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, confirming the (re)appointment of J.Sneddon 

as the manager of Cornsilloch colliery, taking charge from the 1st July. He advises Mr. Hastie that since the colliery 

will be working for longer than 14 days without a manager in place, a manager should be nominated for the week 

from the 25th June to 1st July. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-325 

10th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J. Campbell Dewar, secretary, Fife and Kinross Coal company, Edinburgh, 

confirming that the company is about to begin operations on their coalfield with John Allan appointed as the 

manager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-326 

10th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of Henry 

Coudie as the manager of Birkrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-327 



10th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Maddiston Brick and Quarry company, Polemont, confirming that the 

Maddiston brickworks and quarry is about to be opened and forwarding an unknown item. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-328 

10th June/11th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to H. Johnstone expressing his opinion that it would not be advisable to 

prosecute the manager in the case of the fatal accident at Mosshead. He believes that although the night shift 

fireman had not been instructed to inspect the area where the accident occurred, it would be difficult to prove that 

the manager had done so and could easily retort that he had expected the fireman to inspect the area as a matter of 

course. He also adds that he does not think an inspection of the area would have prevented the accident in any case. 

The second from J. B. Atkinson to R. Russell, Coltons Iron Works, Newmains, confirming receipt of his letter and the 

one from Mr. Ronaldson he enclosed with it on the subject of the Hallcraig Brickworks and saying that the name of 

Mr. Graves should be substituted for the mine at Hallcraig. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-329 

11th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Alexander Frew and company, Rawyards Brick Works, Airdrie, confirming that 

the company has opened a mine in the Humph coal adjacent to the pit. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-330 

11th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, commenting on the techniques used for firing shots at Kinneil colliery 

(?) (see letter below). He quotes the manager's argument that his continuation with the use of safety lighters rather 

than electrical firing for shots complies with Section 2 (b) of the Explosives order since there can be no spark outside 

the system, making the use of safety lighters equally as secure as the use of electricity. He adds, however, that since 

an explosion there has been three cases taken before the sheriff involving smoking and one involving surreptitious 

shot firing which did not have sufficient evidence to go forward with a prosecution. He adds that ventilation is being 

improved. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Kinneil Cannel and coking Coal company, Glasgow, advising them to desist from 

using ordinary fuses and not electricity in the colliery for shots, especially since gas has been found in a dangerous 

quantity in their colliery.  The use of electricity would also guard against illegal shot firing by unappointed shot firers, 

remarking that since the explosion a miner has been reported for illegal shot firing. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-331 



11th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Beith, Lassodie Mill colliery, Blairadam, confirming that Rosewell colliery is 

to be abandoned in about 3 weeks time and that a tracing of the workings will be forwarded to the Home Secretary. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-332 

11th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, asking for permission 

to begin legal proceedings against Alexander Danskin, the manager of Dundonald colliery, for employing a boy under 

12 years of age at the colliery surface. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. Whitelegge, Chief Inspector of Factories, Home Office, replying to his remarks on 

the Castletown/ Caithness certifying surgeon remarking that he has no particular views on how the districts of the 

surgeons should be arranged and has no suggestions to offer on the subject. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-333 

11th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing an application 

from Assistant Inspector R. McLaren for holiday leave of absence in the month of July. Mr. Atkinson adds that his 

work can be adequately attended to in that time by himself and his other Assistant Inspector H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-334/335 ( latter see overleaf) 

12th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson on the subject of ventilation and fires in mines in regard to a case in 

Dudley. He also comments on his dissatisfaction with the Attorney General's opinion on General Rule 1 given 

following the case as it does not take into account the point raised that natural ventilation satisfied the General Rule 

when the mine was not at work.  He adds that the Rule only specifies that something is done to achieve a certain 

end, but as long as that end is always reached it does not specify how it needs to be done. In the case of ventilation, 

various methods can be used to achieve the level of safety required. He adds that if it can be proven that the Dudley 

works were adequately ventilated while it was not being worked to the extent that at any time it would have been 

safe to work in then General Rule 1 could be said to have been complied with. He advises that he should take as little 

responsibility as possible for mining accidents, since it is important that Mining Inspectors are impartial in this 

regard. He adds that in his opinion the two main purposes of Mining Inspectors (the making of inspections, the 

investigating of accidents) are not entirely harmonious with each other, with the latter being more important than 

the former since the prosecution of accidents can be shown to have some accomplishment in prevention if owners 

feel they will be found culpable of them. He goes on to remark on the differing lengths of time taken to reopen 

mines after fires, saying that some only take a couple of days to cool while others may take a fortnight or even 

months, depending on the materials burning, the amount of time it had been allowed to burn before being cut off 

and the perceived danger of the release of gases onto the fire. In the case of the Dudley fire, he adds his belief that if 

the fire burned for a week after the explosion, the gases would soon envelop the rest of the fire leaving it probably 

safe to open about a month after. He does add, however, that if the coal is liable to spontaneous combustion the fire 



may reignite when brought into the contact of air. He encloses a letter from a Mr. Urquhart and says he has been 

spending his time in Fife golfing and cycling, with 'Herbie' soon arriving to stay for a month. He ends by asking about 

the wellbeing of 'Annie' and'Jack'. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-336 

11th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Alex Colquhoun, Glasgow, informing him that a Mr. Robert Rae was appointed 

manager of the Birkrigg pit owned by the Darngavil Coal company during April of that year, the company sending 

him notice of this on the 5th of June 1897. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of William 

Fleming by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-337 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, confirming the appointment of 

Mr. Hastie as the manager of Cornsilloch colliery until a Mr. Sneddon takes on the appointment on the 1st July 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-338 

14th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

David Menzies and the injury of others by Mr. McLaren, returning not only the police information on this but also 

their information pertaining to the accidents to Thomas Splitts and James Bell. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Weir, Grangemouth colliery, confirming receipt of the information regarding 

the death of Alexander Marshall. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-339 

15th June 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Ian Simpson, Baldinnie near Cupar, informing him that his company, which he has 

been told owns Cassimdonald colliery, should have sent him either notice of this if it is being worked or even if it has 

been abandoned. He asks that they send confirmation of their ownership if they are,in fact the owners. He also 

repeats other information he has received suggesting they are only working a single shaft at the colliery which is not 

securely lined. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. Robertson, Larkhall, confirming receipt of his complaints about Birkrigg colliery 

and promising to look into them. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to C.S. Cunningham, Auchlochan colliery, advising them that not providing pay lines to 

their miners when a deduction is made for pick sharping is in contravention of the Trucks act and that this should be 

rectified. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-340 

15th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Larkhall, informing him that he has written to Auchlochan colliery about 

their lack of pay lines (see NEIMME-JBA-8-339, third letter above) and that he will look into the question of the 

Renfrew harbour extension and get back to him shortly. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, confirming receipt of his notice of the death 

of A. McLean but adding that he wishes to delay his reply to the GC query about it until he has consulted with Mr. 

Johnstone, who does not return from his holiday until the end of the week. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-341 

18th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Barr and Orr, Rawyards colliery, Airdrie, on the subject of Rawyards coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-342 

18th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.and G. Anderson, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of Neil McNeil as 

the undermanager of the Barblaes pits. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-343 

18th June 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to W.H.(Bill) Atkinson telling him of and enclosing a letter from a Mr. 

Franklin enquiring about the possibility of a new edition of their book Explosions in Coal Mines (see letter below). He 

adds that he told him that he would ask 'Bill' if he had any copies of the latest edition to send to him as he did not 

believe such a new edition was immanent. He concludes by asking 'Bill' if he was interested in preparing a new 

edition of the work. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.G. Franklin, Mosley Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, remarking that he did not 

believe that a new edition of Explosions in Coal Mines, the book he wrote with his brother, would be [published] in 

the near future but has asked his brother if he has any copies of the latest edition available, and if so, to inform him 

(see letter above). 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of Alexander 

Marshall by Mr. McLaren (see NEIMME-JBA-8-338, 2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-344 

18th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of David Robb 

by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, Glasgow, promising to look further into the question of ventilation at 

Westrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-345 

18th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, expounding on his beliefs about the retention of explosives by miners 

after the end of their shift. He sees it as a common practice for miners to hold on to at least part of the 5 lbs of 

explosive they are allowed to carry with them into the mine by General Rule 12(b) when they leave for use in their 

next shift. He does not see this practice as contravening General Rule 12(a) stating that storing of the explosive is 

prohibited. He makes it clear that this only applies to gunpowder and not a permitted explosive for which one would 

need a certificate to allow the miner involved to keep for his use. The latter that is left, he adds, must then always be 

returned to the store at the end of each shift unless the miner has such a certificate. For the sake of convenience he 

adds his belief that miners be allowed to leave an unused portion of the 5 lbs permittable before their next shift if 

they constantly used such explosive by not counting this practice as keeping such materials for use. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-346 

19th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to J.H. Merivale, Fogston Hall, Acklington, asking if he could wait to get 

the information he requires to regroup the coal mines of Scotland as he would wish until September as he is at his 

holiday home and has not got the information necessary to hand. He also asks him if he can order a leather cap from 

a sadler as he says they are not available in Scotland and he has lost his. He then goes on to express his hope that 

Mr. Merivale's son passes his exams at college, mentioning that his eldest son has worked for two years in a Mining 

Engineer's office and takes classes at night. He adds that his eldest girl is going to attempt an M.A. at Glasgow 

University, his second girl has just left school and will be putting her hair up shortly (?) and the younger boys are still 

at school with one becoming dux(?) of the lower school, a position one of his older boys has already held. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-347 

22nd June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R.Smillie, Larkhall, regretting that he cannot give him the exact amount of coal output in 

the Hamilton district from Glasgow to Lesmahagow for the period he wants, but adds that it would probably amount 



to about 2 thirds of the total amount for Lanarkshire which in 1896 was about ten million tons. He encloses a copy of 

the mineral statistics for 1896, which includes the total amount of output for all the counties in Scotland. He adds 

that information can also be found there as to the total amount of coal exported from the Scottish ports or more 

particularly exported to other parts of the United Kingdom. He adds that the export has definitely increased over 

recent years and that the greater portion of coal shipped at Glasgow is from the Lanarkshire coal field, as is that 

shipped from Leith, Granton, Bo'ness, Grangemouth, Greenock and Ardrossan. He does not believe, however, that 

exports will increase much in the immediate future. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-348 

21st June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking on an explosion occurring after a firing of a shot at the main 

coal seam of the Heisland colliery. The shot was charged with 2 pellets of gelignite placed side by side in a hole and a 

no.6 detonator was used with a ordinary fuse tipped with match paper, ignited by a hot wire put through the hole in 

a safety lamp. The fireman said the place was free of gas when he ignited the shot, the manager Mr. Thomson 

speculating that the drilling of the hole caused a crack in the stone allowing gas to escape and ignite. He continues 

that Mr. Thomson had believed that by stemming the hole tight there would be no place for gas to lodge and even if 

this were not the case the fireman would be able to detect any gas from the hole. Mr. Atkinson adds his belief that 

the use of an ordinary fuse in this manner was definitely more dangerous than using electric firing or using a fuse 

inserted into the cap and put into the hole before stemming as a Mr. Hall has pointed out but adds that Mr. 

Thomson had been wary of gas in the coal and drill hole rather than outside gas. He concludes that the gelignite 

used should be tested and that Mr. Thomson, the manager at Eddlewood colliery in Hamilton, has promised to give a 

sample when communicated with. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-349 

21st June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to John Wilson, M.P., Falkirk, informing him of the contents of a letter 

sent to his brother by H. Cunnynghame telling him that there was no hope of further broaching the subject of 

advance of salary to those mining inspectors not included in the pay raise given to others (see NEIMME-JBA-8-288, 

1st letter etc.) but adding that he knew they would continue to be dedicated to their duties. Mr. Atkinson again 

expresses his opinion that this policy is unfair and should be upset. He concludes by inviting him to play golf while he 

stays at his holiday home promising a number of people from Airdrie would be visiting  Etive in the next month. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Stewart and sons, solicitors, Glasgow, promising that when he receives the plans 

of Westown colliery from his Assistant Inspector he will send them on to the solicitors so they can compare them 

with the plans they already have. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-350 

23rd June/24th June 1898 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, giving information about the 

complaint made against Alexander Danskin the manager of the Dundonald colliery for employing a boy under 12 

years of age to drive hutches between two of the collieries' pits on the day his younger brother aged 3 and a half 

years old had an accident when he came onto the hatchway, thereby contravening Section 7(i) of the Coal Mines 

Regulation act of 1887 precluding such work on a tramway that was above ground and not noting the age of the boy 

when he was registered, breaching section 8(i) of the same act. He adds that he believes he should be prosecuted 

under the former and will probably plead guilty thereby receiving a small fine of a pound or so. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 24th June, telling him that he does not 

plan to prosecute the manager Samuel Anderson after the fatal accident inquiry into the death of Archibald McLean. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-351 

25th June/26th June 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, remarking that in his view there is 

no grounds for a criminal prosecution under the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887 in the case of the accident 

leading to the deaths of G. Brown and A. Bain. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Sharp, checkweigher, Newmains, promising to look further into the 

weighing facilities, the employment of boys for over 10 hours and the ventilation at the Kiltongue Dook and 

Watsonfort pit at Allanton colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to H.Johnstone, dated 26th June, asking him to look into Thomas Sharp's complaint 

about checkweighing as soon as possible and the rest of his concerns when possible (see letter above). He also 

encloses two papers from the Home Office concerning plans which he believes Mr. Johnstone has in his possession. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-352 

25th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Alexander Faulds, Airdrie, on the subject of Rochsalloch coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-353 

25th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Fife coal company, Leven, confirming that the company have begun to sink 

a new shaft to be called seam no.4 to the ten feet coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-354 

25th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Fife Coal company, Hill of Beath colliery, Crossgates, confirming that Alex 

Kelso and John Hunter have been appointed the undermanagers of the Dalbeath pits and the no.10 pit at 

Cowdenbeath respectively. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-355/356 (for latter see overleaf) 

25th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Brant Langley (?) regarding his plans to visit mines in his district. He remarks that 

Leadhills is the only mine in his district that works bed ore and that it is best reached via Elvanfoot adding that it is 

over 200 fathoms deep and has ordinary bonding and dressing machinery. He then notes coal and oil shale mines 

with the locations of those worth visiting- Garnock, Eddlewood and Neilsland collieries owned by John Watson Ltd; 

Pumpherston oil shale mines; Niddrie colliery ; Newbattle colliery and Kelty colliery. He adds that he would be glad 

to provide further information on the collieries and invites him to call noting the address of his holiday home where 

he is staying until the end of August. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-357 

25th June 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of John Boyle by 

Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-358 

27th June 1898 

List of mines and quarries in Mr. Atkinson's district which could furnish typical specimens of the minerals worked (for 

Furren Senacllier, secretary of Committee 6- see NEIMME-JBA-8-359, 2nd letter below) signed by J.B. Atkinson- 

including the address and specimens/minerals worked at Alloa Coal company; Young's Paraffin Oil company; Shotts; 

Lothian Coal company; Pumpherston Oil company; Lochore and Caithhouse; Cannel Coal company; Fife coal 

company; Deans and Moore; Wilsons and Clyde Coal company; William Black and sons; William Dixon Ltd; Halbardie 

Colliery company; Loganlea Coal company; James Wood Ltd; Braeburn Oil company; J. and G. Stein and company and 

others. He also remarks on other information that could be included in the descriptions that might be of interest. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-359 

27th June 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a list of quarries (in connection with the list of mines in NEIMME-JBA-8-358 above?) (see overleaf). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Furren Senacllier, Secretary of Committee 6, St. Stephens' House, Westminster, 

enclosing a list of mines and quarries in his district which could furnish typical specimens of the minerals worked 

there (see NEIMME-JBA-8-358 and letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-360/361 

27th June 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Undersecretary of State, Home Office, London, remarking on the probable causes of 

a recent accident at Kinneil colliery, what can be held to be to blame for it and the safety of various techniques of 

shot firing as a topic brought up by the accident. He begins by saying that the accident was probably the result of a 

miner who ignited a shot without the proper authority and did so with a naked light which probably caused the gas 

to ignite rather than flame from the fuse or the shot. No prosecution can be brought against the men involved in this 

breach because they are all dead. Despite the use of a naked light, Mr. Atkinson points out that a letter he has 

received is not entirely accurate when it remarks that the Mining Inspectors have expressed a strong opinion that 

Electric firing is a safer technique than safety fuses, only that the latter seems more prone to failure. He adds that his 

preference for electric fuses would be subject to evidence and points out a recent meeting where a resolution was 

passed that any technique thought to be equally secure must be tested and passed by the explosives committee 

before being allowed. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-362 

28th June/30th June 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to G.R. Thompson, Mining Lecturer, Glasgow, confirming receipt of possible questions for 

use in a training diploma and approving them as seeming suitable for that purpose with no suggestions for any 

alteration to them. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Lancaster, Auchenbeath R.S.O., Lanarkshire, confirming receipt of plans and 

sections of the Overtown and Poneil(?) workings and returns them to him to send directly to the Secretary of State 

at Whitehall with a covering letter. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.G. Mitchell, Flemington Coal company, Glasgow, dated 30th June, stating that a Mr. 

Joseph Dodds seems an efficient colliery manager as far as he can judge and has found nothing in his disfavour. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-363 

2nd July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, enclosing letters 

by the checkweigher Thomas Sharp and his Assistant Inspector Mr. Johnstone on the subject of complaints about 

checkweighing, in particular the problems at Allanton colliery where Thomas Sharp is employed. Sharp complains 

that he lacks the proper facilities for performing his work. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-364 

2nd July 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-368, 1st letter below) on the death of 

John Laing. The 26 year old limestone miner was killed by the premature explosion of a gunpowder shot on the 29th 

June at the Cults Limestone mine. He was working in a room along with William Scott, a fellow miner, and had bored 

a hole through machine drilling which was nearly level in the blaes at the bottom of the Limestone seam. It had been 

charged with about a pound of loose powder, a pricker had been inserted and then stemmed with blaes. A white 

taped fuse was inserted into the hole after the pricker was removed and the deceased was lighting it with Mr. Scott 

standing a few feet away when the charge exploded. He was found 47 feet away by another miner named Marshall. 



He adds that the manager Mr. Maxwell will provide a plan and will be a suitable witness along with Mr. Scott and 

Mr. Marshall for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-365 

2nd July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, enclosing a letter 

from the procurator fiscal of Dunfermline, James MacFarlane, asking for further instructions regarding the 

prosecution of Alexander Danskin, the manager of Dundonald colliery, for his employing an underage boy (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-350, 1st letter). Mr. MacFarlane reports that the crown council want to know under what principle 

and what regulations an Inspector of Mines differentiates between cases which he sends to the procurator fiscal and 

those he sends to the Home Office. Mr. Atkinson remarks that on this occasion he noted the breach while 

investigating a shifting accident, notified the Home Office and asked for leave to prosecute and when that was given 

he proceeded to supply the procurator fiscal with the necessary information after he confirmed he had been 

instructed to proceed. He adds that he is waiting for his reply to inform Mr. MacFarlane how to proceed. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-366 

June 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-367 

June 1898 

Plan containing statistics and a nil written through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-368 

2nd July/3rd July/5th July 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Laing (see NEIMME-JBA-8-364 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.Johnstone, dated 3rd July, noting that he has not received any report on an 

injured man dying at the New Heisles (?) Sand quarry, asking for a copy of 'Instructions by the Secretary of State for 

the Inspector of Mines' if he has it and that he is not at all satisfied with his form at golf. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. Robertson, Larkhall, dated 5th July, promising to look further into the matters 

complained of in the forwarded letter from Mr. McLaren to him regarding the actions of the manager of Birkrigg 

colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-369 



7th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to H.Johnstone asking him to go to Birkrigg colliery and question the manager 

regarding the dismissal, or refusal to allow to act, of J.w. Robertson, the checkweigher there (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

368, 3rd letter above). He adds that he has interviewed Mrs. Robertson and Mr. Smillie to ascertain the miner's 

viewpoint and now wants to hear the manager's side. He cautions Mr. Johnstone from accusing him of any 

malpractice as he wishes to leave the decision entirely up to the Home Office and the Secretary of State from the 

evidence gathered. 

 

Unnumbered (NEIMME-JBA-8-369B?) 

6th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow,to A. White and company, Ormiston colliery, Haddingtonshire, on the subject of 

Oxenford coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-370 

6th July 1898 

Plan of the Lundees (?) or Springbank no.7 mine at Shotts by Airdrie, owned by the Springbank Colliery company of 

Glasgow, closed for Lower Drumgray coal due to it being unremunerative on the 16th February 1898. The accuracy 

of the working place was certified by McCreath and Stevenson, in the person of William Cassell on the 28th June 

1898 and the accuracy of the tracing confirmed by Harry W. Lenshin (?) of Glasgow, and confirmed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-371 

6th July 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-372, 2nd letter below) on the 

death of David Chalmers. The 17 year old filler and drawer was killed at the roadhead of a Longwall place in the five 

foot seam of the Withen pit at Kelty colliery by a fall of stone from the face of the brushing at about 10.15a.m. on 

the morning of the 2nd July 1898. The deceased was attempting to remove a spring from behind a hutch which had 

been used to keep it in position on the inclined roadway when the stone fell. His father John Chalmers was at that 

time standing further up the road at the wheel preparing to brake the full hutch down by the brae. His brother-in-

law William Orchardson was also nearby at the coalface. The fireman Robert Penman had examined the area that 

morning between 5 and 6 a.m. and found it safe and was in the seam again at 8, although the Wednesday before the 

accident he had found some bad stone near the area and had one of the brushers that day, Alexander Dawson, put 

up a bar and some lofting. The oversman Alexander Burt had visited the place the day before the accident. Mr. 

Atkinson adds his belief that the stone fell in two pieces, one knocking the deceased down and rolling down the 

brae, the other falling on the hutch causing it to come forward and land on the deceased's head. He adds that the 

manager Mr. Beveridge will prepare a plan and the people mentioned in his report can be cited as witnesses for the 

forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-372 

6th July/7th July 1898 



Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Payde by H. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death 

of David Chalmers (see NEIMME-JBA-8-371 above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 7th July, enclosing a report on 

the death of Matthew Dudgeon by H.Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-373 

9th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Hall providing information on Kinneil colliery and an explosion there in March which 

killed 3 persons and asking his opinion on the legality of their argument that their use of safety fuses and patent 

lighters was legitimate and whether their argument that this was equally safe as the recommended electrical 

method was sound. He notes that the explosion was caused by the illegitimate firing of a shot by a miner not legally 

entitled to do so (see NEIMME-JBA-8-360/361 etc.) but his death precluded any prosecution and the fuse was lighted 

by a lucifer match rather than a patent lighter. The manager's contention that the safety fuse method is equally safe 

as electrical firing in igniting inflammable gas or coal dust is what Mr. Atkinson is concerned about. He asks whether 

if it is found that a significant amount of 'dangerous' inflammable gas was found to be present in all the mine or 

those parts of it that were dry and dusty within 3 months of the accident whether the manager would be liable to 

prosecution. He asks specifically whether the use of safety fuses and patent lighters contravenes Section 2 (b) of the 

Explosives in Coal Mines order and whether the gunpowder in a safety fuse could be held to be an explosive and 

therefore prohibited in the whole mine if inflammable gas has been found in the last 3 months in such quantity as to 

be thought dangerous as noted in Section 1 and 2 of the order, notwithstanding that section 2 allows the use of a 

safety fuse. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-374 

9th July/11th July 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown (madam), replying to the receiver's request for assistance in helping 

the receiver's two sons to find employment in collieries. He finds that he cannot recommend them as he has no 

personal knowledge of their fitness and he only gives opinions about those who are applying for manager's positions 

in any case. He advises the receiver (a friend of his mother) that he will contact her if he hears of a suitable position 

for her sons to apply for and recommends that they look at advertisements in the Glasgow Herald for those 

positions. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of Charles 

Irving and the injury to David Deharry (?) by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-375/376/377 

11th July 1898 



Letter from J.B.Atkinson to The Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, remarking on a 

complaint made by miners about the dismissal of a checkweigher at Birkrigg colliery, a Mr. J.W. Robertson. The man 

in question had worked as a checkweigher at the colliery, owned by the Darngavil Coal company, since January of 

1896. Having worked on the 30th June, Mr. Robertson returned the next day to find the pit idle under the manager's 

instructions and told the next day by the manager Mr. H. Condie that unless he was dismissed as checkweigher by 

the other miners the pit would not be opened again. The miner's agent, Mr. Smillie, who in collaboration with Mr. 

Robertson had brought the complaint, had had a meeting with the miners on the first day the pit was idle and made 

it clear the next day after conferring with Mr. Robertson that they would not dismiss him. The manager then 

reiterated that the pit would not reopen until he was dismissed. On the 4th July another miners meeting was held 

confirming their refusal to comply with the manager's wishes. On that Monday night, Mr. Smillie advised the men to 

elect another checkweigher as he was not certain whether the manager was within his rights under the Coal Mines 

act to use his powers to dismiss the checkweigher in such a way. THe miners then dismissed Mr. Robertson as 

checkweigher only to then re-elect him in the ballot following his deselection. A deputation of the men, headed by 

Mr. Smillie, John Greenshields and John Forrest, then informed Mr. Condie that Mr. Robertson had been deselected 

to which Mr. Condie replied that work could recommence the next day only to go back on his word when he heard 

that the man had been reselected, admitting that the sole reason for the stoppage was his desire to dismiss the 

checkweigher. Mr. Smillie then pointed out that this action would seem to be a breach of the Coal Mines act and 

that such a dismissal was usually only allowed when it could be proved that the checkweigher had committed an 

offence. The manager replied that in this case it was too serious a case to be allowed to continue. The men were 

then informed that a notice had been put up on the hill telling them to pick up their tools which they did the next 

day. He then mentions he has enclosed a statement of the matter from the manager by Mr. Johnstone which was 

given on the 9th July and adds that the miners would seem now to have gone back to work and appointed a new 

checkweigher. He then asks for the Secretary of State's opinion on the matter (see NEIMME-JBA-8-369 etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-378 

11th July 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-375-377 above. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of 

Alexander Bear by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-379 

9th July/13th July 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Romanes and Rankin, solicitors, Lander, telling them that they need not send returns 

under the Quarries act for the last year as the books are now closed but that they should send them in future years. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, Eskbank, Dalkeith, dated 13th July, telling him that the Home Secretary 

had advised him to suggest to the company owning Prestongrange colliery that they should not deduct more than 

the accustomed amount of dirt and should give full facility to any checkweigher to check the quantity of the dirt but 

adds that he was not advised to prosecute them. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, dated 13th July enclosing a report on the 

death of George Carroll by H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-380 

13th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to H.Johnstone, informing him on a number of matters- asking him to add a 

certificate to the parcel of plans he has been sent from the Lesmahagow Coal company; asking him to call at the 

Westlow colliery with the plan giving them the notice they ask for mentioned in the enclosed letters from R.Stewart; 

pointing out that Roughcraig colliery, where an accident has occurred, has not established Special Rules and is 

probably a new place since it was not included on last year's list of quarries; asking him to further enquire on the 

Roughcraig accident,especially on the length of time between the fatal charge and the one immediately before and 

remarking that he has enclosed a plan of the no.7 pit at Turdess (?) which may have been numbered in error. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-381 

16th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to John Young, Glasgow, informing him that he has not received the 

papers that he sent to him regarding questions about the diploma in mining. He suggests that they have probably 

been left at Mr. Williamson's butcher shop in Byars Road in which parcels are directed to by notice in the window of 

any house in town. He asks him to send there and have the parcel forwarded to him at his Lundin Links home. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-6-382 

16th July 1898 

Plans of the 17th,18th,19th,21st and 24th pits and the no.21 mine at West Beuhar, Shotts, owned by the Niddrie and 

Beuhar Coal company of Edinburgh, in which the Virtuewell, Shotts Furnace and Lower Drumgray coal was 

discontinued from working on the 11th November 1897 as the seams were exhausted of remunerative coal. The plan 

was overseen by William A.Gow, a mining engineer and surveyor in the owner's employment and approved by J.B. 

Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-383 

16th July 1898 

Plan of the Cairncross no.1 pit at New Monkland in Airdrie owned by the Cameron Coal company of Greengairs, 

Airdrie, in which the Kiltongue and Upper Drumgray coal were discontinued from working on the 30th September 

1897 due to being unremunerative. The plan was overseen by Harry W. Lewis(?) of Glasgow, a mining engineer, and 

approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-384 

Undated 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, in which an explanation given for the flooding of workings is deemed to 

be weak as the result would necessarily lead to the arrangement the system was designed to avoid. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-385 

16th July/19th July 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. McAllister and sons, Lowhill colliery, Dollar, asking them to apply directly to the 

Secretary of State at Whitehall for their proposed exemption from a 2nd shaft. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for an extension to the exemption 

from 2 shafts at Cameron colliery with the same conditions, the new date of expiry being the 31st October 1898. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to D. Beveridge, Linlithgow Oil company, dated 19th July, remarking that prosecutions 

under the Additional Special Rule no.1 are very necessary as the contravention of the rule is a frequent source of 

accidents and the prosecution of such offenders can do much good. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-386 

20th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, forwarding the request of 

his Assistant Inspector, Mr. H. Johnstone, to take his annual leave of absence during a period not exceeding twenty 

days between the period from the 1st August to the 31st October 1898. Mr. Atkinson adds that this arrangement has 

proven very convenient in previous years since Mr. Johnstone does not leave the district and can be called back at 

any time to attend to pressing matters as needs prove necessary. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-387 

22nd July/23rd July 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson,Lundin Links, receiver unknown, asking the receiver to call at his house to see if any 

letters and parcels are put up or whether there is a notice redirecting them to Mr. Williamson's, the butcher on 

Byers Road (see NEIMME-JBA-8-381). He thinks there may have been a mistake made and adds that he is expecting 

the Latchbrae plans from the Home Office. He asks the receiver to pick them up if they are at the butchers and take 

them to Johnstone and Rankines and leave them there if he is asked to do so. He promises to send them to him if he 

is sent them from there. he also asks that he be told if there are any other parcels at the butchers meant for him and 

what they are and that they be sent on to him if he thinks they are important. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 23rd July, confirming that he has written to Mr. Coudie the 

manager as he has been told but that he doubts whether Mr. Smillie or Mr. Robertson will be satisfied unless some 

further action is taken (see NEIMME-JBA-8-375-377). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Captain Kindersley, dated 23rd July, remarking that he believes that brick works in 

connection with metalliferous mines and quarries come under the jurisdiction of mining inspectors but not 



brickworks in connection with coal mines. He adds that if he is satisfied with this explanation he should let Mr. 

Nimmo know about it. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-388 

23rd July 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Hall, checkweigher, Slamannan, promising to enquire further into complaints 

about deductions at Easter Law colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H. Coudie, manager, Birkrigg colliery, Larkhall, informing him that the Secretary of 

State has condemned the methods he used to facilitate the removal of Mr. Robertson, the checkweigher from his 

position at the colliery as they appear to contravene the Mines acts. He adds that the only right course to proceed 

upon to effect such a removal should have been under Section 13 of the Coal Mines act of 1887 (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

387,2nd letter etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-389 

23rd July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clark, Melville Coal company, Eskbank, confirming that the company 

have begun a trial opening in the Dalkeith Undercoal at their no.1 pit. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-390 

23rd July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Netherburn Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of 

Walter Burt as the manager of the Netherburn colliery in the room of Robert Houston. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-391 

23rd July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W. Nicholson, Baldestand colliery, Largs, Fife, confirming that the Baldestand 

Colliery and Fireclay company have lowered their pit to Woodside. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-392 

23rd July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Nicholson, Glasgow, to B. Nicholson, Baldestand colliery, Largs, Fife, confirming that the Baldestand 

colliery and Fireclay company are proposing to put down a shaft near the Lodestones(?) pit. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-393 

23rd July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Henderson, Leavenseat Limeworks, Fauldhouse, confirming that P. 

Mitchell and sons have commenced working limestone from a level mine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-394 

23rd July/25th July/26th July 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Young, secretary, Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College, confirming 

that he has gone over the papers of J.G. Robertson and J.H. MacArthur and after seeing the reports of the examiners 

G.A. Thompson and Professor Humboldt Sexton he agrees that both candidates should be allowed to pass. He 

remarks that he has returned the papers by parcel post. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to C. LeNeve Foster, Her Majesty's Inspector of Mines, dated 25th July, remarking that 

Mr. Foster had agreed to put the Devon Accident notice in (a report?) and that he has sent him what he proposed 

and has nothing else to say on the subject. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to B. Gilmour, secretary, Lanarkshire Miners' union, Hamilton,dated 26th July,promising 

to look further into the question of ventilation at Leadhills mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-395 

27th July/30th July 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Forrester and company, coalmasters, Glasgow, enclosing the Latchbrae plan along 

with a letter from Mr. Jordan at the Home Office explaining why its' forwarding was delayed. He asks for its' return 

as soon as possible. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to H. Johnstone explaining that he is sending the Latchbrae plan to R. 

Forrester and company and that its' delay seems to have been caused by a mistake at the Home Office (see letter 

above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Lieutenant Colonel Borthwick, Chief Constable, County Holdings, Edinburgh, dated 

30th July, enclosing police reports on the fencing of pits and quarries for the half year ending on the 30th June 1898, 

pointing out that he has noted the remark made about the Middleton Limestone quarry and will look further into it. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-396 

30th July 1898 

Three letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, remarking that he received his 

letter about the prosecution of Alex Dansken and had referred the point he made to the Home Office for instructions 

but has not had any reply as yet. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Wright and sons, Royal Granite Works, Aberdeen, confirming that the books 

he names, the no.37 Factory and Workshop act of 1878 up to the 1895 Registers and certificates, will meet the 

requirements of the acts. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to the United Collieries Ltd, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming he has 

received the letter concerning the exemption for Fairholm colliery and advising the company to apply directly to the 

Secretary of State if they wish an extension. He also tells them that they are free to work until he has the matter 

looked into. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-397 

30th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to C. Cameron (?), Calder Iron Works, Coatbridge, confirming that William Dixon 

Ltd has abandoned the workings of Handaxwood pit at Fauldhouse. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-398 

30th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James McNeil, Northfield, Prestonpans, confirming that Mr. McNeil has sold 

Northfield colliery to a limited company represented by John Simpson, a coal merchant from Falkirk. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-399 

30th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Darmgavil Coal company Ltd, Glasgow, confirming that they are reopening the 

splint coal workings of their no.1 pit at Drunbow and also intend to work the Corrod coal there. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-400 

30th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Agnew, Glasgow, confirming that he has taken possession of Shieldhill 

colliery at Carluke and he has commenced opening out the mine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-401 

30th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Young's Oil company, Glasgow, confirming that the company has 

discontinued the workings of the no.27 mine at Polbeth in West Calder in the county of Midlothian. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-402 

30th July 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Oakley Collieries Ltd, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of J.F. Lloyd 

as the manager of Oakley colliery taking over from Mr. Love. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-403 

1st August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, remarking that he certainly believes that 

the complaint against John Jack and sons at Kinneil colliery should be upheld and the offenders prosecuted but does 

not see the need to attend the trial. He adds that a substantial fine should be asked for in each case and that the 

possibility should be intimated that a similar offence in the future might lead to a straightforward imprisonment 

rather than the option of a fine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-404/405 

26th July 1898 

Report by H.Johnstone on the complaint made by William Hall the checkweigher on July 22nd 1898 and the 

deductions made for dirt at the unnamed colliery involved. He notes that Mr. Hall has worked there since April but 

adds that his deduction complaints have not always been held up by the miners themselves. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-406 

2nd August 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Leith, Aberdeen, promising that Mr. Johnstone will visit the Persley Quarries on 

the next Thursday to enquire further into the matters raised in his recent letters. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Wardrop, Woodside collieries, Netherburn, Lanarkshire, advising the company 

to apply for exemption from 2 shafts for their no.2 pit at the Woodside colliery under Section 18 (ii) (b) of the Coal 

Mines act directly to the Secretary of State. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Forrester, Glasgow, confirming receipt of his letter concerning the Latchbrae plan 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-395, 1st and 2nd letters). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-407 

2nd August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to United Collieries Ltd, Bredisholm Collieries, Uddingston, confirming the 

appointment of David Gardner as the manager of the Crofthead and Faithshill collieries. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-408 

July 1898 

Plan containing no statistics? 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-409 

July 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-410 

3rd August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Alexander Wilson, Carnwath, promising to look further into the ventilation at the no.4 

pit at Haywood. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. Fand and company, Rawyards Brick Works, Airdrie, confirming that he has 

received their letter telling of their sinking another small air shaft on the lands of Thrashbush. He adds that he has no 

power to allow more than 30 people to work underground when it is under a second class certificated manager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-411 

4th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, providing him with the 

letter of complaint about checkweighing by John Hall which complains about the systems of deductions for dirt, 

weighing, standard weight and the tareing of the hutches at Easter Law colliery, Slamannan. He also encloses a 

report on the subject by H. Johnstone (see NEIMME-JBA-8-404/405). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-412 

4th August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J. Main, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow, returning a police report on an accident 

to James Murray and informing him that Mr. McLaren will send him a few copies of the Special Rules. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Hall, checkweigher, Slamannan, confirming receipt of his letter concerning dirt 

reductions at Easter Law colliery and informing him that the Home Secretary, who has taken on responsibility for all 

complaints of this nature, has yet to give him further instructions. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-413 

6th August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to McNaughton and Sinclair, Glasgow, remarking that he knows of some Poles working at 

Eddlewood and their collieries near Hamilton but that the requirement for printing Special Rules in Polish would be 

limited in his district, as he has not heard of any Polish people being employed in Fife or the Lothians. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.S. Dixon, Glasgow, remarking that the arrangement he describes at Belbandie 

colliery involving Mr. Thorn as manager and his undermanager seems to comply with the Rules stating that the 

manager and undermanager are responsible for the daily control,management and supervision of the mine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-414 

6th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Ritchie,manager, Gantness colliery, Airdrie, confirming that a working 

was resumed on the 21st July in the Lower Drumgray coal of the no.1 pit at the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-415 

6th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Armour, Peutland Oil Works, Loanhead, confirming the appointment of 

Mr. Armour as the manager of the Clippens Oil company mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-416 

6th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Archibald Kerr, manager, Murdostown colliery, Cleland, confirming that the 

no.5 pit at Spindleside colliery is to be reopened. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-417 

6th August/8th August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, confirming that the exemption from 2 shafts by the No.1 pit at 

Fairholm colliery can be extended to the 31st October 1898 under the same conditions as previously. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 8th August 1898, remarking that he does not think that the 

erection of a two storied building with stone walls and possibly 25 feet tall will cause any damage if erected on the 

Hamilton barracks if the cutting of the coal underneath the proposed building were to continue, though adding that 

it might be more prudent to wait a year when the working of the Pyotshaw coal should be completed and all mining 

operations under the barracks will cease to ascertain any surface damage. He adds that the erection of the building 



may well lead to certain parts of the barracks being declared safer than others and that he is not certain if the Coal 

company would be responsible for any damage incurred on new buildings as they are to existing ones. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-418 

6th August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of the 

brusher John Wilson. The deceased was employed by his brother George Wilson, a brushing contractor, to work in 

the five feet seam of the Arthur pit at Lochgelly colliery and on the 30th June, the day of the accident, he had begun 

work at 2 p.m. with the accident happening an hour and a half later. He and his brother and employer were at work 

brushing the roads and breaking trees while an Alex Keddie was boring a hole and charging it. The deceased was 

working on the high side while brother George worked the low. The latter drew 2 trees that were in the way and 

sounded the roof which seemed safe. He nevertheless warned his brother to be careful while he drew some 

remaining trees under the part that was to be shot down as he had spotted a lipe on the low side and a fissure or dry 

on the high side. The deceased was engaged in knocking out the second of the three remaining trees when the roof 

collapsed and fell on him, causing injuries that killed him within a few minutes. George Wilson had left the place by 

that point. Some nearby workmen released him from the debris. The day shift foreman Peter McGuire had examined 

the place at 1 p.m. and had chalked the roof as safe. Mr. Atkinson suggests that George Wilson, Mr. McGuire and 

Alex Keddie should be sufficient witnesses for the forthcoming public enquiry with the manager providing a plan of 

the area for the same purpose. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death 

of John Wilson (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-419 

9th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Hugh S. Drum, Coprington colliery, Kilmarnock, confirming the appointment of 

David Smith as the undermanager of the no.8 pit at Auchlochan colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-420 

9th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.H. Powell, agent, remarking on problems with ventilation at Leadhills mine 

caused by fans intermittent aircurrents at Gripps East levels and being so bad at Raik(?) that smoke is continually on 

the face where the miners work. He trusts that these matters will be seen to as soon as possible. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-421 

12th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Faulds, Rochsolloch colliery, Airdrie, on the subject of Rochsolloch coal. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-422 

12th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that the company is sinking 

the no.2 pit at Inveravonside from the soft to the main coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-423 

12th August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Peter Clark, Road Surveyor's Office, Dunbar, enclosing six copies of the Special Rules 

applicable to quarries and providing an address for John Menzies in Edinburgh from which abstracts of the quarries 

act can be obtained. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to G.R. Thompson, Andersonian Buildings, Glasgow, enclosing a testimonial he hopes 

may be of use to him, remarking that he has a very favourable opinion of him as a lecturer in Mining. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-424 

12th August/17th August 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of John Hill by 

Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, Miners Secretary, Eskbank, Dalkeith, promising to enquire into the 

ventilation and its inspection at Polton colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to T. Todrick, procurator fiscal, Haddington, dated 17th August, enclosing a report on 

the death of John Henderson by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-425 

20th August 1898  

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Carron company, Stirlingshire, remarking that the Secretary of State has declared 

that the scale of deductions for dirt in use by the company at Easter Law colliery appears to be entirely illegal (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-412,2nd letter). He adds that the Secretary will gladly hear of any defence they have for their 

methods, but that if they fail to do satisfactorily legal action will be taken and the scale immediately discontinued 

and replaced by some method in accordance with the Mines act. He adds that the further policy of deducting 1 

quarter of a cwt from each hutch in weighing the coal is also illegal as the coal should be truly weighed. He asks for 

their further thoughts on these points. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to C.Carlow, Fife Coal company, Leven, remarking that the Hill of Beath workshops will 

be defined as under the Mining inspector's jurisdiction if they come within the description of a mine in Section 75 of 

the Coal Mines act, if not they are the Factory Inspector's responsibility. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-426 

20th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Coalmasters, Airdrie, confirming the appointment of 

Alexander James as the manager of the Staurigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-427 

20th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Clelland, Carron company, Stirlingshire, confirming the appointment of 

Alexander Greig and Robert Barrowman as the manager and undermanager respectively of the Easter Law colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-428 

20th August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Dombuitte Colliery company, Cowdenbeath, confirming receipt of notice that the 

company has begun to sink a new shaft near their no.12 pit. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, confirming that the Special Rules for 

mines were drawn up by a committee of mine owners and Inspectors of Mines with the help of writers Burns and 

Aiken of Glasgow and approved by the Secretary of State. He adds that he cannot proffer an opinion on Mr. 

Henderson's suggestion that a Special Rule that is word for word the same as a General Rule may be illegal, since he 

is bound to accept any of these rules as legal as he was a part of drawing them up. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-429 

20th August 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Balbandie Colliery company advising them to make an application directly to the 

Secretary of State in London for an exemption for their Euston pit, and that in the meantime he will look into the 

matter. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpans, confirming that the company have 

taken over Northfield colliery and have kept on William Leckie as its manager. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to McGrath and Stevenson, Glasgow, apologising for the fact he will not 

be able to visit their office to discuss the Fordell plans the next week, but suggests that he will be able to visit on 

Friday the 2nd September at any time as he will be back from his holiday home in Fife by then. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-430 

20th August 1898 

Plan of the Westours (?) mine in Lesmahagow owned by the Lesmahagow Coal company which was discontinued for 

Kinneil, Hell and other coals on the 4th July 1898 due to their being unremunerative and supervised by John 

Lancaster, the managing owner and approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-431 

24th August/25th August 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.Smillie, Miner's Agent, Larkhall, promising to enquire further into deductions at 

Fairholm colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, remarking  on the subject of the 

complaint against Thomas Crawford that the determination of whether sprags are necessary should normally be 

taken by the manager and oversman of a pit who are usually the best judges on the matter. He adds that if they are 

deemed to be necessary they should be not more than six feet apart unless determined otherwise by the 

owner,agent or manager and the management would have to prove it necessary. He returns the police report on the 

complaint. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-432 

25th August/27th August 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson remarking that he believes that the deepening of a shaft in the 

manner he mentions would mean that the Explosives order would not apply but adding that taking a day's supply of 

explosives down a mine in a locked box would probably be illegal as it would be thought to be storing these 

explosives in the mine. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Todrick, procurator fiscal, Haddington, dated 27th August, enclosing a 

report on the death of James Panton by Mr. McLaren. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to F. Braid, Postmaster, Glasgow, dated 27th August, asking for his 

letters, telegrams and parcels to be redirected to his home address from his holiday home at Lundin Links from the 

last post on the 29th August onwards. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-433 

27th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Coalmasters, Airdrie, confirming that the company has 

abandoned the workings in Whiterigg colliery and discontinued working the Slatyband Limestone in the Staurigg pit. 



At the same time at Staurigg, they have begun working Musselhand coal at the no.3 pit and to sink a no.4 pit as a 

connection. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-434 

27th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Woodrigg Coal company, Woodside collieries, Lanarkshire, confirming that 

the collieries have now been closed. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-435 

27th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a report by Mr. 

McLaren  for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on an accident at Redding colliery where the 

explosion of a shot of gelignite led to the injury of the miner David Walker. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-436 

27th August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing list no.14 of 

Quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt the revised code of Special Rules on its being proposed to them by the 

Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-8-261 etc).  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-437 

27th August 1898 

List no.14 of Quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt the revised Special Rules when proposed to them by the 

Secretary of State (see letter above) including quarries at Hadddington, Fife, Lanark and Perth signed by H. 

Johnstone and verified by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-438 

31st August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh, confirming that the companies' new coal 

pit at Rimmon in the Shotts colliery will be a winding pit for coal and ironstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-439 

31st August 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son, Edinburgh, confirming that the company have taken 

over Southrigg colliery and will work it in connection with their Polkemmett colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-440 

31st August 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a complaint by 

the Miners Agent Robert Smillie of Larkhall about checkweighing and against the dirt scale in force at Fairholm 

colliery owned by the United Collieries Ltd. He also encloses a report on the subject by his Assistant Inspector Mr. 

McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-441 

2nd September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Walker, manager, Kinneil colliery, asking him to report the safety lighter accident he 

told him about the day before on an accident form to be sent to him as Section 35 (I) (i) of the Coal Mines act 

determines that any personal injury whatever caused by an explosive must be officially reported in such a way. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-442 

August 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-443 

August 1898 

Plan containing statistics and a nil through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-444 

3rd September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Wilson, manager, Batteville collieries, Armadale, confirming that James 

Wood Ltd. are reopening the no.7 and no.2 shafts at Forbanehill. If the workings are in addition to existing workings 

where Special Rules are established, Mr. Atkinson reassures him that the rules would not need to be transmitted to 

him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-445 

3rd September 1898 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Mungall, Cowdenbeath, enclosing three reports on Midlothian coals which he had 

mentioned to Mr. Mungall. He adds that he had very poor sport at Loch Leven. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, returning letters and other 

information on the accident to James Hope and remarking that General Rule 12 (b) Section 49  of the Coal Mines act 

1887 seems to have been breached adding that if the manager wishes to prosecute he should be allowed to. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-446 

6th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, containing a further report on the Lordships payable to the War 

Department on coal worked from the barracks ground at Hamilton. Mr. Atkinson suggests that 5 per cent of each 

amount of Ell, Splint and Main coal would be suitable to be free of such Lordship where it is not stipulated in a lease 

that it is to be free. This calculation, he explains, comes from dividing the disposals on the basis of the proportion 

furnished by the figures of the output obtained from the pitheadman's books given that the coal used for colliery 

purposes is about 8.8 per cent of the total output. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-447 

6th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.H. Merivale, Acklington, advising him not to extend his classification of the Coal Fields 

in Scotland as referred to in his paper in the Transactions of the Mining institute of Scotland to include Carboniferous 

Limestone measures. He explains that the Eastern, Central and Western basins he referred to were upper or tone 

coal measures only, while the limestone was worked in projections below the upper coals connecting the three 

basins. He concludes that the figures should be left as he sent them,and reminds him that the coal below the Forth is 

not included. He concludes that he need not be mentioned as the source of authority on the matter, and thanks Mr. 

Merivale for sending him a pit cap which he says fits him very well. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-448 

6th September/7th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, approving of the application made by Easton pit at Balbardie colliery 

for exemption from 2 shafts under Section 18(iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no more than 20 persons are 

allowed to work underground at any one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the 

second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 31st March 1899. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to I. Lancaster, Auchenbeath R.S.O., dated 7th September, confirming receipt of three 

tracings showing abandoned workings which he has to hand. He returns the tracings suggesting they be immediately 

forwarded to the Secretary of State in London with a covering letter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-449 

7th September 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to United Collieries Ltd, Fairholm collieries, Larkhall, suggesting that if the scale of 

deductions at the no.3 pit at Fairholm colliery causes the miners to lose more weight in the working of the scale than 

the average amount of dirt calculated for each hutch, it is in his opinion illegal and should be discontinued. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-450 

9th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Wood Ltd, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of Joseph Strang as 

the undermanager of Eastrigg colliery and that the manager there will be David Walker until the 15th September and 

then James Russell will be appointed as same. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-451 

10th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd., Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming that 

the company has begun sinking operations at two pits to be known as the no.7 and no.8 pits at Crofthead colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-452 

10th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Kerr and Mitchell, Glasgow, confirming that the no.2 pit at Knownoble colliery 

has been abandoned. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-453 

10th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James McKay, Roughrigg collieries, Avonbridge, confirming that his company 

has begun to sink a small shaft to work a piece of Virtuewell coal at Roughrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-454 

10th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, asking for 

permission to begin legal proceedings against William Morton, the manager of Batonrigg colliery near Shotts in 

Lanarkshire owned by the Morningside Coal company for breaching General Rule 1, Section 49, of the Coal Mines 

Regulation act of 1887. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-455 

10th September 1898 



Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, procurator fiscal depute, Falkirk, confirming receipt of his letter concerning the accident 

to John Murray and enclosing a report by Mr. McLaren on the subject. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Eastingly Coal company, Linlithgowshire, advising them of their rights concerning a 

checkweigher's action. He tells them that if they refused to allow a checkweigher to start work when they knew he 

had been properly appointed they could take action against him for interfering with the working of a mine but he 

could just as well take action against them for not allowing him to perform his duties. On the other hand, if they took 

action against him believing him to be improperly appointed they could not accuse him of anything that 

presupposed he was a checkweigher. He also points out that he does not think the miners are legally bound to give a 

manager notice as to the appointment of a checkweigher although it is reasonable and customary for them to do so 

and he continues that he does not think the miners are legally liable to hold a ballot for a checkweigher's 

appointment either. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-456 

10th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.H. Merivale arguing that the calculation of the entire area of Upper Coal Measures in 

the three principal basins would be difficult. He remarks that the map he had looked at did not distinguish between 

Upper and Lower coals, since the lower coals extend partly next to the surface and partly under the upper coals over 

the whole area. He makes a rough estimate of 2000 square miles including Brora, Canobie and the calciferous 

sandstone areas some of which include home coal which is not being worked at the moment would be adequate. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-457 

10th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Edinburgh Collieries Company Ltd., Musselburgh, confirming that the 

company has bought Wellyford and Carberry collieries from Deans and Moore and has appointed H. Stewart as the 

certificated manager of both collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-458 

13th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Cairntable Gas and Coal Company, Glasgow, confirming that they have 

started to save some coal from the 9 feet seam at Auchinstilloch colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-459 

14th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Cowan and son, Riggend colliery, Airdrie, telling them that he will call at the colliery the 

next day to discuss their application for exemption from 2 shafts reassuring them that they can continue to work 

until then. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-460 

15th September 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-461, 2nd letter below) on the death of 

Evan Edwards. The bottomer was killed on the 9th September when he fell from the Ladygrange seam to the Splint 

Coal seam at the no.7 pit at East Balquhatstone colliery owned by John Nimmo and sons. The Lady Grange seam was 

the only seam from which coal was worked, but the splint coal seam could be lowered to since the steam pump was 

situated there. The two cages in the shaft ordinarily descend to the Lady Grange seam, but the West side cage could 

also descend 24 fathoms deeper to the Splint Coal when required, although while this was carried out the rope 

attached to it was detached from the drum with the cage resting on a scaffold at the Lady Grange. The seat of the 

other cage consisted of two doors that could be raised to open the shaft and when closed kept the Lady Grange 

completely closed.Ordinarily three pieces of wood are laid on these doors to keep the cage level with the sheets. On 

the 9th September, the oversman James Waugh descended to the Splint Coal at about 9 a.m. to start the pump, got 

on the cage and was drawn to the surface. The deceased then proceeded to close the shaft and while thus engaged 

fell down the shaft. Although no-one saw him fall, a drawer called Samuel McCracken heard it and found the 

deceased missing from a few yards away. He proceeded to the surface to raise the alarm and then Mr. Waugh and 

Daniel Sutherland descended and found the deceased's body in the Splint seam. Mr. McCracken found one door was 

down and one of the loose pieces of wood was lying on it. Mr. Atkinson suggests that Mr. Waugh, Mr. McCracken 

and the manager Mr. McGregor will be ample witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-461 

15th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-460 above. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of Evan 

Edwards (see NEIMME-JBA-8-460 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-462 

17th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Raebog Coal company, Airdrie, confirming that they have begun to open a 

mine at Laverock Knowe Quarry on the lands of Raebog Farm in the parish of New Monkland. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-463 

17th September/18th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A. Roxburgh, Alloa collieries, confirming receipt of a letter which shows the 

registration of the Alloa Coal Company as the Alloa Coal Company Ltd. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, dated 18th September, remarking that he only knows of one 

so-called fiery mine which uses an electrical plant and that is at Garnock colliery where a motor placed about a mile 

from the shaft works in haulage with the current coming from a dynamo at the surface. There is no gas near to the 

motor so no special precautions are necessary. Non-fiery mines have several electrical installations for pumping and 

hauling, he continues, and electrical coal-cutters have been tried, but he adds that he knows of no installation in a 

mine where special precautions for the ignition of gas are necessary. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-464 

17th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Wallace Brothers, Holbeath Collieries, Dunfermline, confirming that they 

have taken out the barrier coal in the Splint and Five feet seams lying between the Kingseat workings and the field 

previously worked by Mr. Birrell and others. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-465 

17th September/19th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W. Clark, manager, Broxburn mines, remarking on the subject of the prosecution of 

Thomas Crawford that the wording is too vague on the Rule regarding the use of sprags in a mine. He adds that the 

manager and oversman are usually the best judges on the subject and that the sprags should be not less than 6 feet 

apart but adds that the Rule also allows the distance to be less when ordered by the owner, agent or manager and 

that it is up to the manager to prove that sprags are necessary. He suggests that a Special Rule is drawn up specifying 

exactly the conditions under which sprags should be set taking into account Section 54 (i) of the Coal Mines act. He 

encloses a notice of a paper dealing with the matter. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Alex Lawrie, Backhaven, dated 19th September, promising to look further into the 

employment of women between 9 p.m. on 16th and 5a.m. on the 17th September at Muiredge, Borie, Lochella and 

Dearbeath collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-466 

20th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to enquire further into the matter contained in an enclosed 

letter from Mr. Gilmour. He adds that a William Watson delivered the letter to him that day adding that he is going 

to continue presenting himself at the pithead. He adds that he wants Mr. McLaren to forward him a report on the 

matter to send to the Home Secretary who wishes to be kept informed on complaints such as the one made by Mr. 

Gilmour (concerning checkweighers?) but adding that he should not let the management know his own opinions on 

the matter. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Anderson, United Enginekeepers Central, Protective Association of Scotland, 

Penicuik, promising to look further at alleged irregularities at Ormiston colliery. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-467 

20th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Glen and Henderson, Writers, Linlithgow, remarking that he doubts whether a 

checkweigher could be removed from one pit for interfering with miners from another from the same owners since 

he knows of no case where such a thing has been tried. He adds that the writers should be far better placed to know 

whether the construction of the statute involved allows for such a case to be opened. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-468 

22nd September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, on the subject of a previous letter to the Carron Coal company in which 

he informed the company that their scale of deductions for dirt had been judged illegal by the Secretary of State and 

that their method of deducting the cwt from each hutch in weighing the coal was also deemed illegal by the 

Secretary (see NEIMME-JBA-8-425, 1st letter). He adds that he has received a reply from the solicitors J.C. Brodie and 

sons in which they refer to another notice that was forwarded to Mr. Atkinson from the Carron company on the 26th 

March 1895 concerning a dispute at the Shieldhill colliery where a similar scale was in operation and which he 

forwarded to the Home Secretary on the 28th March of that year for further instruction to which he does not seem 

to have received a reply. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-469 

22nd September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Liurigg Coal company, Holytown, confirming that the company have begun 

to reopen the no.1 pit at North Liuridge in the parish of Shotts. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-470 

22nd September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs Oil company, Glasgow, confirming that the company have 

abandoned the no.21 mine at Polbeth in West Calder. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-471 

23rd September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Ness and company, Muirheath collieries, Dunfermline, confirming the 

appointment of Joseph Cochrane as the manager of the collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-472 



24th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of Thomas 

Laing. The miner was killed by the explosion of a shot at the face of a dook in the Pattison's Oil Shale seam of the 

no.1 mine at Deans works on the 22nd September 1898. He was employed by the contractor Thomas McMillan who 

at the time of the accident was at the no.16 bench on a dook almost 60 yards from the face with the rest of the 6 

a.m. shift waiting to take the place of the 10p.m. shift workers who included the deceased. The deceased was 

working with James MacBride and Thomas Hughes at the time. Two holes had been bored at the face and charged 

with gunpowder, fuses were inserted in each and the deceased were attempting to light the fuses for both together. 

Thinking that the second fuse had not lit successfully, the deceased, immediately after the first shot exploded, went 

to relight the second whereupon it exploded killing him. At the time James Mc Bride and Thomas Hughes were near 

a pump about 30 yards from the face. He suggests that Mr. McBride, Mr. Hughes and Mr. McMillan will be sufficient 

witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

Thomas Laing (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-473 

24th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Johnstone asking him to enquire further about the alleged dangerous practice at 

the East Lochore mine, specifically on a wheel brae in the 5ft. seam at Kineddar, where miners working the brae 

have to climb up and down at the same time as five hutches are being taken up and down also. This report from a 

Mr. Weir suggests that the management are not complying with the Special Rules by enforcing such a practice. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Ferguson, manager, Benarty colliery, Blairadam, confirming that he will visit the 

Lochore mine the following Tuesday at about midday and will meet with Mr. Ferguson then where he suggests he 

brings a set of plans. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-474 

24th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Drumshangie Coal company, Airdrie, advising them that it has been 

reported to Mr. Atkinson by his assistant, Mr. McLaren, that there is inadequate ventilation at various parts of their 

Upper Drumgray seam and that there is inadequate examination of same in their back shift thereby contravening 

General Rules 1, 4(ii), 24 and 31.  The inadequate nature of the fans and their engines specifically relate to the final 

Rule. He asks that they deal with these problems at once. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Miller by Mr. Johnstone. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-475 

24th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Eastrigg Coal company, Linlithgowshire, confirming the appointment of 

Alexander Ferguson as the manager of the Eastrigg Colliery in the room of James Russell. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-476 

24th September 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Weir, Miners Offices, Dunfermline, promising to look further into the matters of 

water at the East mine at Lochore and the Wheel Brae travelling at Kineddar (see NEIMME-JBA-8-473,1st letter). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J. Russell Lindsay, Aberfoyle State Quarries, enclosing a copy of the Special Rules 

with a modification under the blasting section which he hopes will allay his concerns. He asks that he returns the 

copy enclosed with an intimation as to whether he will accept the revised Rules. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-477 

28th September 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of John 

Wark as the manager of the West Longrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-478 

September 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-479 

September 1898 

Plan containing statistics, a remark concerning admonishment and a nil written through the bottom signed by J.B. 

Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-480/481(see overleaf) 

Undated 

Plan of the number 3,4 and 5 pits at Fordell colliery at Inverkeathing, Dalgelly and Dumfermline, Crossgates, owned 

by the trustees of the late G.W. Mercer Henderson at the colliery in Fife, in which the Lochgelly splint, Blalowan and 

Glasseye, Mynheer, Five feet and Dunfermline splint were all discontinued on the 14th June 1898 due to there being 

exhausted from being profitable. The plan was carried out by the Mining Engineers McCreath and Stevenson from 



Glasgow and approved by J.B. Atkinson, as far as he could judge. Mr. Atkinson remarks that the plans were made 

according to magnetic meridian allowance for change having been made. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-482 

1st October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Ferrier and Strain, Glasgow, confirming that Hugh Strain and Douglas Ramsay 

have been appointed the manager and undermanager respectively of Braidenhill colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-483 

1st October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James A. Hood, the Lothian Coal company, Edinburgh, confirming the 

appointment of John Sterling as the manager of Whitehill colliery in the room of Thomas Webster. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-484 

1st October 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-485, 2nd letter below) on the death of 

Edward Curwood. The 42 year old miner, who worked in the Ell coal seam at Hailsford colliery as a stooper and 

worked for the contractor James O'Neil was injured by the bursting off of coal at about 9 A.M. on the 26th 

September. The fireman James Skewis, the deceased and his stepson, Samuel Turner, had begun work at the area of 

the accident two hours earlier. Mr. Skewis had examined the area and found it safe. The bursting off of coal came  

from the top half of the 7 foot seam being worked at the time. The deceased was on the fast line of a hutch at the 

time with Mr. Turner three or four yards away on the other side of the hutch. The collier David Jenkins, who was 

working on the other lift in the same stoop was the first to arrive at the scene after the accident and removed the 

deceased with the help of Mr. Turner to aboiut 8 yards from the face. Mr. Skewis was also close at hand. Mr. 

Atkinson notes that safety lamps were used at the mine but no gunpowder or explosive while the place of the 

accident had not been worked from the 23rd until that day. There was also a supply of timber near and the 

contractor James O'Neil was with Mr. Skewis at the time of the accident and accompanied him to the place after the 

accident. He concludes that the manager William Burt will provide a plan of the area and that the men Skewis, 

Turner and Jenkins will be adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-485 

1st October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Edward 

Curwood and advising him that the Secretary of State has authorised the beginning of proceedings in the Batowrigg 

prosecution. He apologises that he will not be able to attend the enquiry the following Thursday because of another 

inquiry in Falkirk but assures Mr. Wilson that his assistant Mr. McLaren will be there and will provide him with any 

further details he may need. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, Eskbank, promising to look further into his queries about the Lady 

Victoria mine at Newbattle. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-486/487 (see overleaf) 

2nd October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson in which he: apologises for not replying to his letters for some time; 

agreeing with him that it would be dangerous if the fan at Dudley colliery was not at work and the ventilation 

reversed; thanking him for providing a mines department report; explaining the Billy Fairplay arrangement whereby 

a box below the screen captures the small coal as it falls, allowing for an accurate reading of the full amount of coal 

etc. captured in a hutch, which he reiterates is very necessary for full and correct weighing and will not cost very 

much; expressing his belief that a second inquiry into the Dudley accident is unnecessary as he does not believe the 

previous inquest failed, as 'Ash' seems to suggest, citing the paucity of such second inquiries in England or Scotland; 

returns a table in which an error has been made suggesting that the error was made by 'Bill' (W.H. Atkinson?) in 

suggesting that the tons of mineral raised per life lost cannot be greater than the tons of mineral raised per fatal 

accident; confirming that a letter has been received from W. Hall enclosing Ash's letter of introduction, but adding 

that he did not meet him as he was at his holiday home in Fife when he was in Glasgow; talks of Charlie 

Longbotham's death and how he (and his family?) went to stay with Mr. Atkinson's mother for a week after it; 

explains how a Mr. Herby, who he stayed with for a week is,he believes, doing well in his business and is keen on 

golf; explains how his boys are all doing well at school apart from Renton who got his first pay a week before for 

surveying pits; adds that Mildred has left school and has become a young lady while Mabel has an important exam 

the next week; informs him that scannel coal is low in price and that he believes Eltringham for sale; describes the 

new Compensation act which came into being in July, which insures contractors for about 22 shillings for every 

hundred pounds paid to underground workers or 10 shillings for surface workers; informs him he has not seen His 

other brother Fred for over a year and Bill since April at the Inspectors meeting; informs him that Mr. Ronaldson has 

sent money to his brother to invest in a gold dredging syndicate and finally asks if he sees the brother of J.S. Dixon's 

brother while mentioning he has got a canary from I.Gold who he was shooting with the previous week. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-488 

4th October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

Joseph Hunter by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

Nathaniel Duff by Mr. McLaren. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Beuhar (?) of the German Commission, Newcastle upon Tyne on behalf of Her 

Majesty's Inspector of Mines, informing him he will be glad to meet the commission but will have to make it later 

than 12(noon) as he has a previous engagement. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-489 

4th October 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Clark, manager, Broxburn Mines, confirming that his company has 

begun to drive a new mine on South Greendykes farm in Uphall, Linlithgow, to be called the Hut mine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-490 

4th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Caldwell, Deans Oil Shale mine, Bathgate, confirming that the company 

has begun sinking a trial pit to the Broxburn seam to the East side of the no.2 mine at Deans. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-491 

4th October/5th October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Ormiston Coal company, Ormiston Station colliery, assuring him that the Special 

Rules in place at the colliery will be allowed to continue with no alteration. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Nicholson, manager, Balderston colliery, Largs, Fife, enclosing a form for the 

company to fill in and return to help assess their Annual Return for their Woodside pit. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 5th October, enclosing a report on the 

death of Daniel Woodhead by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-492 

5th October/6th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to McNaughton and Sinclair, Stationers, Glasgow, professing that he finds the sheets he 

received from last years issue of the Report book of the Coal Mines act satisfactory and has no suggestions for the 

alteration. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 6th October, in which he expresses scepticism as to 

whether Moreside colliery should have their exemption from 2 shafts extended, since he does not believe their plan 

to connect two of their old shafts to the Ell coal will lead to the extraction of enough coal to make the operation 

profitable, especially since the conditions in the pit are virtually the same as when they applied for their previous 

exemption. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-493 

5th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Roughcraig Coal company, Airdrie, confirming that two daylight mines have 

been opened at Thrashbush at Roughcraig near Airdrie. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-494 

6th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James McKillop, M.P., Polmont Park, Stirlingshire, confirming that he is 

exploring old coal workings on the Marquis of Djeltlands grounds between Grahamstown and Grangemouth. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-495 

6th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson informing him that he does not think that the face of a stone drift 

comes under the head of a road under section 1(2) of the order concerning the operation of explosives in a stone 

drift between two seams. He adds that the order has no provisions to meet face workings in stone rather than coal 

except under Section 4 which are dealt with in a particular way and adds that he doesn't think it could be held that 

other face workings in stone can be classed with seams of coal. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Cross, The Fedderland Coal company, Airdrie, confirming that the Fedderland 

colliery has been sold to Peter B. Martin of Chapel Street Engine Works on the 17th September 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-496 

8th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, enclosing list no. 15 of 

Quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt the code of Special Rules revised from the Quarries act of 1894 

outlined and proposed to them by the Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-8-436 etc.) He notes that the owners of 

Lennie, Redhall and Kingsteps have agreed to all the revisions while the owners of Aberfoyle Slate mine have agreed 

to all bar the modification of Rule 9 noted in an enclosed copy and suggested in a Home Office letter and arranged 

by Mr. Atkinson in conjunction with the owner. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-497 

8th October 1898 

List no. 15 of Quarries whose owners have agreed to abide by the revised Special Rules of the Quarries act of 1894 

when they are proposed by the Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-8-496 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-498 

8th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Young, Bonnybridge, explaining that as the accident to Thomas McAndrew on the 

17th September occurred in the Bonnyside mine, its investigation is regulated by the Coal Mines Regulation act and 

not the Factory act as he tried to explain to a Mr. Cochrane. As this was the case, he continues, no report by a 



certifying surgeon was required and no provision was made for paying a fee for such a report and that Mr. Young 

himself, who would be called upon if the accident had occurred in the brickworks, was not needed in this case. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Turners Ltd, Edinburgh, confirming that the company have begun working their 

brick machinery at the new Braehead brick works and that he has forwarded their request to appoint a Medical 

Attendant at Fauldhouse to the Home Office as appointments of certifying surgeons fall under their jurisdiction. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-499 

8th October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A. Whitelegge, Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Factories, Home Office, forwarding the 

letter from Turners Ltd requesting the appointment of a certifying surgeon at Fauldhouse (see NEIMME-JBA-8-498, 

2nd letter above) and explaining that he hopes he can meet their wishes on the matter as the company is the largest 

employers of labour there under the Quarries and Factory acts. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Duncan, Branch Secretary, Lanarkshire Miners County Union,Hamilton, 

promising to look further into the question of boy's hours at Garnock colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, explaining that an unnamed quarry run by a Mr. Crawford had not 

been included in a list of Quarries in Lanarkshire visited in order to explain the new set of Special Rules which were 

being considered, since it had not sent a notice of opening to the Inspector of the District when it opened in October 

1896. He adds that there was no clause in the Quarries act which rendered it legally necessary for such a notice to be 

given to the Inspector of the District, but adds that Mr. Crawford's avowal that he had sent a letter to Mr. Atkinson 

before the new year regarding the new rules would seem to be contradicted by the evidence that he cannot find 

record of such a letter or any reply he might have given to it. Despite his belief that Mr. Crawford is probably 

mistaken in this regard, he adds that there is no legal obligation for the Quarry involved to abide by the New Rules or 

for Mr. Atkinson to enforce them on any reluctant quarry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-500 

11th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to George Turnbull and company confirming that they have opened a fireclay 

mine at Bonnyhill. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-501 

11th October 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-502, 1st letter below) on the 

death of Dennis McAulay. The miner was killed by a fall of Oil Shale in the no.1 Holmes mine on the 8th October 

1898 at about 10.30 a.m. The shale fell from the face of a cut he was taking uphill off a stoop. The deceased had 

fired two holing shots earlier that morning and was apparently holing at the face with a pick at the time of the 

accident when the shale fell from the clayey(sic) back right across the place and caught him by the head killing him 

instantly. His drawer John O'Donnel and the roadsman George St. John were close by at the time and helped to free 

him from under the shale. The place had been inspected during the previous shift by John Hughes, the fireman at 5 



a.m. while it was inspected again during the deceased's shift (starting at 6 am) by Alexander Thomson at 6.50 a.m. 

He continues that he believes Mr. O'Donnel,Mr. St.John and Mr. Thomson will be sufficient witnesses for the 

forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-502 

11th October/13th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of 

Dennis McAulay (see NEIMME-JBA-8-501 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Clark, Ormiston Station colliery, dated 13th October, suggesting that the 

company of Lorimer and Gillies of Edinburgh may be able to provide them with copies of Special Rules. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-503 

13th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, telling him that he has been 

informed that a 35 year old borer called Alexander Shepherd was injured/scalded by the bursting of a rubber strain 

pipe on the 11th October 1898 at Kennay (?) quarry in Aberdeenshire owned by John Fyfe. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-504 

13th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a plan signed by J.B. Atkinson consisting of six no's. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, confirming receipt of a complaint regarding 

the the Batowrigg prosecution which he has signed and returns, adding that having read it he finds it in accordance 

with his information. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-505 

15th October 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-506, 1st letter below) on the death of 

Michael McCormack. The labourer, aged about 60, was employed at a mill for crushing sandstone into sand at 

Auchinlea colliery owned by Taylor and King. He was injured when an empty truck crushed him on the 30th 

September, dying of his injuries on the 10th October. At the time of the accident he and fellow labourer James Reed 

were loading and unloading trucks with sand to be transported along a line of rails by a pug engine.The deceased 

had been inspecting an empty wagon to see if it would hold sand while the pug engine, under the control of James 

Battery, the driver, and James Divers, the fireman, loaded another three empty wagons which buffered, knocking the 

original empty wagon forward and crushing the deceased against a bank. Mr. Atkinson suggests that the people 

mentioned will be sufficient witnesses for the subsequent public inquiry. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-506 

15th October/16th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Michael 

McCormack (see NEIMME-JBA-8-505 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Jonathan Longbotham, Sheffield, dated 16th October, replying to his enquiries 

about the Lanemark colliery. He first mentions that it falls under Mr. Ronaldson's jurisdiction and not his, providing 

him with the former's verdict that the colliery is not at the moment profitable, with it spending a lot of money 

sinking a deep new pit and fitting up a pumping plant. Despite this, Mr. Ronaldson argues that he can see no reason 

why the pit will not become profitable in the future since it works good cannel,steam and house coal and has plenty 

still to uncover. He adds that they have not yet coked coal, but has seen good specimens of coal made into coke. Mr. 

Atkinson adds that he does not know the colliery personally but has not heard anything derogatory about it. He 

offers him accomodation if he wants to visit Scotland and examine the place. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-507 

15th October/17th October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Barraclough, Littleborough, providing him with the address of his brother A.A. 

(Ash) Atkinson, a Government Inspector of Mines in Sydney, New South Wales. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Larkhall, promising to look further into a matter regarding Sighthill 

colliery and apologising for being out when he and Mr. Gilmour called on him. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 17th October, enclosing a 

report on an accident to James Ditchburn and Patrick McGovern by Mr. McLaren and adding that unless the fireman 

in the case, James Burnside, can show he was unavoidably prevented from making a second inspection he should be 

brought before the Sheriff.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-508/509 (see overleaf) 

17th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson commenting on his and Mr. Brown's letter concerning the use of 

naked lights and safety lamps in mines. He suggests that although the prohibition of naked lights for use in mines is 

not underlined by any particular law many arbitrations have taken place in England and Scotland on the subject with 

the arbiter as a rule voting against their use. Mr. Brown's view (opposing?) could be legally correct, however. He also 

contends that the idea that owners are free to decide on whether naked lights or safety lamps are used is not quite 

correct since they need to follow the General Rule in the matter. The room for interpretation on the matter, he adds, 

does not rule out the possibility that Inspectors can prosecute if they believe the rule is being interpreted wrongly. 

He suggests to Ash that if he thinks General Rule 8 is being wrongly interpreted in this case he should bring the 

culprits to court but if he thinks a letter to the offenders could stop the offence then he should go ahead. He 

continues on the subject from the point of whether dusty or damp conditions would necessitate the use of safety 



lamps, suggesting that the latter would be more likely to need the safety lamps. He then adds his opinions on the 

deposition of dust after explosions, suggesting that the idea that the deposits of coked dust for example are not 

caused entirely by explosions alone. He ends by asserting the family is well and that they are planning a dance for his 

daughter's 'young ladyship'. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-510 

Undated 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Clyde Coal company, Hamilton, confirming that the splint coal seam is being worked 

with open lights at Clyde colliery with workmen employed at the seam (until January 1890?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-511 

17th October/18th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Young, Bonnybridge, informing him that the accident that occurred at a 

brickworks falls under the jurisdiction of a Mr. Cooke-Taylor at the Factory department and not for the inspection of 

certifying surgeons at the Mining Inspector's behest under the Coal Mines Regulation act. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D.Gilmour, dated 18th October, promising to visit the colliery at Shawfield the next 

day in connection with his complaint about checkweighers there. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-512 

18th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh, confirming the company has acquired the 

Harburn Limestone quarry from W. Cunningham and sons, with Andrew Cunningham employed to manage them. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-513 

19th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Clark, Ormiston Station collieries, confirming the appointment of John 

Swan as the undermanager of the number 1 and 3 pits at Ormiston Station colliery in the room of Joseph Main. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-514 

19th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Simpson, Cupar, Fife, confirming him as the owner of Cassimdonald 

colliery. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-515/516/517 

20th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, concerning the complaint 

made by Mr. Gilmour regarding the treatment of checkweighers at Shawfield and Law collieries (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

511, 2nd letter). After visiting the pits the previous day, Mr. Atkinson concludes that the checkweighers involved had 

been appointed on the 13th October during a day when the pits were idle. Of the 3 pits at Shawfield and the four at 

Law, all but pit no.1 of the latter were appointed checkweighers with practically all the miners present. No ballot was 

taken, but the appointments were as follows- D. Gilmour, J. Halliday and W. McQueen were appointed for the three 

Shawfield pits, while R. Brown, H. McRoberts and R. Taylor were appointed for 2,3 and 4 pits at Law. After this, a 

deputation consisting of J. McClory (?), J. McConville, H. Lawrence, D. Ward and W.Smith of the no.1 and 3 pit 

Shawfield and the 2,3 and 4 pits at Law respectively were appointed to inform the manager Mr. McNeil of their 

appointment. The intimation was made on the 13th October and Mr. McNeil made no objection when the group 

added that the checkweighers would begin work on the 17th October. The first day all began work, but the next the 

agent for the collieries Mr. Telfer made an objection to the fact that the deputation had not included any body from 

the no.2 pit at Shawfield and that one of the deputation, J. McConville, had been dismissed from his job at the no.3 

pit at Shawfield on the 12th October which he therefore took to presume that the notice given was not sufficient for 

the checkweigher's appointment. Mr. McNeil immediately acted upon this by not allowing the checkweighers to 

work from 11 on the morning of the 18th and had not allowed them back since. Mr. Gilmour objected that although 

there had been nobody from the no. 2 pit at Shawfield in the deputation, there were representatives from all 5 

adjacent mines, and added that the dismissed Mr. McConville had been reinstated on the 14th October and had 

been working ever since. Mr. Atkinson asks for the Secretary of State's advice on the matter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-518 

19th October/22nd October/24th October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, allowing the application for extension of exemption from 2 shafts at 

Cameron colliery under the previously stated conditions, with the new date of expiry to be the 30th April 1899. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, dated 22nd October, enclosing a report on the 

death of John Allison and the injury to John Wallace (see NEIMME-JBA-8-519 below). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to C. Thomson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, dated the 24th October,enclosing a report 

on the death of James Main by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-519 

22nd October 1898 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-518, 2nd letter above) on the death of 

John Allison and injury to John Wallace. These two surfacemen, along with fellow surfacemen Donald McDonald, 

Edward Quinn and John Harkins (the latter being the foreman also) had loaded a surfacemens' bogie on the 

Callendar colliery railway and boarded it on the 21st October, the foreman pushing it away down a descending slope 

to its intended destination. Unfortunately, the rails were wet and Mr. Harkins was unable to brake the bogie. Upon 

finding this out, Mr. Harkins advised the other surfacemen to jump off. While Mr. McDonald, Mr. Harkins and Mr. 

Quinn were all able to jump off with no injury, Mr. Wallace was injured when he jumped off (or fell) while Mr. Allison 



was crushed when the bogie, with increasing speed, collided with two loaded wagons. The injuries were so great he 

died within an hour of the accident. The dispatch clerk Robert Spence had been a few yards away when the accident 

occurred and immediately rushed forward to find Mr. Allison lying injured on the bogie. Mr. Atkinson suggests all 

those named by him along with the general manager for Callendar Coal company, David Welsh, should be cited as 

witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-520 

22nd October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Ireland and Wilson, Lathones colliery, St. Andrews, confirming that on the 15th 

October they began sinking another pit at Lathones. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-521 

22nd October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, informing him that the 

secretary for the Aberfoyle State Quarry company, J. Robert Lindsay, has written to say that the Revised code of 

Special Rules has been proposed to the Aberfoyle State quarry without the agreed alteration to Rule 9 which they 

had suggested. Mr. Atkinson suggests that, if the Secretary of State approves, the copy forwarded to them may be 

withdrawn with another copy acknowledging the alteration being sent to them. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-522 

22nd October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J. Russell Lindsay, Aberfoyle State Quarries Ltd, informing him that he has written a 

letter to the Home Office informing them that their sending of the revised code of Special Rules without the 

alteration they had agreed on was a mistake. He adds that he had sent the Home Office a copy of the Rules complete 

with the alteration so the mistake is on their side. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Rosewell Gas Coal company, Lassodie Mill colliery, Kelty, Fife, asking them to supply 

the plans of the abandoned Rosewell mine since the 2 months since its closure have elapsed and also asking if the 

tracing they provided for the Lochore and Capeldrae Coal company of the workings next to the Lochore mine are a 

correct representation of their workings in that direction. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-523 

22nd October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to D. Gilmour, Miner's agent, Hamilton, enclosing correspondence he had 

promised to supply on the subject of deductions under the Mines act and the Truck act and asking that he return the 

paper (involved when finished?). 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Brown, secretary, Lochore and Capledrae Cannel Coal company, Edinburgh, 

informing them that the plans they asked for from the Rosewell colliery have not yet been deposited with the Home 

Secretary and that he has been informed that they already have information from tracings supplied by the Rosewell 

company relating to the coal taken out there. He adds that even if he did have the plans they want, he would not be 

able to supply them unless they had the explicit consent of the Rosewell company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-524 

25th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, providing further 

information about the checkweighers' dispute at Shawfield colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-8-515/516/517). He tells the 

Secretary that he has received word from the agent for the colliery Mr. Telfer that the checkweighers at the no.2 and 

no.3 collieries at Shawfield ( Mr. Halliday and Mr. McQueen) have now been accepted as being properly appointed 

and will be able to begin their work the next Monday morning. He adds that Mr. Gilmour has stated that in case 

there is any backtracking on the management's part, he has held a meeting of the men that Saturday morning in 

which the appointment of the two men was reconfirmed. He further confirms that a number of the men went to the 

manager's house and presented their case offering to give names of those who had agreed to the appointment. The 

manager had replied, according to Mr. Gilmour, that this was not necessary and that he was now persuaded by the 

bulk of the men present to allow the checkweighers to begin their work on Monday morning. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-525 

25th October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to D.Gilmour, Lanarkshire Miner's County Union, promising to look further into the 

question of weighing at the no.1 pit, Shawfield colliery. 

The second letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of 

Joseph Gillespie and injury to William Hamilton by Mr. Johnstone. 

The third letter from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Hay by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-526 

26th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to William Laird, Glasgow, promising to call at his address on West George Street the 

next Friday at noon to discuss the Hartley Relief fund. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for permission 

to begin legal proceedings against Archibald Bowman, the manager of Muiredge colliery, for employing women and 

girls at the colliery between the times of 9 p.m. and 5 a.m. on the nights of the 16th and 17th September 1898. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-527 

26th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.G. Patterson, Dysart collieries, Fife, confirming the appointment of Thomas 

Pattinson as the undermanager of the collieries replacing John Duncan. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-528 

26th October/28th October 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Alexander Ross, checkweigher, Forth, Lanark, confirming he has received notice of 

men riding in the shaft at his colliery on winding engines with 'false teeth' which Mr. Atkinson takes to mean spur 

and pinion wheels that have been replaced. He adds that he knows of no specific part of the Mines act dealing with 

this point but he will have it looked into. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, secretary, Lochore and Capeldrae Cannel Coal company, Edinburgh, 

saying that his best chance of receiving a look at the plans for the abandoned Rosewell colliery was to apply to the 

Home Secretary for a licence to see the plans, which the Rosewell Gas and Coal company had said was sent on to the 

Home Office. He apologises for overlooking section 4 (2) of the Coal Mines act of 1896 which allows the Secretary of 

State power to allow access to abandoned plans before ten years have elapsed, and asks that if he is allowed to see 

the plans that he sends them to him first who will then arrange a meeting whereby he, Mr. Moore and Mr. Ferguson 

can attend and look at them (see NEIMME-JBA-8-523 etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-529 

28th October 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Wishart, Oakbank Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment 

of John Travis as the manager of Oakbank mines while Balfour Sneddon is on leave between the 29th October and 

the 11th November 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-530 

29th October 1898 

Report from J.B. Atkinson (for A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-531, 1st letter) on the death of 

Robert Campbell. Mr. Campbell, a 13 year old dirt picker, was killed at a coal sorting establishment connected with 

Longrigg colliery owned by James Nimmo and company on the 24th October. He was working on a platform between 

travelling belts. A plain cylindrical iron shaft which crossed the platform at one end was used for drawing the belts 

but was not covered or forced in any way. The deceased was tying a piece of rope around and entangled the loose 

ends with the revolving shaft, drawing himself onto the shaft which broke his back and neck. James Mitchell, the 

Area old man and another boy called Robert Campbell were on the platform and witnessed most of what was going 

on. The deceased cried for help, which the other Robert Campbell heard and he attempted to free him by loosening 

the rope. Failing to do this, he ran for help to the other side of the platform shouting for the engine to be turned off. 

James Cupples then did so, came up to the platform and cut the rope, freeing the already dead man. Mr. Atkinson 



suggests all the men mentioned as well as the Rintoul foreman should be cited as witnesses at the forthcoming 

public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-531 

29th October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of Robert 

Campbell (see NEIMME-JBA-8-530 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Clark, Ormiston Station colliery, replying to his application for the proposed 

code of Special Rules for Ormiston, Niddrie and Newbattle and says (?) should be able to supply a copy and then get 

a supply printed. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, enclosing a report on the death of Frank Hailstones by 

Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-532 

31st October 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to William Queen, Overtown, Whishaw, promising to look further into the question of 

weighing at the no.3 pit at Shawfield. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of 

Stewart Mulholland by Mr. McLaren. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by the 

Colinburn seam of the no.3 pit at Blackston colliery pointing out that the exemption had previously been held 

between the 25th June and the 30th November 1897, but little was done during that time. The proposed restart of 

the seam and its exemption can continue under the same conditions with the date of expiry now revised to the 30th 

April 1899. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-533 

1st November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to C.B. Williams, the Inspector of the poor, Aberdeen Parish Council, confirming 

that the council has opened a Sand Pit at Gallowshill in Aberdeen. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-534 

1st November 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd, Bredisholme collieries, Uddingston, confirming that 

they have ceased working at the no.2 pit at Crofthead and that they have started to work the Ell coal at their no.7 pit 

there. He also acknowledges receipt of the universal return from their no.2 pit. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-535 

2nd November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, enclosing a returned letter from A.A.(Ash) Atkinson adding the 

opinion that it is not considered necessary for a mine to be divided into parts under Section 19 of the Coal Mines act 

in order to set up stations in large collieries in England and Scotland under General Rule 4 of the act of 1887 despite 

the stations often being fixed at considerable distance from the shaft on the intake air ways leading to the several 

sections of the mine, adding that it has not been suggested that the parts in General Rule 4 is the same as the parts 

of section 19.  He tells 'Bill' that he has not got Mr. Sanders' reprint of the act he mentioned but does have a copy 

from McSwinney and Bristowe that was printed by Knight and company of Fleet Street in 1888 as a presentation 

copy. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-536 

October 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-537 

October 1898 

Plan containing statistics and nil written through bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-538 

2nd November/5th November 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Lieutenant Colonel Borthwick, Chief Constable, Edinburgh, saying that he has no 

power to allow him to discontinue sending reports concerning the fencing of disused pits, mines and quarries in East 

and West Lothian and Peebles to the Sheriff Fiscal but adds that if the reports are forwarded to him the matters will 

be attended to as the responsibility lies with his department. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Taylor, Overtown, Whishaw, promising to look further into the matter of 

weighing at the no.2 pit at Stavenhouse. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Frazer and Morton, builders and contractors, Perth, dated 5th November, telling the 

company that he does not supply register books for young persons advising that they apply to a stationers or John 

Menzies on Hanover Street in Edinburgh. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-539 

5th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of George 

Sommerville. The 14 year old miners boy, employed by the miner Duncan Donaldson, was killed when a quantity of 

head coal fell on him while hewing coal on a platform a few yards from the face at a stooping section of the Ell coal 

at Garnock colliery on the 3rd November. The foreman William Duff had examined the area at 5 a.m. that morning 

and he pronounced it safe. While there, he saw the deceased, Duncan Donaldson, James Wyper and John Wyper 

going to their places, the latter two working in the same stoop as the deceased just opposite Duncan Donaldson. 

Donaldson and James Wyper set down at the platform a few yards from the face while John Wyper and the 

deceased went to either side of the face. As he began to hew the coal on his side, the head coal fell on the deceased. 

He was immediately extricated, taken out in a hutch and sent to the Royal Infirmary at Glasgow but died of his 

wounds that night. Mr. Atkinson suggests that Special Rule 69 should be considered in connection with the 

accident,that all those mentioned should be cited as witnesses for the upcoming public inquiry and that the manager 

will provide a plan of the area involved. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of George 

Sommerville (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-540 

5th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a report by Mr. 

McLaren on an explosion of a mixed charge of gunpowder and gelatine dynamite at the Little Raith colliery in 

Fifeshire on the 1st November which caused injury to two miners for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of 

Explosives. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W. Ross Smith, Granite Marshall, Fraserburgh, confirming receipt of notice that Mr. 

J. Cruickshanks has taken over the running of Cairngall Quarry and asking that the letter he sent to Mr. Smith on the 

1st November be passed on to Mr. Cruickshanks along with their Special Rules. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-541 

7th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, passing on to him letters 

relating to checkweighing complaints by miners from the checkweighers D.Gilmour (see NEIMME-JBA-8-525,1st 

letter); J.C. Halliday of the no.2 pit at Shawfield colliery on the 30th October; W.Queen (see NEIMME-JBA-8-532, 1st 

letter) and R. Taylor (see NEIMME-JBA-8-538,2nd letter). He adds that all the complaints relate to the mode of 

weighing the coal, tareing the hutches and deductions for dirt and all the pits involved are owned by Wilsons and 

Clyde Coal company from Carluke. He also encloses a report made by Mr. Johnstone which deals with the first two 

complaints in particular but relates to them all. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-542 

7th November/8th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the contravention of 

Section 7(4) of the Coal Mines act at Muiredge colliery which was itself reported to the Home Secretary who has 

directed a prosecution against the mine's manager which he thinks is Archibald Brown. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Andrew Danks, Transvaal, dated 8th November, enclosing a testimonial remarking 

on Mr. Atkinson's favourable impression of him as a mining engineer and manager during his spell as an owner in 

Scotland from the time he became mining inspector in 1892 until Mr. Danks left in 1897. He adds that the business is 

brisk in the coal trade at the moment and asks that if any good thing comes up in South Africa he hopes he will let 

him know. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-543 

9th November 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Bottomley and Liddle, Patent agents, Glasgow, returning their enclosed 

papers on the patent of bricks from oil shale with some alterations. He authorises them to proceed with the matter. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to David Gardner, manager, Crofthead and Fallahill collieries, Fauldhouse, asking him 

to meet him at Fauldhouse colliery the next day shortly after 1.00 in the afternoon. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, informing him that he does not know the 

names of the women Archibald Brown employed in contravention of Section 7(4) of the Coal Mines act (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-542, 1st letter) but that the police will probably know them and that he does not think Mr. Brown 

will contest the prosecution. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-544 

9th November/10th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, Miners Agent, Glasgow, promising to look further into the question of 

drums and air at Fallshill colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 10th November,advising that the application for a further 

leave of exemption from 2 shafts applied for by the no.1 pit at Fairholm colliery should not be accepted as they have, 

in his opinion, failed to comply with condition 3 of the previous exemption that all reasonable dispatch be made to 

complete the second outlet or shaft. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-545 

10th November 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Allanshaw Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of 

Thomas Russell as the manager of Allanshaw colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-546 

11th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J. Muir, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow, enclosing a certified copy of Special Rules in 

force at Broadrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-547 

12th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Avonhead Coal company, Longriggend, confirming the appointment of 

James Wilson as the manager of the Avonhead colliery replacing A. Barrie. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-548 

12th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, providing a report for Her 

Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on an explosion of a cartridge of nobel gelignite in a mine being driven through a 

whinstone dyke at Easter Law colliery owned by the Carron company on the 8th November 1898 which injured the 

stone-man John Collins. Mr. Collins reported that he was putting in the first cartridge of gelignite by means of a 

broken hammer shaft of wood into a drill hole drilled by a hand notatory machine drill when it exploded. He noted 

he had the open light on his cap lighted at the time but it was not supposed that that was a contributary cause, 

adding that the gelignite was not frozen and there was no detonator in the hole. He also notes that two other miners 

were at the face at the time boring a machine hole but were not injured. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-549 

16th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, providing a report for Her 

Majesty's Inspector of Explosives by Mr. McLaren on an explosion of a shot of gelignite and gunpowder in the 

Allanton colliery near Hamilton in Lanarkshire owned by William Barr and sons, resulting in the death of a brusher 

called Thomas Blakely on the 11th November. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-550 

16th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R.J. Moore, Glasgow, advising that, due to the differences found between the tracing 

plan of the Lochore and Rosewell workings provided by Mr. Moore and the abandoned plan of Rosewell deposited at 

the Home Department that further precautions be made as to where coal is worked, making sure through boring 



that the position of the Roswell waste is at least 40 yards away and eventually 60 yards away from where the coal is 

worked. He asks him to write whether he will agree to his proposals. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-551 

16th November 1898 

Three letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-550. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report by Mr. McLaren on the 

death of Thomas Blakely (see NEIMME-JBA-8-549). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to W. Queen, Blantyre, promising to look further into his complaints about irregularities 

with weighing and other matters at the no.3 pit at Law colliery and adding that previous complaints (see NEIMME-

JBA-8-532, 1st letter) he has made have been brought before the Home Secretary for perusal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-552 

16th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing list no.16 of 

Quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt revised Special Rules when they are proposed by the Secretary of 

State under the Quarries act of 1894 (see NEIMME-JBA-8-496 etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-553 

16th November/18th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first the List no. 16 of Quarries whose owners have agreed to the revised code of Special Rules being 

implemented when they are proposed by the Home Secretary comprising of five quarries in Lanark,Fife and Stirling 

signed by J.B. Atkinson (see NEIMME-JBA-8-552 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Bonnybridge Silica and Fireclay company, dated 18th November, confirming receipt 

of notice of the death of James Kirkwood and informing him that the Board of Trade need not be notified. He 

confirms a public enquiry will take place, and points out the usual practice where the manager of the mine where an 

accident has occurred providing a tracing or sketch of the area involved to assist the jury. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-554 

18th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.Jones, Dalmeny Oil Works, asking if he would be available to meet him at his home on 

the next Monday or Thursday afternoon regarding an idea Mr. Atkinson has in connection with Oil Shale. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-555 

19th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd, Brodisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming that 

they have begun to work the Black Band coal in the number 3 pit at Fallshill colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-556 

19th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Glenyards Fireclay company, Bonnybridge, confirming that the company are 

preparing to work the fireclay at Glenyards in Greenhill at Bonnybridge. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-557 

19th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, reporting on the 

workings of coal under Hamilton barracks that he observed the previous day. He noted that the workings of the Ell 

coal and Main coal seams have now ceased with the amount of coal allowed to be extracted under the lease having 

now been done. The splint coal seam, he continues, is at present lying idle with only a small amount of coal still to be 

worked. The Pyotshaw coal seam, he reports, is now being worked to remove the same proportion allowed in the 

previous seams. He remarks he found 20 people employed there and that the seam was being attacked from 2 mines 

driven up from the main coal in the barracks ground. He admits that the working of the seam would be more likely 

to affect the surface than previous seams, but still does not see any serious repercussions resulting from this and 

that, despite noting that the strata intervening between the Pyotshaw coal and the places driven in the main coal 

has fallen away in some places, he noted no major falls of the roof. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-558 

19th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of James Kirkwood 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-553,2nd letter). The 56 year old miner was injured by the fall of roof at his working place at 

Bonnybridge mine on the 4th November 1898, dying of the effects on the 15th November. The fireman William 

Richardson reported examining the area of the accident at about 5.20 that morning and found it safe. The deceased 

and fellow miner John Rice had begun work betweemn 6 and 7 that morning. At about 9.30 a.m. the two fired a shot 

and on returning to the face Mr. Rice began picking down the stuff with the deceased standing a few feet behind. A 

block of the upper part of the seam then fell and struck Mr. Kirkwood on the head knocking him down. The block 

had fallen from a part of the seam left on for a subsequent working. He concludes that the owners will provide a 

sketch plan of the area and that the persons mentioned can be summoned for the subsequent public inquiry along 

with Mr. Haggar, the pit manager. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Kirkwood (see letter above).  



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-559 

21st November 1898 

Two letters (see overleaf) 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Bonnybridge Silica and Fireclay company,suggesting how a sketch of the area in 

which James Kirkwood died (see NEIMME-JBA-8-558, both letters above) might be made. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Bain of Bredisholm collieries, reminding him that he has not granted his 

application for further exemption from two shafts since he has not, in Mr. Atkinson's opinion, complied with 

condition 3 of the exemption provisions in completing a second shaft with all reasonable dispatch and that he must 

desist all work save that which is being done to complete the second shaft (see NEIMME-JBA-8-544, 2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-560 

22nd November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Jones, Dalmony Oil Works, suggesting a meeting with him on either the Monday 

or Tuesday of the next week at either 10.30 a.m. or 2.30 p.m. as he has prior engagements for the next day and 

Friday. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.and T. Johnston, solicitors, Kirkcaldy, telling them that the accident they refer to 

at Burntislaw dock does not come under his purview at his department and are not investigated by him so he cannot 

provide them with the information they ask for. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-561 

22nd November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd., Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming that 

they have begun sinking two pits at Fairholm collieries to be called nos. 4 and 5 pits. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-562 

25th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Jonathan (Atkinson?), on the subject of the availability of coal suitable for coking, 

particularly in Cumberland. He notes that there are 22 blast furnaces in Cumberland and 17 in the Furness district of 

Lancashire. He notes that when he worked in Cumberland most of the coke used came from Northumberland and 

Durham, rather than Cumberland itself, since the coal there, he argues, is not particularly suitable for coking. He 

remembers a seam there called the Little Main where coke was made. He then gives recent statistics of the amount 

of coal used and the output of it in Cumberland in 1897. He concludes that although the consumption of coke in the 

Cumberland and Lancashire area from the ore districts the Cumberland coal is not very suitable for the purpose. He 

considers the possibility of buying small coal in the district from firms who have no coke but adds he knows nothing 

of the quality or quantity he might expect from them. He adds that importing from Scotland might be expensive, 



especially considering that Northumberland and Durham are nearer and therefore may prove cheaper. He suggests 

that Ayrshire may prove a cheaper option than the rates he quotes from his district, but adds he does not know for 

sure. He adds that Dumbarton has some fair coking coals in the Kilsyth district and adds that Stirlingshire and 

Linlithgow may well have the same but adds that he does not think it would be profitable to import from these areas 

either by rail or ship. He adds that he should visit him so they can go to the places he mentions to further look at his 

options. He concludes by hoping that (their?) mother is feeling better. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-563 

25th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-562 above (see overleaf). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to George A. Mitchell, Glasgow, telling him that a meeting with Mr. Laird concerning 

the Knownoble plans on Wednesday the 30th November at his office at about 11a.m. would suit him and asks Mr. 

Mitchell to find out whether that would also suit Mr. Laird. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-564 

24th November/25th November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, informing him for the 

attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives of an explosion of gelatine dynamite at Oxwellmains Quarry in 

Haddingtonshire which injured a foreman labourer called William Stark and provides a report on the incident by Mr. 

Johnstone, one of his assistant Inspectors of Mines. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Thomson, Edinburgh, dated 25th November, telling him he does not know where 

the vacancy he mentions is but that if he finds out he will let him know and will be happy to assist him in any way he 

can. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-565 

25th November/26th November 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Bottomley and Liddle, Patent agents, Glasgow, confirming receipt of a letter 

containing a patent and also enclosing a Government certificate of acceptance of the provisional specification. He 

also confirms receipt of their account and confirms its return along with a cheque for 3 pounds and 3 shillings. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H. Johnstone, dated 26th November, informing him that he has received a telegram 

that his mother is lying dangerously ill in Sheffield and he has gone there. He says that Gilbert gave him the telegram 

just as he was leaving for Gibbshill. He says he will let Mr. Johnstone know if he wants him to pick up any letters to 

look at. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to James Jones, Dalmeny Oil Works, apologising and asking to rearrange their planned 

Monday morning meeting as he has learned that his mother is dangerously ill in Sheffield and he has gone to see her 

(see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-566 

26th November 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Allanshaw Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of William 

H.D. Wilson as the manager of Allanshaw colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-567 

31st November 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of George 

Cairney by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to T. Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of William 

Moffit by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-568 

1st December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Forrest, Glasgow, confirming his company's intention to sink two shafts to 

the Wilsontown main coal near East Whitburn in Linlithgow and that he has appointed James Mackey as the 

manager of same. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-569 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, informing him that the Hartley Relief fund has lain 

dormant in his district since the death of Mr. Moore. He adds that he had been appointed secretary by the fund's 

committee but that he has had no papers handed over to him or have there been any minutes taken regarding the 

fund. He adds that he had been advised to inquire and report whether the fund was still necessary in the wake of the 

passing of the Compensation act. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Munro, manager, Quarter collieries, informing him that he hopes he has 

taken steps to rectify his reported ill treatment of horses at the quarry and that the responsible parties have been or 

will be brought before the Sheriff. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-570 



1st December/2nd December 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Aitken and R.J. Moore, Glasgow, proposing a meeting at St. Vincent Street the next 

Friday at 3.30 p.m. to discuss the Lochore and Rosewell workings if it is convenient. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Burr and Orr, Rawyards colliery, Airdrie, confirming that the company has sold 

Rawyards pit to A. Frew and company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-571 

November 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-572 

November 1898 

Plan containing statistics and nil written through bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-573 

3rd December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Allen Frew and company confirming that they have acquired Rawyards colliery 

from the Barr and Orr company (see NEIMME-JBA-8-570, 2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-574 

3rd December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to United Collieries Ltd, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming that the 

company has taken over the Hillhouserigg and Greystonlea colliery,keeping the previous manager,Alex Smith and 

appointing James Bain as its agent. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-575 

3rd December 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, informing him that he cannot authorise any 

payments from the Hartley fund for the death of a family called the Campbells as, as he said in an earlier letter (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-569,1st letter) he has been tasked to report whether the fund should even continue. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Brown, checkweigher, Overtown, Wishaw, promising to bring up his 

concerns on the tareing of the hutches and other matters at Gillhead colliery when he visits there within the next 

week. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren, enclosing a duplicate copy of the revised Special Rules and the altered 

Rule 9 agreed upon at Aberfoyle slate quarry to keep with the other Special Rules. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-576 

3rd December/5th December 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, M.P., Glasgow, asking if they could meet on the next Wednesday after 12 

noon or any day next week at Bothwell street to discuss the weighing at Law and Shawfield collieries. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Jones, Dalmeny Oil Works, saying that if he is in Glasgow after 2 p.m. on the 

following Wednesday he will be free to see him. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 5th December, enclosing a 

report on the death of George Fraser by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-577 

5th December 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Alex Wilson, Miners' secretary, Carnweth, promising to look further into perceived 

ventilation problems at Haywood, Wilsontown and Climpy district collieries, but asking for more detail on the 

Haywood and Climpy problems so they can be rectified sooner. He also promises to look further into his complaints 

about the deductions of dirt at Wilsontown. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Dunn, Cambuslang, noting that he plans to inform a Mr. D.Thomson, an old 

friend who sank Bowhill colliery in Fife and was manager of both Lochgelly and Denend collieries in the past of the 

fact that he and his brothers were in need of a manager as he is currently without a position(see NEIMME-JBA-8-564, 

2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-578 

5th December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Bain, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming the appointment of 

David Smith as the manager of Hillhouserigg and Graystonelea colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-579 

5th December/6th December 1898 



Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H.G. Hedley, Glasgow, noting that he will be glad to join the Mineral and Metallurgical 

Committee connected to the Glasgow International Exhibition of 1901. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, dated 6th December, reiterating his previous 

comments that as secretary of the Hartley relief fund he is only authorised to report on the future of the fund and 

not authorise payments to worthy recipients so cannot act in the case for the Campbells (see NEIMME-JBA-8-575, 

1st letter etc). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to D. Thomson, Edinburgh, dated 6th December, saying that he has written to one of the 

Dunn brothers who he is acquainted with in connection with the available managership, although he adds that he 

believes the brother in question may have left the firm. He encloses the brothers' letter of reply and encourages him 

to use him as a reference if he should apply. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-580 

6th December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to The Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, stating that he has not found any 

brickworks under his jurisdiction as Mining Inspector in his district (those within the agreed proximity to Quarries or 

Mines under the Metalliferous Mines act) which use lead in the process of glazing bricks. He adds that he has not 

been informed of the possible dangers of such a practice leading to lead poisoning at any of the brick works he has 

visited, but promises to inform him should he find any that use the process in the act of inspecting the sites. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-581 

8th December/10th December 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, referring to a meeting he has had with the chairman and agent of an 

unnamed company in connection with the tareing of hutches. He relates to six points brought up. On the first he 

notes that the consensus is the tareing of the empty hutches is only done occasionally and that the weighing is still 

fairly closely done even when the mine is in full work. On the second point, the company do not propose to change 

their position, while on the third the company agrees to withdraw the ruling that 1 cwt is deducted from each 10lbs 

of dirt found in the coal, denying it was ever noted as a policy. On the other three points, he suggests that a 

negotiation is made with the men. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Glenboig Union Fireclay company, dated 10th December, suggesting that he 

believes that the open workings at Glenboig can be thought of as part of the mine and that as long as they are 

placed under the regulations observed in the mine that apply the Quarries Act need not be brought in. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-582/583 (see overleaf) 

9th December 1898 

Plan of the Knownoble mine at Shotts in Wishaw owned by Kerr and Mitchell of Glasgow in which the Ell, Main and 

Splint coal were discontinued in October 1898 due to the exhaustion of the mineral, as compiled by Andrew Laird, 



Civil Mining engineer, and approved by J.B. Atkinson. It is also noted that magnetic meridian allowance has been 

made for magnetic declimation (?) and that plans of the Ell and Main coal have already been deposited and 

registered as plan no.1151. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-584 

10th December/13th December 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts at Lawhill 

colliery, Dollar, despite noting that their reason given, a need to prove the minerals, does not necessarily need an 

exemption. Mr. Atkinson explains that he agrees because the coal they propose work is so soft it would not pay to 

sink a second shaft and would not prove profitable unless it changes. He therefore agrees to an exemption under 

Section 18(iii) (a), rather than 18 (i) (b). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, dated 13th December, enclosing a 

report on the death of John Staig by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-585 

Undated 

List of new and abandoned mines (in J.B. Atkinson's district as Mines inspector) in 1898. The new mines noted are 

Langdales, Craighall, Stane, Rawyards, Lawhill, Polkemount, Ryding, Larkhall & Fairholm, Baukend & Sitehill, 

Clydesdale & Muirhouse, Crofthead & Fellahill, Hallknowcragg (?) & Graystonlea, Rochsolloch, West Longrigg, 

Shieldhill, Southrigg, Truelanehill (?), Wallyford, Carbery, Roughcraig, an unnamed mine near Grangemouth, 

Bonnyhill, Harburn Limestone, Cassindonald, Glenyards Fireclay and East Whitburn. The abandoned mines noted are 

Baukend Dross coal, Calderhead, Sheardale, Heather Bell, Garchoss, Rosewell, Handaxwood and Woodside. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-586 

16th December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and son, Edinburgh, confirming the appointments of A. Barrie as 

the manager of their Broadrigg colliery and Adam Chambers as the manager of their Southrigg and Polkemount 

collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-587 

16th December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Fedderland Coal Company, c/o Hugh McLanachan, Airdrie, confirming that 

Edward Lauchlan, Peter Paton, Andrew Palion, John McLenachan and Hugh McLenachan have taken possession of 

Fedderland colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-588 



16th December/17th December 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Robertson by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. H. Dunnachie, Glasfraig (?) Fireclay company, Glasgow, dated 17th December, 

promising to call at an address in West Street on the next Wednesday to see Mr. Dunnachie's father if he has a free 

half hour. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-589 

21st December 1898 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that the company are 

sinking the no.14 pit at Darngavil to work a section of Musselband coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-590 

21st December/22nd December 1898 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, paying him back a ten shilling loan given 

the day before with a postal order. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Joseph Hardy, Pelaw, Newcastle upon Tyne, saying that he is pleased that 

he has named him as a reference in his application for Undermanagership of Blantyre colliery. He adds that the 

colliery is not in his district but that he knows the manager Shenton Thomas is a Welshman. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to P. Dunsire, dated 22nd December, saying that he will be at Wellsgreen colliery on the 

26th December to enquire further into the death of John Forrester. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-591 

22nd December/24th December 1898 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Caldwell saying he will be at Deans mine the next day at about 1.15 p.m. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.Telfer, Uddingston, dated 24th December, noting the following contraventions of 

the Coal Mines act noted at the no.3 pit at Shawfield- Boys not being allowed 1 and a half hours for meals in an 8 

hour shift, officials descending the shaft in empty hutches, officials ascending the shaft against empty hutches and 

the manager not being in full control of the mine above ground. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-592 

24th December 1898 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.W. Turnbull, Shotts iron company, Edinburgh, confirming the company is 

sinking a new pit on the lands of Hartwoodhill to be the Shotts Smithy coal seam. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-593 

December 1898 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-594 

December 1898 

Plan containing statistics and nil written through bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-595 

3rd January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Whitelaw, Glasgow, confirming that a small mine is being opened at 

Blackrigg in the Shotts parish with William Hogg appointed as its' certificated manager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-596 

3rd January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James McKillop, M.P., Polmont Park, Stirlingshire, confirming that the coal 

mine he was attempting to open in Lauriston has been abandoned. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-597 

3rd January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Malcolm, Armiston colliery, Gorebridge, confirming the appointment of 

John Nicol as the manager of the Emily pit at the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-598 

3rd January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Drumshangie coal company, Airdrie, confirming that the company have 

abandoned the no.11 pit at the Drumshangie colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-599 



3rd January/4th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A. White and company enclosing a Home Office letter on the subject of Neil Wise's 

certificate. He regrets he cannot inform him as to the nature of the statutory declaration contained in the letter 

which he returns but suggests that any lawyer would be able to give him the necessary information. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.H. Mottram, Glasgow, dated 4th January, saying that if he has the opportunity he 

will speak to a Mr C.Howson(?) on his behalf concerning the matter he relates if he has the opportunity. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-600 

6th January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Calderbank Steel and Coal company confirming that they have opened the 

Ladygrange seam of coal in their no.6 pit at Monkland. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-601 

6th January 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal-see NEIMME-JBA-8-602,1st letter below) on the death of 

James Nicholson Jr. The 15 year old drawer was killed while working on spragged coal in the Dysart seam of the 

Lochtyside pit at Balgowrie colliery. The coal came over him and killed him on the 28th December 1899 at some time 

after 6a.m. when he and his father, James Nicholson senior, who he worked for, began work. The two were engaged 

in working on the top part of the seam known as the dropping. The day before they had left an amount of coal on 

the right side of the road that had been holed and spragged. James Wyse, the fireman, had inspected the area at 

5.30 a.m. before the two had begun work and found it safe while James Nicholson senior had gone to the face where 

his son worked before he began and also found no danger. The latter added his belief that the sprag may have 

broken before his son's accident. Mr. Nicholson adds his belief that the fireman and the father of the deceased will 

prove sufficient witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry and that the manager will provide a plan of the area 

involved. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-602 

6th January 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Nicholson Junior (see NEIMME-JBA-8-601 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Galloway, thanking him for providing him with a copy of the book 'Annals of 

Coal Mining and Coal Trade' and complimenting him for the amount of study it must have taken him to produce and 

the interest it provided him, while agreeing with the Glasgow Herald that it was a shame the book only covered the 

period up till 1835. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

Thomas Oswald by Mr. McLaren. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-603 

7th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Bell asking to meet with him in Wishaw on the next Tuesday or Wednesday to 

discuss his idea of making bricks from iron shale, taking the oil from the brick and then burning the material. He 

explains that he had heard that Mr. Bell had made some experiments in grinding the shale. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, providing a letter arguing that the system of weighing and tareing 

the hutches at the Law and Sharefield collieries appears to be unfair and even illegal. He also encloses a letter by Mr. 

Johnstone on the same subject. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-604 

9th January 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-605,2nd letter below) on the 

death of John Williamson. The pithead labourer, aged about 30, was fatally injured when he fell down the no.6 pit at 

Townhill colliery from the surface to the working bottom on the 6th January at about 3.30 p.m, a distance of about 

16 fathoms. He recovered consciousness, but died a few hours later in Dunfermline hospital. He was holding a net in 

which a pony was confined and, as it was being lowered down the South compartment of the shaft in a cage, the 

deceased was drawn into the pit after holding on for too long when the engineman had started his engine and 

suspended the pony in the shaft. The pitheadman Charles Parker witnessed this, and cried to the engineman to raise 

the pony. At the same time the brothers Robert and William Beveridge, a fireman and miner respectively, were at a 

tail rope behind the pony. The blacksmith, (another) William Beveridge was near the pony on the North side. The 

oversman of the pit, James Grey, and a few others, were waiting at the bottom of the pit to receive the pony. He 

adds that Mr. Parker, Robert Beveridge and the blacksmith William Beveridge along with the oversman, James Gray, 

should be called as witnesses in the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-605 

9th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Lancaster, Auchenheath, asking him to meet to discuss the abandoned plans at 

Fence. He suggests that he can meet at either Tillietudlen or Auchenheath on any day during the next week leaving 

by the Glasgow train at 1p.m. if he would suggest which would be most convenient. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death 

of John Williamson (see NEIMME-JBA-8-604 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-606 

12th January 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John London and company, Biggarford colliery, Hewarthill, confirming that the 

company are resuming work at the colliery with John London himself appointed as its manager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-607/608 (see overleaf) 

14th January 1899 

Plan of the Drumshangie colliery near Monkland in Airdrie owned by the Drumshangie coal company, in which the 

Humph coal; the Splint coal; the Kiltongue coal from the nos. 1,3,5,6,7,8 and 9 pits; the Musselband coal from the 

no.5 pit, the Virtuewell coal from the nos. 1,2,3,5,6,8 and 9 pits and the Upper Drumgray coal from the nos 1,3,5,6 

and 9 pits were discontinued due to being exhausted as far as remuneration was concerned- the Humph on the 5th 

December 1895, The Split and Kiltongue in October 1896 and the rest in June 1896. The plan was compiled by 

McCreaths and Stevenson of Glasgow and approved by J.B. Atkinson. The Magnetic Meridian was also noted. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-609/610 (see overleaf) 

14th January 1899 

Plan of the Cambusnethan no.9 pit owned by Thomas Barr of Glasgow which discontinued the Ell coal in March 1898 

due to it being exhausted as far as remuneration is concerned. The plan was compiled by McCreaths and Stevenson 

and approved by J.B. Atkinson. The Magnetic meridian is mentioned, and the fact that Mr. Barr had not sunk the pit 

which meant there was no section of shale sunk through (?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-611/612 (see overleaf) 

14th January 1899 

Plan of the Fence pit at Lesmahagow owned by the Nitshill and Lesmahagow Coal company of Lesmahagow, in which 

the Kiltongue, Upper Drumgray, Craignethan gas and Cannell coal was discontinued on the 31st December 1897. The 

Cannell coal was exhausted, and the lease was terminated on that date. The plan was compiled by McCreaths and 

Stevenson, the civil and mining engineers, and approved by J.B. Atkinson. The magnetic meridian is mentioned, while 

another question is answered in the affirmative. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-613/614 (see overleaf) 

14th January 1899 

Plan of the Calderhead mine at Shotts owned by Andrew Darling, the coalmaster, in which the Shotts Furnace, 

Smithy and Gas coal and the Mill coal were discontinued in January 1898. The gas coal was exhausted, the rest 

unremunerative. The plan was compiled by McCreaths and Stevenson and approved by J.B. Atkinson. The magnetic 

meridian was mentioned, while it is explained that due to the Smithy coal seam now being inaccessible, the 

surveyors accepted the description of it by Mr. Darling. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-615 

14th January 1899 



Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-616,1st letter below) on the death of 

Archibald Kerr. The 25 year old miner was burned by firedamp in the no.1 Oil Shale seam of the no.1 mine at 

Pumpherston on the 10th January at about 6.45 a.m. and died from the injury the next day. Mr. Atkinson noted that 

the area of the accident had some stooping waste near the face at the time and that air ventilating the area came 

through a current mine that had been laid into the face by a canvass which had unfortunately been removed when 

there was an upset started just above the crescent mine. On the day of the accident the fireman John McCartney 

had inspected the area at 4.40 a.m. and found it safe, also remarking that he had never noted gas there. He then 

preceded to the surface, where he watched the deceased and his neighbour miner John Shannon descend to their 

place of work sometime between 5.45 and 6.15 a.m. telling them the area was clear. The two then went on to work 

loose shale, it was thought, and along with Patrick Frew, another miner, filled three hutches with the shale. They 

then sent the drawers John Hall, Arthur Murdoch and John McMaster to work with them. A pinch (?) was then 

needed, and when the deceased could not find one Mr. Frew went up and brought it out. Shortly after the deceased 

went back to the face after failing to find it, the explosion happened. Mr. Atkinson suggests Mr. McCartney, Mr. 

Shannon and Mr. Frew as suitable witnesses for the subsequent public inquiry and that Mr. Caldwell the manager 

will provide a tracing of the place. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-616 

14th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Archibald 

Kerr (see NEIMME-JBA-8-615 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, notes that an unspecified set of plans have not been compared 

with working plans since a Mr. Lancaster objects but that he has no reason to suspect that Mr. Lancaster is lying 

when he reassures him he has complied with the Coal Mines act as regards the plans' accuracy. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-617 

14th January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Dunn, coalmaster, Glasgow, confirming that the Camelon colliery near 

Falkirk has been abandoned and asking Mr. Dunn to provide the Secretary of State in London with a tracing of the 

abandoned workings directly. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-618 

14th January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Neil Ballingall advising him on his plans to work the seams at Balburnie, Ramclory and 

Clatts for Whinstone and lower coal. He suggests that the seams suitable there are not traceable with certainty and 

that he should perhaps stick with those at Drumkeir, Begg, Cardendon and Bowhill where they can be located with 

greater certainty. Even these, he continues, are not as good as seams at Lochgelly and Cowdenbeath and there are 

problems with whinstone especially below the Lochgelly Splint seam. This condition for whinstone, he believes, 

would worsen the further East he ventured despite such material being found at Letham by the Fife Coal company. If 

he wished to work whinstone from Largs onward he would find it mixed with other coals but in the so-called 



improved areas he would have to bore to reach the material.He then provides further evidence by the Geological 

survey of the Fife coal general section measures that the bore necessary may be quite substantial and a negative in 

starting work there. He adds that he will discuss the matter the next time he is in Fife if he wishes. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-619 

14th January/15th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-618 above (see overleaf). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, dated 15th January, returning his treatise on ventilation with 

two enclosures and informing him that the 'things' have arrived from Sunderland. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-620/621(see overleaf) 

14th January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.A.(Ash) Atkinson remarking on  a number of issues: He returns papers with 

enclosures and questions answered; Tells him of the particulars regarding their mother's death and how much 

money there is expected to be left from her estate after a sale on the 23rd January, adding that he and his brother 

Bill are the will's executors and that he did not get to Sheffield in time to see her alive (see NEIMME-JBA-8-565, 2nd 

letter).; Remarks that the costs regarding Billy Fairplay are not his concern but that of the coal owners themselves; 

Asks if he wants to be sent papers on the Dudley explosion sent back to him despite his belief that the affair should 

be over and done with;  remarks that they have had a mild and wet Winter, with no snow; contends that he sees no 

real objection to men travelling in return air-ways as it is common practice in his area, only adding that if the pit is 

fiery and a return may be suddenly fouled would he raise doubts on the practice; Saying that he has brought books, 

pictures and ornaments to be valued for a (his mother's?) sale (see NEIMME-JBA-8-618 above); remarking that the 

coal trade in his area is brisk and there are good prospects for the coming year; Providing details of his children's 

academic and work progress; and that he has not had to deal with any large accident in the last year and only one 

fatal explosion of fire-damp. He concludes that his mother had given his brother Bill her rights in the ventilation 

treatise and that he is preparing a new edition (see also NEIMME-JBA-8-618 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-622 

16th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, answering questions which are not specified by him. He remarks that 

the use of return airways by miners to travel in is not a breach of General Rule 1 of the Coal Mines act, adding that 

their use in this way can be advantageous in keeping the areas in good condition (see NEIMME-JBA-8-620/21 above), 

remarks on the definition of a miner and his worth, quoting a Home Secretary that the coal from such a man must be 

weighed as his wages depending on the amount of mineral gotten, remarking on the number of reports and 

inspections needed to meet the necessary rule for the commencement (of a mine?) and remarking on an unspecified 

point that it has been done  but that he does not think it was legal  and is not done now, although he does not know 

of any decision that has been made on the practice. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Kirkby, Lindisfrome, Leven, returning two transactions,the journals of bores 

and the Bishop's amazement(?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-623 

17th January/18th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, Glasgow, remarking that the Secretary of State has 

asked him to inform the company that their methods for calculating weighing and the tareing of the hutches at their 

Law and Shawfield collieries appears to be unfair and also illegal in its rounding down  the weight in its full hutches 

to the nearest complete half a cwt below the actual weight and asking for an explanation. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, dated 18th January, enclosing a report 

on the death of John Orr by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-624 

18th January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Bain, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming the appointment of 

Mr. Bain as the manager of the Skellyton and Fairholm collieries but also asking for an explanation as to why these 

mines seem to have been working without a nominated manager for more than a fortnight contravening Section 20 

of the Coal Mines act 1887. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-625 

19th January 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-626, 1st letter below) on the 

death of Peter Gallacher. The miner, aged about 40, was instantly killed by an explosion of two shots of gunpowder 

at the face of a crosscut mine he was working at the no.3 Oil shale mine at Holmes on the 13th January at about 1.30 

p.m. He was employed by the contractor Matthew Jamieson, contracted for driving crosscut mines. The deceased 

was thought to have bored and charged two holes with a half a pound of gunpowder at the face of a crosscut mine, 

lit both fuses and retreated to the end of the mine shouting fire to alert others that shots were about to go off. He 

was accompanied by William Redington, who worked in a level about 22 feet from the deceased, Mr. Redington left 

him before the shots exploded to return to his working place using a route designed to help him avoid the smoke of 

the shots. Alexander Gillespie, another miner, heard the deceased shout that he was firing shots. The two shots were 

then heard within ten seconds of each other and nothing more was thought of it until Patrick McAlley who worked 

with the employer Mr. Jamieson in a parallel crosscut mine went down to Mr. Gallacher's workplace to borrow a 

knife. He asked Mr. Redington where he was, and was told he had not returned to his place of work. At this point Mr. 

McAlley saw the deceased lying dead near the face of the crosscut. The reason for him returning to the site of the 

fuses was unknown, with Mr. Jamieson having advised Mr. Gallacher on the firing of the shots about 10 minutes 

before their setting off. He concludes by noting that the manager will provide a plan of the area for the forthcoming 

public inquiry, with the persons mentioned in the report being suitable witnesses for same. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-626 

19th January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of Peter 

Gallacher (see NEIMME-JBA-8-625 above ). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Moore, St. Vincent Street, remarking that he should supply Mr. Geddes with a 

copy of the correspondence made between Mr. Atkinson and himself as to the Lochore company as he was led to 

believe that these would be forwarded to him as a matter of course. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-627 

19th January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Barrowman, Bo'ness, confirming that Robert Mickel, the proprietor of 

the Bonnytown mineral field in Linlithgow has been prospecting there for minerals under the supervision of Mr. 

Barrowman. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-628 

21st January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Simpson, Cupar, Fife, confirming that he has given up Cassimdonald 

colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-629 

21st January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Ferrier and Strain, Braidenhill colliery, Airdrie, confirming that the company 

has driven a crosscut in their no.1 pit from the Kiltongue to the Drumgray coal and have begun working the area and 

have also begun to test the mid-Drumgray coal in their no.2 pit at Braidenhill. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-630 

21st January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a copy of 2 papers, one 

abstract of the Quarries act and the other Special Rules under that act in connection with the investigation into the 

death of James Gilhooley. He adds that the Abstract of the act is in force at Roscobie colliery but not the Special 

Rules as they have not been formally established there and therefore have no legal force. He also adds that most 

quarries agreed to these new Special Rules. He also includes a report on the accident leading to Mr. Gilhooley's 

death by Mr. Johnstone and some papers he sent him which he returns. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of Matthew 

Baxter by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-631 

21st January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Robert 

Darling by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-632 

23rd January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James A. Hood, Rosewell near Edinburgh, confirming the appointments of 

John Stirling and Archibald Wilson as the manager and undermanager of Polton colliery respectively. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-633/634 (see overleaf) 

24th January 1899 

Plan of the Crofthead no.2 mine in Whitburn owned by the United Collieries Ltd abandoned for Colinburn coal on the 

1st September 1898 for being unremunerative and compiled by A. Kirkwood, Mining Engineer, and approved by J.B. 

Atkinson and confirmed as Magnetic Meridian. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-635/636 (see overleaf) 

24th January 1899 

Plan of the West Longrigg no.4 mine in New Monkland, Airdrie, owned by the Darngavil Coal company abandoned 

for Lady Grange coal in October 1898 due to exhaustion of the material and compiled by McCreaths and Stevenson, 

Mining Engineers and approved by J.B. Atkinson and confirmed as True Meridian. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-637 

24th January 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Johnstone asking him to return a letter from the Forrests concerning the South 

Brownrigg accident if he has it and also remarking that since the buying of ink is now to be charged to accounts, he 

has crossed out the two bottles of ink from his demand note. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.C. Chisholm, Eskbank, Dalkeith, remarking that he has sent on a letter from Mr. 

Chisholm to James Barrowman of Hamilton, secretary of the Scottish Mining Institute, who he explains has given 

lectures and used slides showing mining work. He also encloses a copy of a lecture by Mr. Barrowman, which he asks 

him to return when he has finished with it. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to James Barrowman, Staveacre, Hamilton, enclosing a letter from J.C. Chisholm asking 

about lantern slides in connection with coal mining and asking him to provide any information on the subject he can 

to Mr. Chisholm (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-638 

27th January/1st February 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Ballack Brothers, London, replying to their query about the use of the P(?), as an 

apparatus in mines. He says that although he has seen the apparatus in use on several occasions where it proved 

useful after accidents he finds it difficult to name any individual mine where it might have proved useful. He suggests 

that furnishers of colliery stores in Hamilton, Edinburgh, Kilmarnock and others be asked to stock the apparatus and 

also mention to their customers that such an apparatus could be had on receipt of a wire. He also suggests writing to 

James Barrowman of Hamilton who could be asked to bring it up at the next meeting of the Council of the Institute. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, M.P., Glasgow, dated 1st February, remarking that he has had no 

experience of the draingaging hooks he mentions in recent years as it is so uncommonly used in Scotland. He 

mentions Ormerod's Hook being used in Durham with satisfactory results, and also King and Humble's hook which 

has also been used in a similar manner to Ormerod's. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-639 

28th January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Bain, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming the appointment of 

James Roberts as the manager of Skellyton and Fairholm collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-640 

31st January 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, enclosing a letter from 

a Mr. David Kirkwood from Victoria, British Columbia, received on the 7th January referring to a mine he managed 

being lost to fire and the subsequent challenge to his Certificate of Competency as a manager. He asks the Secretary 

about the statutory declaration required to reinstate his certificate and in what form this declaration is required to 

be made so he can inform Mr. Kirkwood in a return letter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-641 

31st January 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procuratior fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Gorrie by Mr. Johnstone. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to Larrity Anderson, Odense, apologising for not having enough information to answer 

his questions regarding the quality of coals in the Penstone, Woodmuir and Northfield collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-642 

1st February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Faulds, Rochsolloch collieries, Airdrie, confirming that his company has 

begun sinking a new pit to the Virtuewell coal to be called the Victoria pit. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-643 

1st February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Ramsay, Chapel and Watsonfoot collieries, Newmains, confirming the 

appointment of William Forsyth as the manager of the collieries and also informing him that the arrangement he has 

made for Mr. Forsyth to make a visit to the collieries every other day until he takes over altogether should be 

workable as long as there is a certificated undermanager on hand for the daily supervision of both. He adds that for 

those days he is absent, there is no need for a certificated manager being in place. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-644 

1st February/3rd February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to L.Bradford, remarking that he does not think he will be able to help a Mr. Southern 

since he does not know his son or the gentleman from Aberdeen he mentions. He also mentions his mothers' death 

and that he will probably rarely go North now (see NEIMME-JBA-8-620/621 etc). He concludes by suggesting a 

golfing and angling trip together in Scotland. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Southern, Harreton Colliery, Washington Station, apologising for the fact that 

since he does not know his son or a Mr. Stewart from Aberdeen he does not know how he will be able to help him in 

the way he wishes and might even do harm to his case (see letter above). He continues he is willing to assist in any 

way he sees fit, but without detailed knowledge he doesn't see how he can. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, dated 3rd February, remarking that on the subject of defaulting quarry 

owners he would prefer reminders being sent from the Home Office as happened the previous year. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-645 

January 1899 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-646 



January 1899 

Plan containing statistics and nil through its bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-647 

4th February 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-651, 2nd letter below) on the death of 

William Cairney. The 15 year old wagon greaser was crushed between two trucks and instantly killed at his place of 

work at the no.3 pit in Motherwell colliery at about 10.30 a.m. on the 2nd February. The accident happened on the 

back lye of the pit. The deceased seemed to be engaged in pouring oil into empty trucks and a full grain truck when a 

Thomas Lees and William Costello, two granary men, lowered the full grain truck down and the movement was 

supposed to have led to the deceased being crushed between an empty truck and the grain truck. Mr. Lees saw the 

deceased about 15 minutes previous to the accident on the North side of the mine while Mr. Costello had seen him 

about a half hour before at the pit. He then saw him lying between the rails under the grain truck. After the accident, 

the foreman Andrew Nicol was called and helped the other two to move the body. He adds that the manager will 

provide a tracing of the area, and the named persons will be adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-648 

4th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Spowart and company, Lassodie Collieries etc, Dunfermline, 

confirming that the company have discontinued the Lochend Day mine at Elgin collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-649 

4th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Spowart and company, Lassodie Collieries etc, Dunfermline, 

confirming that the company have begun to open the Arthur (pit) at Elgin collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-650 

4th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Swan, Glespin colliery, Douglas, informing him that he plans to visit his colliery on 

Tuesday the 7th February to enquire further into the alleged danger of Douglas water inundating the workings and 

asks him to meet him there to discuss this. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Strathern and Blair, Edinburgh, acknowledging their letter regarding alleged 

problems at Glespin colliery and telling them he plans to visit there on the 7th February to inquire further into the 

matter (see letter above). 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, confirming receipt of his letter concerning 

the death of James Gorrie and remarking that if it was found that greater safety would result from the widening of a 

bridge he mentions the manager of the mine involved might be asked to consider the matter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-651 

4th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Taylor, checkweigher, Overtown, Wishaw, promising to look further into the 

question of ventilation at the no.4 pit at Law colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of William 

Cairney (see NEIMME-JBA-8-647 above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Lieutenant Colonel Borthwick, Chief Constables' Office, County Buildings, Edinburgh, 

returning his reports on the fencing of pits and quarries in the Lothian and Peebleshire areas. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-652 

4th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, asking for permission 

to begin legal proceedings against Hellfield Brick and Tile company for not providing their annual return as required 

under the Metalliferous Mines act despite two copies of the Return being sent to them and him reminding them 

when visiting the mine and telegraphing them reminders also. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-653 

6th February 1899 

Plan concerning East Scotland containing statistics relating to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, 

the Eastern portion of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Sterling and Sutherland signed by 

J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-654 

6th February 1899 

Plan concerning East Scotland containing statistics relating to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, 

the Eastern portion of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Sterling and Sutherland including 

Gannister signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-655 

6th February 1899 



Plan concerning East Scotland containing statistics relating to Edinburgh, Fife,the Eastern portion of Lanark and 

Linlithgow signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-656 

6th February 1899 

Plan concerning East Scotland containing statistics relating to Edinburgh, Fife,the Eastern portion of Lanark and 

Linlithgow including Red Marl signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-657 

6th February/7th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

John Cree(vy?) by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Alex Agnew, procurator fiscal, Dundee, enclosing a report on the death of James (?) 

Robb by Mr. Johnstone while enquiring whether the 16th March and not the 16th February is the date of the 

forthcoming inquiry into the death. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Lennity Anderson, Ordense, dated 7th February, explaining where Woodmair and 

Penshire collieries are situated, the former in Midlothian in Edinburghshire but not near Northfield while the latter is 

in East Lothian or Haddingtonshire. He adds that Woodmair is only on the edge of the Lanarkshire coal fields while 

Northfield and Penshire are part of the Lothian coalfield proper. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-658 

7th February/8th F3ebruary 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Strathern and Blair, Edinburgh, remarking that after examining the old workings under 

the river Douglas at Glespin colliery he sees no danger to human life and does not propose to take any further action 

on the matter (see NEIMME-JBA-8-650,1st and 2nd letters). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, dated 8th February, remarking that he has been sent the Special Rules 

despite the delay resulting from Mr. Jordan mixing up the envelopes for the letters sent to Mr. Atkinson himself and 

Mr. Bain. He adds information about the ownership of canals remarking that The Forth Canal from Bowling to 

Grangemouth is owned by the Caledonian Railway company managed by James Clapperton at Port Dundas, Glasgow, 

and that it sends a classified return of all casual traffic to the board of trade at the end of March beginning the 

previous year for the first time. The Monkland canal, he continues, is a branch of the Forth canal and the Union canal 

from Edinburgh to near Falkirk is owned by the North British Railway and further information on this can be found 

from their secretary in Edinburgh while the Crinnan and Caledonian canal are owned by the government. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-659 



8th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Clark and Cameron, Writers, Glasgow, confirming that the no.1 pit at High 

Langridge has been abandoned by the Netherdale Colliery Ltd and he returns the tracing plan of the workings he was 

sent by them asking them to send it straight away to the Secretary of State at the Home Office in Whitehall, London. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-660 

8th February/9th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to David Kirkwood. Victoria. British Columbia, informing him that if he forwards a 

statement to the Undersecretary of State at Whitehall in London showing how he has lost his certificate and attested 

to by a magistrate, along with a fee of 5 shillings, he will be able to be forwarded a new certificate. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Captain Kindersley, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories, South Queensferry, dated 

9th February, remarking that he will be glad to meet him at 11.30 a.m. on Monday the 13th February to discuss 

works to be transferred from Mines Inspectors. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated 9th February, enclosing a report on the 

death of Alexander Steele by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-661 

9th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Managing Director, Youngs Oil company, Glasgow, confirming that 

the company have resumed operations in their No.21 mine at Polbeth and that they plan to resume operations in 

their Addewell seam of shale in their no.20 mine there in the parish of West Calder and county of Midlothian. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-662 

10th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Dixon Ltd., Calder Iron Works, Coatbridge, confirming the 

appointment of Robert Whiteside as the manager of Wilsontown colliery in the room of R. Thomson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-663 

11th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Ormiston Coal company, East Lothian, confirming the appointment of John 

McIver as the undermanager of Ormiston Station colliery in the room of John Swan.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-664 

11th February/12th February 1899 



Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson informing him that he has not got Volume 17 of the North East 

District transactions but has Volume 20. He asks for the duplicate copy of Volume 18, which he knows 'Bill' to have, 

to be sent to him because he has not got that volume either. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, dated 12th February, promising to look further 

into the condition of the shaft of the no.7 pit at Darngavil colliery. 

  

NEIMME-JBA-8-665 

13th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Francis 

Brogan by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H. Telfer, Uddingston, asking him to divide the management on his pits to avoid the 

situation whereby two managers have control over pits which only have one system of ventilation since no one 

manager would have complete control over the ventilation of their pits. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from two shafts by 

Laverocknowe mine at Raebog colliery provided no more than 20 persons are allowed to work underground at any 

one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other matter, the second shaft is completed as quickly as 

possible and the exemption expires on the 30th April 1899. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-666 

14th February 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, confirming receipt of a letter concerning 

the contravention of the Mines Act at Hellfield colliery whereby the colliery failed to send its annual return on or 

before the 1st February as specified by section 1 of the Metalliferous Mines act of 1872. He explains that Mr. 

McLaren had sent a form to return to the Hellfield Brick and Tile company at the end of the previous year. At the end 

(start?) of February a reminder was sent but there was no reply. When Mr. Atkinson visited the colliery on the 3rd 

February he saw the reminder in the colliery's office where a clerk promised to send in the return that day. When it 

did not arrive on the 4th February Mr. Atkinson wired the company with the result that the return finally arrived on 

the 6th February (see NEIMME-JBA-8-652). He continues that there are six workers employed underground and one 

at the surface at Hellfield. He refers also to the proviso to section 1  of the Mines act and the absence of the officer 

referred to there while naming the manager of the Works Office as a Mr. Thomson. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Mr. H. McRoberts, checkweigher, Overtown, promising to look further 

into the question of weighing at Stravenhouse colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-667 

14th February 1899 



Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson confirming that he has not got a copy of the North East 

mining Transactions (see NEIMME-JBA-8-664, 1st letter). He adds that the copy of Volume 20 he has he brought 

from his house in Sunderland when he came to Scotland as it contains a paper on Scottish Carboniferous Rocks and 

is cloth bound instead of half calfskin like his other volumes. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Allan, the Fife and Kinross Coal company, Blairadam, remarking he 

has no objection to the using of smaller quick running fans as they give satisfaction and adding that he can see no 

objection to the use of the Capell fan rather than the Gimbel (in ventilation?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-668 

15th February 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Swan, Glespin colliery, Douglas, informing him that it would probably be 

best that as Mr Swan is the colliery manager, he should probably carry out the work involved in packing the workings 

under Douglas Water after he was asked by McCreath and Stevenson who held the responsibility for doing so.  

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, promising to look further into the ventilation at 

the no.1 pit at Drumbow. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-669 

17th February/18th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, remarking that he is quite 

satisfied with the suggested fine of a pound if Mr. Thomson pleads guilty to the complaint against him under the 

Coal Mines act at the Hellfield mine which Mr. Tennent has sent him and which he has signed and returned. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Reith, Lassodie Hill colliery, Blairadam, dated 18th February, confirming he has 

received his letter concerning fatal accidents and apologising that he has put himself to the trouble since he has not 

asked for these particulars at the present moment. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James Bain, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, dated 18th February,  confirming the 

appointment of James Murray as the manager of Skellyton and Fairholm collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-670 

18th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Allardice, Dalquhandy colliery, Coalburn, Lesmahagow, confirming that 

a pit at the colliery has begun to be sunk. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-671 



18th February/20th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the 

death of John Tanner by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Black and sons, Coalmasters, Airdrie, confirming their appointment of 

Samuel Barnet as the manager of their Southfield collieries. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Wemyss Coal company, Fife, dated 20th February, confirming that they 

have appointed James Hardie as the manager of their Lady Lillian and Michael pits in the room of Mr. Crookston who 

himself continues as the manager of their Victoria and Lady pits. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-672 

20th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to D. Gilmour, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, promising to look further into 

the question of ventilation at the Clydesdale no.5 mine. He confirms the mine is in his district and encloses a copy of 

his 1897 report containing a list of mines at its end. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Calder, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, Broughty Ferry, suggesting 

that March 23rd might be a suitable date for the meeting of the Mining board. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Captain Kindersley, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories, Scotstown, South 

Queensferry, returning a sheet marking a list of retransferred works with an x. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-673 

22nd February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Whitehall, providing a report for Her Majesty's 

Inspector of Explosives by Mr. Johnstone, his assistant inspector, concerning an explosion of a charge of Nobel's 

Gelignite at Cowglen quarry in Fifeshire on the 8th February which resulted in a serious injury to the labourer, James 

Williams. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-674 

22nd February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Jackson, Cowglen quarry, Dunfermline, asking why the accident to 

James Williams at Cowglen quarry (see NEIMME-JBA-8-673 above) was not reported to him in terms of the Quarries 

act of 1896 which it should have been. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, noting that the date of the 

28th February would be very inconvenient for him to attend the complaint against James Thomson and asks Mr. 

Tennent to fix another date if Mr. Thomson pleads not guilty despite believing it probably won't be possible to do so. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to D. Gilmour, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, promising to look 

further at a problem concerning Wellhall colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-675 

22nd February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Kerr and Mitchell, Glasgow, confirming their appointment of James 

Kirkpatrick as the manager of Knownoble colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, returning a police report on an 

explosion at Allanshaw colliery which Mr. Wilson sent him the day before. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death 

of Alexander Lister (see NEIMME-JBA-8-676 below).  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-676 

23rd February 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-675,3rd letter above) on the death of 

Alexander Lister. The 34 year old miner was killed by a fall of coal and sandstone in the bottom leaf of the Dysart 

coal in a longwall face in the big wheel section of the Julian pit at Balgonie colliery at about 7a.m. on the 15th 

February. The fireman George Bell had inspected the area at about 5.30 the morning of the accident and found it 

safe. Mr. Bell saw the deceased at the station and reported this. At the time of the incident, the deceased seems to 

have been holeing coal. Neil Gibson, another miner working on the wall to the right of the deceased reported 

hearing a fall about half an hour after the latter had started work. He went to the place and found the body about 4 

feet from the coal face and partly covered with coal and sandstone. Peter Walker, an engineer, and Mr. Wilson 

contrived to release him but by then, he was dead. Mr. Lister did not seem to have shored up the coal to guard 

against a possible fall. The oversman John Provan was also in the place at about 1.15 a.m. the night before just 

before work ceased for the day. He concludes by saying that the manager Mr. Jamieson will provide a plan of the 

area and suggests that Mr. Bell, Mr. Wilson and Mr. Provan be called as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-677 

24th February 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Jobs, Carrey and Jamieson, Edinburgh, informing them that they will still 

need to provide an annual return under the Quarries act of 1894 for the Smiley Knowe quarry in the North Berwick 

estate despite the quarry being used for estate purposes. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.C. Chisholm, solicitor, Edinburgh, promising to enquire into a likely man 

to take over as manager of the Pilaya gold syndicate. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R.T. Moore, Glasgow, confirming that he has looked at the report by a Mr. 

Geddes into Lochore and returns it adding that he has no objections to their manager continuing working in 

accordance with Mr. Geddes' views. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-678 

24th February 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company confirming they are sinking a shaft at Birkrigg 

colliery to the Virtuewell and Kiltongue seams. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-679 

28th February 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Young, Overton, Aberdeenshire, asking him to fill in a return he has 

sent for the Aultin gravel pit for the time he occupied it during 1898 despite him noting he gave up the pit in 

November of that year. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.C. Chisholm, Edinburgh, providing details of two possible candidates for 

the job of manager of the Pilaya gold syndicate (see NEIMME-JBA-8-677, 2nd letter). The two are John McCulloch, a 

young man who works in the office of McReath and Stevenson in Glasgow and is experienced in levelling and 

surveying with a certificate as colliery manager. He admits, however, he has not discussed the position with him or 

his willingness to go where required. The second man , Peter King, the manager of Darngavil Coal company at 

Airdrie, has expressed a willingness to take on the job but Mr. Atkinson adds that this should be kept reasonably 

quiet as it might upset his current employers. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-680 

1st March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Whitehall, forwarding a report for Her 

Majesty's Inspector of Explosives by Assistant Inspector H. Johnstone on an accident at Stirlinghill colliery, 

Aberdeenshire on the 11th of February caused by an explosion of a shot of gelignite which led to an injury to 

Alexander Thom. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-681 

2nd March 1899 

Four letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Wilsons and Clyde coal company, Glasgow, asking them to apply directly to 

the Secretary of State regarding their request for exemption promising to enquire into the matter in the meantime. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, asking the receiver to wire a William McNeil that he will visit his 

colliery the next day. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on 

the death of Richard Armstrong by Mr. Johnstone. 

The fourth from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the 

death of Robert Bell by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-682 

February 1899 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-683 

February 1899 

Plan containing statistics and nil through bottom signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-684 

2nd March/3rd March 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the 

death of William Stewart and injury to Alexander Henderson by Mr. McLaren.  

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Faulds, Rochsolloch colliery, Airdrie, dated 3rd March, noting that he 

does not know what coals are to be found on the Whinhall Estate but that he has enclosed a list of plans of 

abandoned mines from the Home Office from which he should be able to find some information on the subject. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Dr. Munro, Fnockheim, dated 3rd March, asking him to write to the factory 

department for a form to provide details about costifying an account in connection with a letter he has sent and a 

one by a Mr. Cooke-Taylor. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-685 

3rd March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. McRoberts, checkweigher, Overtown, Wishaw, telling him that his 

observations regarding weighing at Strathaven pit are already under consideration by him regarding a similar 

complaint Mr. McRoberts has already made and it will depend on Mr. Atkinson's thoughts on that whether the case 

will move forward. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.B. Jordan, enclosing a list of mines corrected for printing by the printer. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-686 

3rd March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, providing him with a 

revised code of Special Rules to try and meet the objections of many of the quarry masters in the Aberdeen and 

Kincardie counties as far as possible to the new code which had been revised under the Quarries act of 1894. He asks 

the Secretary if these changes meet with his approval. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-687 

4th March 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-688,2nd letter below) on the death of 

Benjamin Gibson. The 14 year old miners' assistant was killed while attempting to lower a clay hutch down a dook in 

the bottom seam of Carmurs colliery. The hutch overpowered him and he was crushed near the face. A pony driver, 

William Reid, had brought the hutch weighing about 12 cwts from the shaft, leaving it at the top of the dook with the 

front wheels off for safety. A drawer, David Cunningham, then arrived with a loaded hutch and seeing the clay hutch 

in the way put it on the rails. The deceased, who worked for the miner Robert Livingston, then walked up the dook 

and determined to take the clay hutch down. David Cunningham advised him to use sprags in the wheels, but the 

deceased allegedly laughed off the suggestion. Mr. Livingston also added that he had told the deceased to steer clear 

of the clay hutch. The drawer, Robert Murphy, was nearby when the accident occurred and saw it take place while 

Mr. Livingston,who was at the face of the dook, came out and released him but he was already dead. Mr. Atkinson 

adds that additional Special Rule 5 prohibits drawing before hutches. He concludes by saying that the manager will 

provide a tracing of the area of the accident and that the people mentioned in the report should be cited as 

witnesses in the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-688 

4th March 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to P.King, manager, Darngavil colliery, confirming that Mr. McLaren will call 

and enquire further concerning the turning off (?) of water at the no.7 pit at Darngavil. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of 

Benjamin Gibson (see NEIMME-JBA-8-687 above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Smillie, miner's agent, Larkhall, confirming he will look further into the 

question of ventilation at the no.1 pit at Hill colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-689 

4th March/5th March 1899 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Armstrong, manager, Holmes Mines, Uphall, confirming receipt of the 

letter in which Mr. Armstrong expresses his wish to apply for the position of manager of the Deans and Seafield 

mines and promising to be a reference for him as he is pleased to do so. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson, dated 5th March, referring to his query about 

stations under General Rule 4 together with the attorney general's opinion on the matter, which he has been sent by 

his other brother Bill. He adds that such a question has not arose in the area of his inspectorship but that he believes 

that if it had, a similar opinion to the attorney general's could well have been given adding that the practice in the 

area would be opposed to the opinion.He adds that when a station is not permanently fixed, the pit head can act as 

a station. He refers him to MacSwinney and Bristowes copy of the Coal Mines act of 1887 which remarks on mines 

being divided into parts and a decision made on Wales vs Thomas, a case held in 1872. He incloses his notes for Ash's 

perusal. He continues that the coal trade is brisk in his area and various people in his family have come down with 

the flu, including Jimmy, Bertram and Gilbert. He also mentions that Jonathan was knocked down by a cab in 

London, but was not injured seriously as the wheel did not pass over his body. He also refers to a exhibition to be 

held in his area in 1901 with him being in charge of the mining section of it and asks Ash if Australia is planning to 

exhibit anything there. He also asks him what methods are used to weigh coal in his area, wondering if it is rounded 

up to the nearest half or quarter cwts and whether to the nearest number above or below. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-690 

5th March/6th March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Johnstone asking him to make enquiries about the lack of quarry returns 

from the following quarries- Craigie and Devon in Clackmannan owned by G and R. Cousin of Alloa Kelliewood and 

Prestonhill in Fife owned by G and R. Cousin and J and W. Macdonald of Inverkeithing respectively and Devonshaw in 

Kinross owned by G. and R. Cousin. He asks him to enquire during the next week and get the returns if possible or 

take particulars for prosecution if needed.  

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, dated 6th March, enclosing a 

report on the death of Thomas Sommerville by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-691 

6th March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Gibson, Greengairs, Airdrie, assuring him that he has written a letter 

to a Mr. King absolving him from the suspicion of complaining about the state of the no.7 and Greyrigg pits, 

emphasising that the complaint in question came from a miners agent and that he has not sent a complaint on the 

matter to either himself or Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B.Atkinson, Glasgow, to P.King, Darngavil collieries, assuring him that William Gibson, who has 

written to him suggesting that Mr. King has blamed him for sending a complaint about the condition of the no.7 and 

Greyrigg pits, is innocent of so doing and has not sent any complaint to either himself or Mr. McLaren (see letter 

above). 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-692 

6th March/7th March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.C. Chisholm referring to possible candidates for the position of manager of 

the Pilaya syndicate (see NEIMME-JBA-8-679,2nd letter etc). He says that a Mr. Kerr has called on the subject and he 

encloses his card, a letter and some testimonials, adding that as far as he can see, he would not be an unsuitable 

candidate. He adds that a Mr. Caldwell, the mining manager of Pumpherston mines has also called with his son that 

day on the same matter. The son, he adds, is leaving his position at Deans and Seafield mines and wants another 

position. He adds that he is aged about 26 and has a good training (for the job?). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Barrowman, Boness, dated 7th March, apologising for mislaying 

the Special Rules that he forwarded to him and enclosing 2 copies of the usual Special Rules advising him that if 

these are the same as those he posted at the colliery he should return them with one copy being sent back to him in 

time. He adds that the time between the Rules being forwarded and sent back will not affect the working of the 

colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-693 

7th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting through him to 

Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on the matter of an explosion of gelatine dynamite at the Dorphin quarry in 

Edinburgh owned by the Caithness Iron company. The injured party was a 23 year old labourer called Patrick 

Morrison who received minor injuries when debris from the explosion struck his face. A week before the accident, 7 

cartridges of gelatine dynamite were exploded in the area but while no unexploded cartridge was noted it is thought 

a portion of the dynamite must have remained unexploded and then detonated when Mr. Morrison, while laying 

rails on a frosty morning, struck his pick into the surrounding debris.The dynamite involved had been purchased 

from the works of W. and R. Johnsen (?) and company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-694 

8th March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Robert Nickel, Linlithgow, on the subject of Bonnytown coal. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from two shafts by the 

Kiltongue seam of the no.1 pit at the Brownlee colliery providing no more than 20 persons are allowed to work 

underground at any one time, no fire is to be used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second 

shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 30th September 1899. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-695 

9th March 1899 

Plan containing statistics for East Scotland signed by J.B. Atkinson. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-696 

9th March 1899 

Plan containing statistics for East Scotland signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-697 

9th March 1899 

Plan containing statistics for East Scotland signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-698 

10th March/12th March 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Scott, Crossford, saying, in reply to a letter forwarded by Mr. 

Ronaldson, that there is no certificated manager at the limestone pit near Auchinheath station as there is no need 

for one under the Metalliferous Mines act which the pit works under. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Mr. Jordan (?) correcting a list of fatal accidents occurring through falls of 

sides and roofs he sent to him the day before. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R.S. Graves, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories, Glasgow,dated 12th 

March, promising to call at his office on Tuesday the 14th of March at around 3.15 p.m. to discuss the transferrence 

of works. 

  

NEIMME-JBA-8-699 

11th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H.F. Cameron, Glasgow, confirming that the Thornton Colliery company has 

begun to sink for mines on the lands of Dogtown in the parish of Kinglassie in Fife and have appointed William 

Cameron of Thornton as the mines' manager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-700 

11th March/12th March 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J. Longbotham, Sheffield, asking him to help Mr. Urquhart, the bearer of the 

letter, with his desire to learn more about Yorkshire coals, thanking him for any help he can give. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to F.H. Wardell, Her Majesty's Inspector of Mines, Rotherham, asking him to 

help a Mr. Urquhart,the bearer of the letter and a member of a coal stripping firm in Glasgow, in his attempt to find 

more information about Yorkshire coals (see letter above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Mr. I. Urquhart, enclosing 2 letters of introduction (see 2 letters above) to a 

Mr. Wardell and his son-in-law Mr. Longbotham and providing an address for the latter to his offices in Sheffield. He 

adds that Mr. Longbotham is connected with the Simon Carnes patent oven and could prove useful if he had a chat 

about his Kinniel small coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-701/702/703/704/705/706/707/708/709 

13th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, providing some 

recommendations on lessening the possibility of accidents caused by the collapse of ground in mines from the roof 

and sides and quite often the death of miners. He makes the general point that the support of timber is necessary to 

lessen this danger, expressing the belief that the responsibility for providing it by the drawers is sometimes less 

adhered to than would be desired. He adds that more experienced drawers may well be better placed to ascertain 

the dangers involved. He adds that he believes that the owner of the mine should be made more responsible for the 

necessary supply of timber to be used as support and that miners should not be allowed to work in areas where 

insufficient support of this kind is provided, as pointed out in the Special Rules applied in his district. He also believes 

that the owner should provide a definite rule to the use of spragging pointing out the maximum length of working 

area for holeing coal that can be used before a sprag is used. Another improvement he believes could be made is to 

lessen the number of areas a fireman must inspect before others can work but making sure that the fireman is more 

responsible for the areas that he does inspect, and also ensuring that these areas are inspected twice during each 

shift. He alludes to the practice in Northumberland mines of these inspectors being responsible for the support and 

safety of the working areas, though he concedes that the miners themselves are often the best judge of what is 

needed for their own safety. He mentions that a brighter light on a miners lamp can also help in spotting potentially 

dangerous fissures in the rock face, suggesting that a portable electric safety lamp made for this purpose would be a 

great help towards that end. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-710 

13th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, reiterating the objections of some quarry owners in the Aberdeen and 

Kincardine (?) areas to the application of the new code of Special Rules applying to blasting (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

686). He points out that he has written to the objecting owners asking whether they would be prepared to accept 

the new Special Rules and, if not, which areas they particularly object to. He adds that he has enclosed for the 

receiver the replies he has received from them. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-711 

13th March 1899 

Three letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Taylor, checkweigher, Overtown, Wishaw, promising to visit the 

Cambusnethan colliery the next Wednesday to enquire further into his concerns about weighing there. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Calder, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, Broughty Ferry, reiterating 

his desire that the meeting of the Examination board take place on the 23rd March if possible, adding that if this was 

not possible, the 28th March would also be possible for him (see NEIMME-JBA-8-672, 2nd letter). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Mr. Twaddle, Ross colliery, confirming he will be at the Cambusnethan 

colliery on Wednesday the 15th March and would like to meet him there at about 11.15 a.m. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-712 

14th March 1899 

Plan containing 1898 list (of deaths?) featuring statistics from Balquhatstown, Deans Oil Shale, Cornsilloch, 

Motherwell, Holmes Oil Shale, Birkragg, Polbeth Oil Shale, Pumpherston Oil Shale, Bridgeness, Rosebank, 

Brownyside, Longrigg, Darngavil, Blairhall, Armiston, West Longrigg, Glenboig Fireclay, Westrigg, Addewell Oil Shale 

and Bronkland (?) mines signed by J.B. Atkinson, with the addition of statistics from the Kinneil mine at the top of the 

letter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-713 

15th March 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-715 below) on the death of 

Michael Green. The 21 year old drawer was killed when the empty hutch he was carrying up a cuddy brae became 

disconnected from the rope it was on, fell back and crushed him as he walked behind. This occurred in the Jubilee Oil 

Shale of the no.1 mine at Roman Camp on the 11th March, at about 9.50 a.m. He was working for the miner Dennis 

Boyle. He was found crushed against the low side of the level by the miner James Boyle who immediately called his 

namesake Dennis for help. Mr. Atkinson adds that the manager of the mine, Mr. Constable, will provide a tracing of 

the area and the muzzle which connected the rope to the hutch in the incident for the forthcoming public inquiry 

while he continues that the two Boyles will be adequate witnesses to be called for same. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-714 

15th March 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal-see NEIMME-JBA-8-715 below) on the death of 

Patrick Brown.The 27 year old miner was killed by a fall of oil shale at the no.1 mine at Roman Camp at about 10 a.m. 

on the 13th March while taking a cut off a stoop uphill. The fireman Malcolm Jeffrey had examined the area 

concerned at 4.30 that morning and found it safe and when he visited again at 8.30 he witnessed the deceased 

boring a holing shot near the centre of the place. The shot,he continues, was probably fired, followed by the drilling 

of a breast shot that was never charged. Mr. Atkinson adds the supposition that he seemed to have been near the 

waste side of the place when the mass of shale fell away and caught his head, killing him. The deceased's drawer, 

James McShane was at the foot of the stoop at the time of the accident and he and the miner Peter Russell helped to 

free the deceased although he adds he was unable to ascertain whether the victim's brother James Brown also 

helped in this. He continues that the manager Mr. Constable would provide a tracing of the area and the persons 

named would be suitable witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-715 

15th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing reports on the deaths 

of Michael Green and Patrick Brown (see NEIMME-JBA-8-713 and 714 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-716/717/718 

16th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, informing him of 

the nature of the complaints made by the checkweigher Robert Taylor about aspects of weighing at Cambusnethan 

colliery near Wishaw in Lanarkshire. He comments on these complaints with reference to his visit to the colliery to 

investigate (see NEIMME-JBA-8-711, 1st letter). He notes that the manager Mr. Twaddle tares his empty hutches to a 

quarter cwts below the weight registered and the full ones to a half a cwt below the weight registered, noting that 

the former is not the custom. He asks the Secretary his opinion as to whether the custom of the manager to weigh 

the hutches in a place near 600 yards from the pit near the screens is too far away legally, referring to a case in 

South Wales where a conviction was made for such a practice. The other complaint was made about the non-

weighing of Pyotshaw coal separately from the main coal as the minor type of coal taken from the ground. The fact 

that more than 30 people are working underground an exemption under Section 12(3) would not be possible. The 

question of whether paying miners by the fathom can be seen as making his wages dependent on the mineral he has 

gotten, or not is raised. He concludes that on another unnamed point Mr. Taylor is wrong in his assumption that the 

miners are not paid for their coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-719 

16th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R.G. Greves, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories, Glasgow, enclosing a list of 

quarries in his district and marking those in Lanarkshire which have brick works attached which are new to their 

department as retransferred works. He adds that there do not seem to be any examples of this in Stirlingshire. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-720 

17th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Alexander Frew and company, Rawyards Brick Works, Airdrie, confirming the 

appointment of George Ferguson as the under-manager of the no.2 pit at Rawyards colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-721 

17th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Drumshangie Coal company, Airdrie, confirming that the company has 

abandoned the no.12 pit at Drumshangie. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-722 

21st March/23rd march 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan saying he may now close Mr. Atkinson's quarry returns. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of 

James Buchannan by Mr. McLaren. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Cummings, checkweigher, Harthill,dated 23rd March, promising to look 

further into the questions of weighing and ventilation at Fortrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-723 

23rd March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Mackay, Roughrigg collieries, Avonbridge, confirming that R. Forrester 

and company have begun to sink a no.1 pit at East Roughrigg from the Coxrod to the Armadale main coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-724/725 

23rd March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, remarking that 

only six accidents have occurred involving detonators since he took charge of the inspection of mines in his district 

on 1st February 1889 under the Coal Mines act and none of them have been fatal. He adds that none have occurred 

under the Metalliferous Mines act nor the Quarries act since the 1st January 1895. He states that five of the six 

accidents were caused by boys stealing detonators and misusing them, one exploding it by hitting it with an iron bar, 

the other four picking them with a pin. The other accident occurred when a miner tried to extract sawdust from a 

detonator using a pin. He adds that the accidents happened in the course of work and not due to the extended use 

of high explosives under the Explosives Order. Referring to the mentions of detonators in Mining acts, He remarks 

that they are not mentioned at all in the Coal and Metalliferous Mines acts and Special Rules for his district, while 

the new revised code for the Quarries act only mentions them once under Rule 8 stipulating that they should be kept 

in separate and secure boxes. He then refers to a letter which has brought the subject up, and provides his views 

that detonators should be kept in a locked box and that a Special Rule should make it an offence for anyone to have 

a detonator unless required for their work. He concludes that the only action to take he can think of to help protect 

the public is to make the detonators less attractive in appearance to dissuade boys from wanting to have one. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-726 

23rd March/24th March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-724/725. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Dron, Mining Engineer, Glasgow, referring to him mentioning the vacancy that 

has arisen following the death of Mr. Greig as an examiner in the Western district. He adds that he has forwarded his 

letter to Mr. Ronaldson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-727 

24th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Carmuir Colliery company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of 

Alexander Baillie as the manager of the Carmuirs colliery while continuing to manage Glentore colliery. He adds a 

reminder that Section 21(1) of the Coal Mines act requires that a manager or undermanager nominated in writing 

provides daily personal supervision of their colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-728 

24th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Milton Gas and Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointments of 

William Frew and Andrew Robertson as the manager and undermanager respectively of Shieldhill colliery in Carluke. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-729 

25th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Brown, Edinburgh, confirming the appointments of Joseph Park and Duncan 

Ferguson, Junior, as the managers of Benarty and Lochore collieries respectively, following an accident to Mr. 

Ferguson (senior?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-730 

25th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Captain Kindersley, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories, South Queensferry, in reference 

to his earlier correspondence regarding the re-transference of works (see NEIMME-JBA-8-679, 3rd letter). He 

provides a list of lime-kilns that are connected to Quarries under the Quarries act and mines under the Metalliferous 

Mines act which have agreed to retain Mr. Atkinson as the Inspector in Captain Kindersley's district. He mentions 

Burdiehouse, owned by D. Baird; Cousland, owned by E.R. Fletcher; D'Arcy, owned by the Lothian Coal company; 

Leavenseat, owned by R. Mitchell and sons; Straiton, owned by the Clippens Oil company; Esperstone, owned by 

P.Mitchell and sons; and Magazin owned by C.P. Bathgate all in Edinburgh. He adds the lime-kilns of Bowden owned 

by the Bowden Lime company and Whitefield owned by John Yeats located in Linlithgow and Peebles respectively. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-731 

25th March/27th March 1899 

Three letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to Henry Reid, Kirkcaldy, telling him he has forwarded the letter he sent to R.Calder of 

the Examination Board at Broughty Ferry who he believes will have the information Mr. Reid requires. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder providing a list of people present at the last board meeting of the 

Examination Board. He asks that editions advertised in the People's Journal be inserted in the Eastern edition. He 

also encloses a letter from Henry Reid asking for information about exams (see letter above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.Lawson, Scottish Miners' Federation, remarking that he sent notice of John O'Hara's 

accident to Mr. McLaren and has forwarded Mr. Lawson's letter to him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-732/733 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, returning a letter on the subject of 

Special Rules for Granite quarries in Aberdeen and Kincardie, enclosing also a copy of said rules with some additions 

in red and returning letters from the quarry owners. He continues with remarks on the red additions to the Special 

Rules, saying he has no objections to the minor alterations. He adds that he does not think an addition to Rule 9 

regarding testing of fire in the hole is necessary, since firemen test for this already and in some cases as when holes 

are drilled horizontally the test is inapplicable. He thinks the firemen should be left to test as they see fit, as they are 

the ones who would be exposed to the risk of an accident. He also notes that an ample and constant supply of water 

in the hole during the firing of shots is not always practicable either, although a necessary addition to the Rules if a 

hole is being charged for the first time. Balling charges, he adds, could not be fully saturated and that which did not 

may remain uncharged and a danger when subsequent shots were charged. He concludes that he hopes to establish 

the amended rules at Kemnay quarries in Aberdeenshire owned by John Fyfe. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-734 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Ferrier and Strain, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of John Barr as the 

manager of Braidenhill colliery in the room of Hugh Strain and that Douglas Ramsay is no longer the collieries' 

undermanager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-735 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, confirming the appointment of 

John Kelov(?) as the manager of Fairhill colliery in the room of Mr. Salmond. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-736 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Fife Coal company, Hill of Beath colliery, Fife, confirming the appointment 

of W.A. Richardson as the manager of the Dalbeath pit. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-737 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Bain, Bredisholm Collieries, confirming that the Main Coal seam at the 

no.4 pit at Fairholm has begun to be worked and the working of the virtuewell seam in the no.1 pit has been 

temporarily abandoned. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-738 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Bain, Bredisholm Collieries, confirming the appointment of John 

McLuckie as the manager of Greystonlea colliery, South Caldwell. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-739 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Pumpherston Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of David 

Smith as the manager of the Seafield and Deans mines in the room of James Caldwell. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-740 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing his annual report 

for 1898. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-741 

28th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, reporting on an 

explosion at Loganlea colliery for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives which injured the brusher 

William Queen on the 22nd March. Mr. Queen had been packing three pellets of gelignite into a hole at the mine, 

owned by Loganlea Coal company and situated near Addiwell in Midlothian, when he came upon an obstruction. 

When he tried to force the charge through the break in the strata, there was an explosion which injured him slightly. 

He notes that the gelignite was made by Nehnsen (?) of Germany and no detonator was in the charge. He also notes 

a previous explosion of Nehnsen gelignite at Douglas colliery on the 2nd of that month reported by Mr. Johnstone, 

his Assistant Inspector, which injured the miner James Gold. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-742 

30th March 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to George Moir, Strone (?) colliery company, Glasgow, confirming the 

appointment of John Davidson as the undermanager of Glentore colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-743 

29th March/30th March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, trying to make explicit the main reasons for mining excavations and 

what is meant by working coal by the fathom in connection with an (unspecified) case. He points out that a certain 

price is agreed upon for every 6 lineal feet of the specified width in a coal seam that a miner hews and then piles the 

coal into hutches. He points out that the average width of a seam is 12 feet while the height is fairly regular also not 

varying more than a few inches. The two main objects of coal excavation, as he sees it, are to get the excavated 

mineral and to form a passage in the seam to connect to other parts of the mine where the mineral can also be 

excavated. He points out that making these passages in the seam itself is less costly than driving it through the 

existing strata since the coal is more easily worked than other minerals and has a value. In the case he is referring to 

he believes that the extraction of coal is incidental to the main purpose which was to produce roads from the 

Pyotshaw seam to another area at some distance away where more of the coal could be worked. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Jordan, dated 30th March, returning Quarry Return Summaries sent to him and 

accepting them as correct. He asks him to return the report he sent to him the previous Tuesday hoping that he will 

insert the appropriate figures in the tables provided before it goes to the printers. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-744 

30th March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to F. Braidley, Glasgow, asking that all letters and telegrams addreessed to him be 

forwarded to Hasekjohn (?) cottage in Pitlochry from the 1st delivery the next day until further notice. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning a police report relating to 

the charge against Fowler Ferguson and remarking that his actions clearly contravene Special Rule 87(b) and he 

should be brought before the Sheriff. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-745 

30th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Telfer, Clydesdale, Uddingston, confirming that operations have resumed at 

the no.3 pit Clyde colliery and promising to check whether any exemption will be necessary for its working and if 

they should apply for same. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-746 

30th March 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Dalmeny Oil company confirming the appointment of Allan Alexander 

Armstrong as the underground manager of the Dalmeny shale mines, while pointing out that no such position exists 

and asking whether he should be considered an undermanager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-747 

30th March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Hood, Lothian Coal company, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of 

John Wilson as the undermanager at Whitehill colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-748 

31st March 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State,Home Department, reporting an explosion at 

East Roughrigg colliery which injured a miner called James Irvine for the information of Her Majesty's Inspector of 

Explosives. The explosion occurred on the 25th March at the mine, owned by R. Forrester and company and situated 

near Avonbridge in Stirlingshire. Two small shots of gelatine explosive had been placed in the roof stone by Mr. 

Irvine and his colleague James McNab and each attempted to light one of the fuses. Mr. Irvine succeeded in lighting 

his, but Mr. McNab was unsure whether he had managed to do so so Mr. Irvine returned to that shot after the first 

went off whereby that too exploded as he arrived. His injuries were not serious. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-749 

30th March/31st March 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of Patrick 

Connor. The foreman navvy at the Appin fireclay works was engaged in excavating clay for making a foundation for 

new brick kilns when about 2 tons of the clay fell over and buried the deceased on the 27th March at about 3 p.m. 

He had been working with the cartman George Leighton at the time of the accident and Mr. Atkinson adds his belief 

that the sandiness of the clay and that day's wet weather contributed to the fall. He adds that the manager of the 

brick works, James Lawson, was at the place on the day of the accident and was back on the spot soon after it 

occurred. He adds that he and Mr. Leighton should be sufficient witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 31st March, enclosing a 

report on the death of Patrick Connor (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-750 

15th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting to him a scalding 

incident at the no.36 pit at the Ingleston Oil Shale mine for the attention of the Board of Trade. The 16 year old 

boiler attendant Robert Spalding was scalded  on the 8th April at the mine owned by Young's Paraffin Light and 

Mineral Oil company and situated in the county of Midlothian. The incident occurred in a service shaft while the 



attendant was attending to a pubometer(?) pump. One of the lids of the discharge valve of the pump gave way 

allowing steam to rise and scald him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-751 

15th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpans, confirming that the company was 

resinking from the great seam to the splint seam with Daniel Smith being appointed as the manager in charge of the 

operation in the room of William Leckie. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-752 

March 1899 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-753 

March 1899 

Plan containing statistics and a nil through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-754 

15th April 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Barr, coalmaster, Glasgow, asking him to explain two possible contraventions 

of Section 12 (i) of the Coal Mines act 1887 at the Cambusnethan colliery whereby coal is weighed from hutches to 

the nearest half a cwt below the actual weight rather than truly weighed and the actual weighing of the coal is 

enacted at some distance from the pit which does not seem to comply with the rule that such weighing should be 

carried out as near to the pit as is reasonably practicable. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Alexander 

Taylor Jnr by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-755 

15th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Limited, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming 

the appointment of James Greig as the manager of the Clydesdale and Muirhouse collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-756 



15th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Lynn, the New Hermand Oil company, Breich, West Calder, confirming 

that the no.4 pit at Hermand has recommenced working since the 28th February 1899 and that James Crawford has 

been appointed as the manager of the mines owned by the company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-757 

15th April 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, (procurator fiscal, Cupar) Fife, advising that a prosecution is not really 

necessary in connection with the William Galloway accident although adding that he hopes that a lack of said 

prosecution will not prejudice the attempts at claiming compensation that have been made, despite supposing that 

the payment will probably be paid in any case. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John MacMahon, checkweigher, c/o Johm Mulholland, Bo'ness, promising to 

enquire further into the question of coal weighing at Kinneil Colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Dron, Mining engineer, Glasgow, confirming he has received the plans for 

Woodside. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-758 

15th April/17th April 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of George 

Barton by H. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to T.W. Todrick, procurator fiscal, Haddington, enclosing a report on the death of John 

McGrail by H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-759 

Undated  

Plan containing statistics relating to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern portion of 

Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-760 

Undated 

Plan containing statistics relating to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern portion of 

Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland.  

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-761 

Undated 

Plan containing statistics relating to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern portion of 

Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland, relating to oil shale at Edinburgh, 

East Lanark, East Stirling and Sutherland, shale (blaes) at Fife and East Lanark and Gannister at East Stirling. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-762 

Undated 

Plan containing statistics relating to Edinburgh with nil written through the bottom half.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-763 

Undated 

Plan with nil written on it. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-764 

Undated  

Plan containing statistics relating to Edinburgh. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-765 

Undated 

Two plans- 

One containing statistics relating to Edinburgh, East Lanark, Linlithgow and East Stirling. 

Two containing statistics relating to Edinburgh, Fife, East Lanark and Linlithgow. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-766 

Undated 

Plan containing statistics relating to Edinburgh, East Lanark, Linlithgow, Stirling and Fife. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-767 

Undated 



Plan containing statistics relating to Limestone, Sandstone, Oil Shale, Fireclay and Red Marl recovered in Edinburgh, 

East Lanark, Linlithgow, Stirling and Fife. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-768 

19th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of David 

Ellis and William Gibson as oversmen at the no.20 and 21 mines at Polbeth and the no. 32 mine at Limefield 

respectively, although presuming that the position is the equivalent of undermanager as no official position of 

oversman exists. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-769 

19th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, forwarding him a complaint 

made by the checkweigher John McMahon of Kinneil colliery in Linlithgowshire stating that he is unable to weigh the 

full amount of the mineral sent up and also a report on the matter made by Mr. McLaren, his assistant inspector. He 

awaits instructions on the matter from the Secretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-770 

19th April 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Fyfe explaining an idea relating to the possible making of bricks from Oil Shale. 

He remarks that he has consulted experts for evidence. He proposes grinding sand shale and moulding it into bricks 

which are then burnt in kilns. He notes that in his experiments relating to the practicality the bricks were too light 

and porous unless the burning after the extraction of oil, etc. were increased to the flexing point. He asks Mr. Fyfe to 

advise him as to the practicality of the scheme. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Haig, procurator fiscal, Alloa, enclosing a report on the death of David Peebles 

by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-771 

20th April 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Cumming, checkweigher, Harthill, arguing that unless miners had specifically 

complained or that an average price was not arrived at for the weighing of material in the example he gives, there is 

no need for a Sheriff and little possibility of conviction in the case. He acknowledges that there was probably a 

technical offence made, but that if the disarrangement of the weighing machine involved was accidental he 

understands why the work would go on so the miners and owner would not lose revenue. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Murdoch, Miners Agent, Bellshill, promising to look further into the question 

of ventilation at Hareshaw colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-772 

21st April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Jonathan Hyslop, Airdrie Home Brick Works, Coatbridge, confirming that an 

inclined mine is being opened out near the Brick Works to work some Crop and Pillar coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-773 

21st April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Barrowman, Bo'ness, on the subject of Bonnytown coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-774 

22nd April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Malcolm, Armiston collieries, Gorebridge, confirming the appointment 

of David Ritchie as the manager of the Emily pit at the Collieries in the room of John Nicol. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-775 

22nd April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Reid, Glenboig Fireclay mine, confirming that the Glenboig Union Fire 

Clay company  began operations to sink a new shaft at Glenboig mine on the 28th February that year. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-776 

22nd April 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for permission to 

begin legal proceedings against John J. Stirling, the manager of Polton colliery in Edinburgh, owned by the Lothian 

Coal company, for not fencing an underground pumping engine and contravening General Rule 31 of the Coal Mines 

Regulation act of 1887. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, informing the company that it needs to 

apply directly to the Secretary of State in London if it wishes to extend the exemption at the no.3 pit at Blackston. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-777 



24th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W. and T. Todd, Wilsontown quarry, Lanark, confirming that the quarry has 

started (to be worked?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-778 

24th April 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Fyfe, Glasgow, thanking him for his opinions on the practicability of making bricks 

from Oil Shale (see NEIMME-JBA-8-770, 1st letter) and also for forwarding the opinion of a Mr. Syme. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, promising to look further into the question of 

ventilation at the no.1 pit at Drumbow. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-779 

25th April/27th April 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Barr, Glasgow, suggesting that he has misunderstood his last letter referring 

to the method of weighing of minerals 'truly' as specified in Section 12(i) of the Coal Mines act 1887 at the 

Cambusnethan colliery. He remarks that he was not referring to the tareing of the hutches, but the fact that the 

weighing to the nearest half a cwt was inadequate and that surely the weight could be rounded to a smaller fraction 

than that. He asks him to respond to this point (see NEIMME-JBA-8-774, 1st letter). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 27th April, agreeing to the application for the exemption 

from 2 shafts at the Colinburn seam of the no.3 pit at Blackston colliery being extended under the same conditions 

as before, with the new expiry date being the 31st July 1899 (see NEIMME-JBA-8-776, 2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-780 

28th April 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Baird Brothers, Campsie Lime Works, Lennoxtown, confirming that they have 

begun to work Lewiston coal on the North Cobbinshaw Estate. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-781 

April 1899 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-782 



April 1899 

Plan containing nil written through it (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-783 

8th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, forwarding two letters he has sent to Thomas Barr concerning the 

weighing of hutches at Cambusnethan colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-8-774, 1st letter and NEIMME-JBA-779, 1st letter). 

He also encloses Thomas Barr's reply to the latter. He further remarks that he does not regard Mr. Barr's reasoning 

that there is no-one to weigh the material at the pit and the danger of weighing at an incline adequate excuses for 

the practice of weighing the coal so far from the colliery, though he acknowledges his other given reason, that dirt 

can only be checked where hutches are weighed or emptied. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-784 

8th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Bain, Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming the appointment of 

Mr. Bain himself as the manager of the Clydesdale and Muirhouse collieries with William Smith continuing to act as 

undermanager (in both cases?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-785 

6th May/8th May 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H. McRoberts, checkweigher, West End, Obertown, Wishaw, telling him that, after 

deliberation and sending for papers from the Home Office, it is not possible to take any action regarding a complaint 

similar to the one he made about weighing at Stravenhouse colliery made from Law and Shawfield colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, dated 8th May, 

forwarding the minutes of the proceedings at the Annual Meeting of the Inspectors of Mines which concluded on the 

6th May 1899. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-786 

7th May/13th May 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H.Johnstone informing him he is going to Edinburgh the next day and will be there 

until Saturday at the Fenghside Inn, Banchory nearby. He asks him to visit his office on the following Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday nights to pick up mail and forward any that seem important. He adds that he has left 

envelopes addressed to Mr. McLaren in the accident book. He adds that letters that were addressed to him in 

London, including one from Mr. Johnstone, which did not arrive before he left, are being sent back to his office and 

should arrive the next day. He also asks that Mr. Johnstone visit R.J. Moore's office to find out whether a plan of the 



abandoned workings at Stane colliery exists and whether he can acquire a copy. He then asks that he visit to see if 

the colliery, now owned by Turners Ltd, is safe in its workings as when he visited the previous month they had no 

copy of the previous workings. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.J. Wilson, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories, Dundee, dated 13th May, 

suggesting that he meet him on the 19th May at Thornton station to discuss the matter of works in Fife connected 

with collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-787 

13th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Ross and company, Philipstown Oil Works, Linlithgow, confirming that 

the company has abandoned the no.4 mine at Philipstown on the 14th February and have sent their annual return. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-788 

13th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of David 

Spence as the manager of West Longrigg colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-789 

13th May 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Wilsons and Clyde company, Glasgow, promising to call at their offices the next day to 

discuss the matter of Hamilton Barracks coal, which absence from his home stopped him from responding to earlier. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Wyper, Clyde collieries, Hamilton, telling him he will inspect the workings at 

Hamilton barracks when he visits on the 16th May at around 11.30 a.m (see letter above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

Andrew Miller by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-790 

15th May 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of A. 

Cunningham by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Queen, checkweigher, Waterloo, Wishaw, confirming that he has laid all 

the facts about the weighing at the no.3 pit Shawfield colliery before the Home Secretary and has received no 

instructions from him to take any action. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Kelly by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-791 

16th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, reporting on his visit to 

Hamilton barracks (see NEIMME-JBA-8-789, letters one and two and NEIMME-JBA-8-557 etc). He reports that the 

only seam being worked at the present time is for the Pyotshaw coal. He confirms visiting all the work places and 

that the coal was being extracted in a manner corresponding with the terms of the lease with about 40 miners 

working there in two shifts.He adds that two short stone mines from the main coal give access to it, with the coal 

being drawn at one of the Backmuir pits. He confirms that the Ell and Main coal seams are now finished, with the 

formers workings standing open with little change (from his last visit?) The Splint coal seam, he continues, is and has 

not been worked since his report of the 13th November 1897 although there is a small amount there which could be 

worked. He concludes by remarking that he does not think the work being carried out there will affect the surface 

and the Barracks. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-792 

17th May 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Joseph Halliday Jnr, Hamilton, promising to look further into the question of weighing 

at the no.1 pit at Clyde colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, informing him that Mr. McLaren 

will visit the site where Peter Fitzpatrick died that day and has been told to send the report directly to him and that 

the inquiry into said death may as well be held on the next Monday. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-793 

17th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to F. Braid, Postmaster, Glasgow, asking him to redirect his letters and telegrams to his 

holiday home Bay View at Lundin Links in Fife after the 1st delivery on the 18th May until further notice. He adds 

that his normal home may be open at times but that he hopes all of his mail will be redirected as in previous years as 

it is a great convenience to him. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-794 

18th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Joseph Budge, Managing director, Wemyss Coal company, West Wemyss, 

confirming the appointments of James Hardie and James Wilkinson as the manager and undermanager respectively 

of all the pits owned by the company. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-795 

18th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Ritchie, Manager, Gartness colliery, Airdrie, confirming that the works 

of the Lower Drumgray seam of the no.2 pit at Gartness colliery were abandoned on the 21st March that year. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-796 

19th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Peter Cairns, Greengairs, Airdrie, confirming that the old shaft known as 

Baglea pit at Blacktongue near Greengairs is being prepared to reopen. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-797 

19th May 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James Caldwell, Pumpherston Mines, thanking him for sending examples of shale to a 

Mr. Callender and promising to pay any charges he has accrued for doing same. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Charles 

Gorman by Mr. McLaren. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to G.M. Callender, Westminster, London, informing him that two boxes of shale, one 

containing spent shale and the other raw have been forwarded to him (see 1st letter above) and that he will pay for 

any charges accrued. He asks him to add his opinion as to how suitable they are for brickmaking (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

778, 1st letter etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-798 

20th May 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-799, 1st letter below) on the 

death of William Waugh. The 34 year old miner died when he fell off the only cage in use at the no.1 pit at Foulshiels 

colliery on the 13th May. He fell down the pit, hit a scaffold that gave way, and then proceeded to the bottom of the 

shaft. He and a James Kerr had a contract to drive a dook in the China Coal seam of the pit and had employed three 

others to help them in this purpose. On the day in question, the deceased and a boy called Robert Lembie had 

boarded the cage which had earlier been reported for a fault in the door which fenced it from the side, a gate doing 

the same on the other. James Kerr reported that he had attended to the problem, but Mr. Atkinson later found that 

the door was still difficult to fully close and stuck when this was attempted. Both the gate and the door had 

previously been found to comply with Additional Special Rule 2 by connecting with a signal in the enginehouse. The 

engineman Ronald McDonald denied that he moved the cage as the boy reported he did after clapping to raise it and 

the indicator seemed to show the door was fully closed when it moved. Despite this, the deceased soon fell off. Mr. 

Atkinson suggests that the fireman Alexander Gillies along with Mr. Kerr,Mr. McDonald and the boy Robert Lambie 



should be called as witnesses to the forthcoming inquiry while the manager Mr. Stanners will provide a plan of the 

area involved. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-799 

20th May/21st May/23rd May 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the 

death of William Waugh and returning a police report on same (see NEIMME-JBA-8-798 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, dated 21st May, enclosing the draft copy, 

uncorrected proof and corrected proof of the minutes of the last Mine Inspector's meeting while also promising to 

resend him a letter from a Mr. Shepherd when he returns to Glasgow despite the fact that he does not remember 

him previously asking for its return. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 23rd May, enclosing a report on 

the death of Thomas Malcolm by Mr. McLaren and returning a police report on same. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-800 

23rd May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Ferrier and Strain, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of James Holmes as 

the manager of Braidenhill colliery replacing John Barr. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-801 

23rd May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Drumshangie Coal company, Airdrie, confirming the appointment of 

William Forsyth as the manager of Ryding colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-802 

23rd May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Nimmo and Son, Edinburgh, confirming that the company have begun to 

draw the water from Badallan colliery in Cambusnethan with the intent of working its coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-803 

23rd May/24th May 1899 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of 

James Ramsay by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John C. Brodie and Sons, Edinburgh, dated 24th May, informing them that their 

clients methods of deductions for dirt at their Easter Law and Shieldhill collieries have been found to be illegal by the 

Secretary of State and must be changed to comply with a scale that does not infringe the Coal Mines act. He adds 

that a legal scale must conform with the principle that the total amount of deductions for dirt should not bear a 

greater ratio to the wages than the dirt bears to the coal contracted. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-804 

24th May/26th May 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, providing further information on the 

methods of payment used at Kinneil colliery in connection with a complaint made by a Mr. MacMahon. He notes 

that both the hewers of coal and bottomers are paid by shift through a system of estimating the amount of coal 

extracted by the number of hutches drawn and then paid by the estimated ton. The hewers are employed by three 

separate contractors while the bottomers employ hands to assist at the two bottoms of the pit, each having a 

bottomer on a separate contract. The manager of the colliery represents the owners in the contracts drawn by the 

drawers and bottomers. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Delevigne, dated 26th May, enclosing a corrected proof of the minutes of the 

latest Inspectors of Mines meeting and asking him to revise and return it. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-805 

26th May 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Mulholland, checkweigher, Kinneil collieries, Bo'ness, promising to look further 

into his complaint of a want of accomodation for carrying out his work at the Scrab pit at the colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Ritchie, Gartness colliery, promising that a schedule for filling up a 

return will be sent to him while signing an enclosed notice. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, explaining that an explosion of firedamp at Brearty colliery on the 

22nd of that month which caused the loss of two lives and an injury to a third revealed to Mr. Atkinson that work 

had been taking place in a seam without a second outlet without a legal exemption being in place. Since this means 

that he will probably have to prosecute, he adds that the subsequent application by the colliery for an exemption 

from 2 shafts at the collieries five foot seam should be denied. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-806 

26th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the McCracken Brothers, Brownrigg colliery, Greengairs, Airdrie, confirming 

the appointment of Joseph Dyer as the manager of Brownrigg colliery replacing George Harrison. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-807 

26th May 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W. Kirk, editor, Dunfermline Saturday Press, promising him that the Home 

Office will send him a copy of his Annual Report when it is released in a day or two. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to H. Johnstone, saying he is glad to hear he is getting better. He 

adds that he received his expenses account at Banchory on the 10th or 11th  of that month and that if he has heard 

nothing by this time he might want to contact a Mr. Tripp at the Home Office and a Mr. Whittaker might be able to 

tell him more on the subject. He continues that he has sent him some accidents and a complaint to look over, 

concluding by passing on a rumour that a (Mr.?) Ball has won the (?) championship. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-808 

27th May 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for Mr. Haig, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-809, 2nd letter below) on the deaths of 

John White and James Russell. The 21 year old miner and 14 year old pony driver respectively were killed when the 

latter led his pony too far forward into an empty way allowing a chain which had not been fully disconnected from 

the hook of a full hutch to come into contact with a tree supporting the roof set between two lines of rails in the lye 

he was travelling along. The tree is thought to have given way causing a heavy fall of roof killing the pony driver and 

Mr. White who was thought to be travelling on one of the hutches Mr. Russell was pulling along. The accident 

occurred on the 22nd May at about 3.30 p.m. on a horse haulage road in the Splint Coal seam of the no.2 pit called 

Ferrytown at the Clackmannan colliery. The pony driver was killed instantly while Mr. White survived for three hours. 

The latters father and fellow miner William White was the only other person present at the time of the accident 

although another pony driver who had been driving between the the no.3 lye there and no.2 (The deceased 

travelling from the no.4 to the no.3 at the time) arrived at the scene soon after. The surviving Mr. White reported his 

son was on the third hutch from the front at the time of the accident and the pony driver near the second last. It is 

thought that the father freed the son from the fall before assistance came. The brusher Thomas Russell, a nephew of 

the pony driver, assisted with the release of the latter while another Russell, James, who was no relation to the 

deceased, was the fireman who examined the area at 4.30 that morning and five more times that day and found it 

safe, although he left the pit about an hour before the accident. He adds that a Mr. Terris (?) will provide a plan of 

the area for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-809 

27th May 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-808 above. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Haig, procurator fiscal, Alloa, enclosing a report on the deaths of John White 

and William Russell (see NEIMME-JBA-8-808 above). 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-810 

27th May 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-811, 2nd letter below) on the 

deaths of Joseph Hamilton and Michael Casey and the injury to James Morton. The two deceased Roadsmen were 

aged 44 and 38 respectively while the injured fireman was aged 41. The explosion of firedamp that caused the 

deaths and injury occurred on the 22nd May in the five feet seam of Benarty colliery between 5 and 6 a.m. Mr. 

Hamilton died in the pit while Mr. Casey died a day later in the Dunfermline College Hospital. The two deceased had 

descended to the seam the previous night at 10p.m. and were lowered there by the winding engine man James 

Turner who had been on duty since 8a.m. and whose long or winding shift did not end until 7a.m. in the morning, 

after the accident. At the time of the accident, it is assumed that the two deceased were accompanying the injured 

fireman on his inspection rounds, the three of them being the only men in the seam. The safety lamp the fireman 

was supposed to use was the fixed safety lamp since gas had been found within the seam during the last 12 months 

and the ventilation was a fan used from the surface with only one shaft in use since the shaft had only recently been 

sunk. Nothing was thought amiss until the signal was clapped from the seam several times and a cage was lowered. 

A badly burned Mr. Casey was raised to the surface. After the alarm was raised, the oversman James Duncan and 

fireman George Kerr descended, finding the injured James Morton and the dead body of Mr. Hamilton. The former 

had no lamp with him when he was found at the level, but near to Hamilton, who was found at the foot of an incline, 

an extinguished safety lamp and open lamp was found along with a knife, a broken tobacco pipe and tallow paper. 

Another extinguished safety lamp ,along with a firemans safety lamp and a copper open lamp were found slightly 

further up the incline. The explosion did little damage to the workings although two screens on the outside of the 

same incline were blown out. The report book confirmed the presence of gas at the seam, Mr. Atkinson advising that 

it should be produced at the forthcoming public inquiry. He also advises that the ventilation system should be 

examined and Mr. Turner questioned as to its effectiveness. He also suggests that the two men employed to work 

the boilers at the time of the accident, George Murdoch and Gilbert Scott, should be examined on the question of 

keeping up steam. The manager Joseph Park was away from the pit for the weekend and didn't arrive back until 

some time after the accident, but will still provide a tracing of the area. He also advises that all the lamps found 

should be kept for inspection at said inquiry, since General Rule 4 of the Coal Mines act stipulated that inspections of 

the area required the use of a locked safety lamp. He concludes that at the time of his inspection some firedamp was 

still present but the ventilation had not been fully restored. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-811 

27th May 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-810. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the deaths 

of James Hamilton and Michael Casey (see NEIMME-JBA-8-810 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-812 

27th May 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing list no.17 of 

Quarries whose owners have agreed to abide by the new revised code of Special Rules once they are proposed by 



the Secretary of State. He adds that he has received no information as to whether the previous list (no.16) of 

quarries has had the the new rules formally proposed or accepted (see NEIMME-JBA-8-552 etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-813 

27th May 1899 

List no.17 of Quarries who have accepted Special Rules, providing details of the Spotness (?) quarry in 

Linlithgowshire owned by Armour and Paterson of Winchburgh working Landstone and the Ecclestone (?) quarry 

owned by the Bowdon Lime company of Bo'ness working Whinstone (see NEIMME-JBA-8-812 above etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-814 

29th May/1st June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of William Lynch 

by Mr. McLaren. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to H. Johnstone, dated 1st June, telling him that he is happy he is 

out again and that he needs to take it easy for a while (see NEIMME-JBA-8-807, 2nd letter). He also informs him 

about the health of a Dr. Foster who has been on a leave of absence for a time and has been very unwell. He reports 

that the seriousness of his illness was such that it was not certain whether he could return to his duties and that 

since he replied to Mr. Atkinson's enquiry on his health as the Secretary of the Inspector's meeting which he 

encloses he has heard no more news. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-815 

2nd June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Alexander Frew and company, Rawyards Brick Works, Airdrie, confirming they 

have abandoned their no.1 pit at the Rawyards colliery and asking them to send a tracing of the workings to the 

Secretary of State at Whitehall. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-816 

1st June/2nd June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, confirming that the application for exemption from 2 shafts at the 

no.1 pit at Rosebank colliery may be granted under Section 18 (ii) (a) of the Coal Mines act. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Malcolm Delevingne, Home Office, dated 2nd June, confirming receipt of 

three revisions of the minutes of the Mines Inspectors meeting and returning one of them that has been corrected 

for the press (see NEIMME-JBA-8-804, 2nd letter). 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-817 

2nd June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, clarifying that the 

exemption he suggested be granted for John Nimmo and Son from two shafts by Rosebank colliery on Home Office 

paper should expire on the 31st December 1899 (see NEIMME-JBA-8-816, 1st letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-818 

2nd June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd., Bredisholm collieries, Uddingston, confirming the 

appointment of William Stevenson as the manager of Clydesdale colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-819 

May 1899 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-820 

May 1899 

Plan containing statistics and nil through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-821 

5th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to G.M. Callender, Westminster, London, informing him of his further thoughts 

on the proposed production of bricks from oil shale (see NEIMME-JBA-8-797, 3rd letter etc). He confirms receipt of 

Mr. Callender's letter and report with 3 samples of bricks. He reports that he finds the results fairly satisfactory and 

that the possibility of making bricks from the shale is worthy of attention. He particularly mentions the possibility of 

using spent oil shale as it is thought of as a waste product and could probably be obtained for no cost. With 8 or 9 oil 

companies in Scotland producing about 2 million tons of raw shale every year equal to about 1 million 6 hundred 

thousand tons of spent shale he believes this should be investigated. The works he mentions are all connected by rail 

and two are on a canal. He adds that he took out a provisional protection on the brick making idea, burning raw 

shale in a close chamber to remove oil and ammonia leaving brick but this proved impracticable and he encloses a 

report from a works manager on the attempt which he asks him to return when he has examined it. Using the 

current value of products obtained from a ton of oil shale he asks Mr. Callender if it would be profitable to make 

saleable bricks with obtainable oil and ammonia. He adds that if spent shale did not produce acceptable bricks on its 

own, could raw shale be mixed with it for more satisfactory results? He adds that such shale could probably be had 

for about 6 shillings per ton. With the current practice of making bricks from other types of shale in heaps in 

connection with mining ironstone seams and gas coal about to run out, Mr. Atkinson argues, a new source of brick 

making would be needed. He adds that he will meet Mr. Callender to discuss the matter further when he visits on 



the 20th June if it would be convenient and would be glad to hear of any further tests that might take place on the 

subject. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-822 

3rd June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Holmes Oil company, Uphall, confirming the appointment of James 

Caldwell, Jnr as the manager of the Holmes Oil Shale mines. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-823/824 

3rd June 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-826, 2nd letter) on the death of 

Peter McCarron. The 54 year old horse driver was crushed by hutches as he was attempting to open a door which 

closed automatically when his horse stumbled before being able to get through. The incident occurred  at the five 

feet seam of the Lindsay pit at Kelty colliery at about 8 a.m. on the 23rd May 1899. The door in question opened 

inwards, with a clasp that kept it open but which shut automatically after the door was pressed past a certain point. 

The deceased was employed to drive hutches from the foot of a wheel brae to a drop pit near the winding shaft. At 

the time of the accident the deceased was pulling 8 loaded hutches. The wheeler William Wyse heard the deceased 

cry from the bottom of the brae and found him jammed against the side of the hutches with his safety lamp still 

burning. He was unable to free him or reopen the door so he called out to the drawer Russell Lodge who was finally 

able to release the deceased. An employee at the drop pit, Thomas Burns, then came in with an empty hutch and the 

deceased was placed into it and taken outside. The manager Mr. Beveridge will prepare a plan of the area for the 

forthcoming public inquiry and he and the aforementioned persons, Mr. Atkinson advises, should be called as 

witnesses when it takes place. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-825 

3rd June 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-826, 2nd letter below) on the 

death of Alexander Miller. The 49 year old labourer was fatally injured when he was run over by empty wagons at 

the screens of the Lindsay pit at Kelty colliery on the 27th May 1899 at approximately 1.30 p.m. At the time, the 

locomotive driver John Dow was in the process of pushing forward 5 empty wagons, two connected together and 

the other three connected separately. David Brown, the fireman of the pug stood at the points of the weigh(?) cabin 

waiting for the first two wagons to arrive. After giving sufficient impetus to these two to take them the required 

distance down the road he then waited for the pug return with the next three which he sent on to a different road. 

At some point during this, the accident took place, although both Mr. Dow and Mr. Brown reported that they were 

unaware of it at the time. Both noted seeing the deceased a few minutes before and suggested that they had 

forewarned him of the shunt they were making. Mr. Dow stated he whistled as he drove along the wagons, although 

Mr. Atkinson notes that there was a lot of noise in the pit due to the rattle of machinery and the screening of the 

coal. Arthur Mill, a wagon shunter, reported seeing the accident happen to the deceased, who was described as an 

unsteady man employed to wheel dross across the lines. While supposedly attempting to hutch the wagons, he was 

seen to be knocked down and the four wheels of the two wagons passed over both his thighs. Upon seeing this, Mr. 

Mill stopped the wagons by means of the brake on one of them and stopped them within a few feet of the 

deceased's body. The oversman Alexander Cook and engineman James (?) Downie, both ambulancemen, then 



proceeded to bandage the deceased's legs. Mr. Atkinson concludes that the manager Mr. Beveridge will provide a 

plan of the area and that Mr. Mill, Mr. Dow and Mr. Brown should be cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public 

inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-826 

3rd June/4th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-825. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 4th June, enclosing 

reports on the deaths of Peter McCarron (see NEIMME-JBA-8-823 above) and Alexander Miller (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

825 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-827 

5th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.Deam, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow, regarding a Mr. McMahon's complaint 

against Kinneil colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-8-804, 1st letter). He confirms receipt of a letter on the subject along with a 

copy of a note from the Crown agent. He adds that Mr. McLaren reported that one of the bottomer contractors told 

him he had asked for his weight from the checkweigher and could not get it. He adds that the contractors work 

themselves and employ several men and boys. He advises him to contact the police constable at Bo'ness for the 

contractors and their employees names. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Daily by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-828 

5th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John C.Brodie and sons, Edinburgh, apologising for the misunderstanding that the 

method used for the scale for deductions of dirt at Shieldhill colliery (as opposed to that at Easter Law?) was merely 

proposed and not in force as pointed out in his letter of the 29th May and a copy of the proposed scale which had 

been originally forwarded on the 26th March 1895. He adds that the Secretary of State found this proposed scale to 

be illegal and that he should have pointed this out in his previous letter (see NEIMME-JBA-8-803, 2nd letter). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to D.M. Stevenson, Glasgow, apologising for being unable to call at 

his Waterloo Street address any morning that week due to his staying in his Fife holiday home. He suggests either 

that he can meet him in Edinburgh when he visits there on the 8th June at any place at about 1 p.m. or alternatively 

he could meet him almost any day if he visits Fife. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-829 

5th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, forwarding a report by H. 

Johnstone, one of his Assistant Inspectors, on the explosion of a detonator at the Cousland Oil Shale mine near 

Bathgate in Linlithgowshire on the 23rd May 1899 which caused an injury to the miners drawer Thomas Madden for 

the inspection of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-830 

6th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, sending the receiver his original letter to J.C. Brodie and sons, the 

solicitors of the Carron company about the method for deductions of dirt at Easter Law and Shieldhill collieries (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8- 803, 2nd letter), the letter by which the company replied on the 29th May,along with the memo 

forwarded with their letter of 26th May 1895 and Mr. Atkinson's reply of the 5th June (see NEIMME-JBA-8-828, 1st 

letter) and finally their reply to that letter received on the 5th June. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-831 

6th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to D. Smith, Fenghouse(?) Inn, Bauchory, informing them that a letter 

he sent to the Secretary of State in London while staying at their hotel never arrived despite being forwarded to one 

of their employees for posting (see NEIMME-JBA-8-807, 2nd letter and letter below) He asks that they make enquiry 

into the matter. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to H.Johnstone informing him that his expense account for April 

was not received by the Secretary of State despite Mr. Atkinson receiving it at a hotel in Bauchory and sending it on 

by asking one of the hotel's employees to post it for him (see letter above and NEIMME-JBA-8-807, 2nd letter). He 

confirms that he will inform the Secretary of State of the situation but that in the meantime Mr. Johnstone should 

send him a copy of the account. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-832 

8th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Watson Ltd, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of William Marshall as 

the manager of Eddlewood and Herdsland (?) collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-833 

10th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, War Office, Pall Mall, London, sending him 

information on the different qualities of Scotch (sic) coal derived from a knowledge of coal seams worked at the 



collieries he has visited and his use of the coals in his own house. He adds that the only district he is not acquainted 

with for coal is Ayrshire. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-834 

10th June 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, Home Office, asking for 50 copies of the no.31 form for mines concerning 

opening new mines etc. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Colin Dunlop and company, Quarter collieries, Hamilton, confirming receipt of a 

letter intimating their intention to restart working the main coal at their Quarter no.5 pit. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to A. Whittaker, Leases Mine, Largs, enclosing an abstract of the Metalliferous Mines act 

to be posted up at the mine. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-835 

10th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Calderbank Steel company confirming that the company are driving a mine 

from their no.5 pit to the Virtuewell coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-836 

10th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John S. Street, Cruicks Works, Inverkeithing, Fife, on the subject of Lucknow (coal?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-837 

10th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Purdie and company, Udston quarry, Hamilton on the subject of Udston (coal?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-838 

10th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Best, contractor, Leith, on the subject of Carlingnose (coal?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-839 

10th June 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Lochtie, Humbie Quarry, Aberdour, Fife, on the subject of Hambie (coal?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-840 

10th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Maddiston Brick and Quarry company, Polmont Station, on the subject of Maddiston 

(coal?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-841 

10th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, reporting that the hotel keeper at Bauchory which he gave a letter to 

containing Mr. Johnstone's signed off expense account (which subsequently did not arrive at the Secretary of State's 

office) (see NEIMME-JBA-8-831, both letters etc). distinctly remembers posting the letter in Bauchory and encloses 

his account of what happened. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-842 

14th June 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Ayton, Tyne Coal company, Wallsend, asking him to allow A. Carlow, the mining 

student son of his friend Charles Carlow of the Fife Coal company, to visit the pits under his charge as he wishes to 

see something of the collieries in the North of England. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.S. Ormsby, Seaton Delaval collieries, asking him to allow A. Carlow, the mining 

student son of his friend Charles Carlow of the Fife Coal company, to visit the pits under his charge as he wishes to 

see something of the collieries in the North of England (see letter above). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Lishman, Hetton Coal company, asking him to allow A. Carlow, the mining 

student son of his friend Charles Carlow of the Fife Coal company, to visit the pits under his charge as he wishes to 

see something of the collieries in the North of England (see both letters above). 

 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-843 

14th June 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to S.Tate, East Hetton collieries, asking him to allow A. Carlow, the mining student son of 

his friend Charles Carlow of the Fife Coal company, to visit the pits under his charge as he wishes to see something of 

the collieries in the North of England (see NEIMME-JBA-8-842, three letters above). 



The second from J.B. Atkinson to George King(?) of Harton Coal company, Tyne Dock, asking him to allow A. Carlow, 

the mining student son of his friend Charles Carlow of the Fife Coal company, to visit the pits under his charge as he 

wishes to see something of the collieries in the North of England (see letter above + NEIMME-JBA-8-842, all three 

letters). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to Charles Carlow, Leven, enclosing 5 letters of introduction to 

managers on behalf of his son, all being accessible from Sunderland (see two letters above + NEIMME-JBA-8-842, all 

three letters). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-844 

14th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, London, asking 

for permission to begin proceedings against the owners, agent or manager of the Beuarty colliery in Kinross and Fife 

owned by the Lochore and Capeldrae Gas and Oil company for breaching Section 16 of the Coal Mines Regulation act 

of 1887 by working coal from its five feet seam in the month of May with the use of only one shaft or outlet. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-845/846 

14th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, London, replying to a letter asking 

for information about accidents that occurred on railways at the surface of collieries, metalliferous mines and 

quarries. He refers the Secretary to sections of his Annual Report, of which he returns a copy, showing that in 1898, 

no accidents occurred at mines under the Coal Mines act on the surface to persons involved in coupling or 

uncoupling, as shown in his no.11 table. He adds that pages 21 and 22 of his report contain brief descriptions of the 

fatal accidents that occurred on surface railways and tramways at mines caused by other means. He also refers to 

page 30 of his report which shows that no accidents occurred while coupling or uncoupling wagons on surface 

railways of mines covered by the Metalliferous mines act either. Page 33 of the Report shows that there was one 

non-fatal accident connected to the railways, sidings etc. inside Quarries during 1898, and one fatal and five non-

fatal accidents of a similar character outside the Quarries. He describes the fatal accident on page 36 of his report, 

but notes that neither it or any of the non-fatal accidents were due to accidents occurring while coupling of 

decoupling wagons apart from one of the non-fatal accidents which happened while a tail chain of a horse was being 

disengaged from a wagon. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-847 

14th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Brown and company, Edinburgh, saying that he disagrees with the 

companies' reading of the Mines act suggesting that the five feet seam of their mine at Beaurty colliery has an 

adequate second outlet and has applied to the Home Secretary for leave to begin proceedings against them. He asks 

for the name of the agent of the mine (see NEIMME-JBA-8-844 above). 

The second from J. B. Atkinson to J.S. Martin, Her Majesty's Inspectors of Mines, explaining that, regarding the 

minutes taken at the Inspectors meeting, the chairman of the meeting reads out the correspondence he has had 



with the Secretary of State rather than his colleagues and if he wishes to complain about the resolution made 

regarding safety lamps he should probably write direct to the Secretary. He also notes that the lamps from South 

Wales were not referred to in a Mr. Robson's request or with the concurrence of the meeting. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-848 

15th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing an application 

from his Assistant Inspector of Mines, Mr. McLaren, for leave from his official duties during the month of July. He 

notes that if his application is granted, the work he would normally carry out can be adequately made up by himself 

and his other Assistant Inspector, Mr. H. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of 

James Penman (see NEIMME-JBA-8-849 below). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-849 

15th June 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-848, 2nd letter above) on the death 

of James Penman.The 73 year old miner was employed in the parrot seam of the no.1 pit at Muiredge colliery.He 

was fatally injured by a fall of roof stone at his working place at about 12 p.m. on the 9th of May 1899. He died on 

the 7th June.  He appeared to be wedging or picking down some coal when the roof fell, with stone sufficient to fill 

two hutches. Smith Anderson, from the next wall below, and the deceased's son William Penman from a wall further 

on, came at once to the deceased's aid and freed him from the stone. James Thomson had inspected the area at 9.15 

that morning, 45 minutes before the beginning of the deceased's shift and found it to be safe, but had not carried 

out his second inspection at the time of the accident. The back oversman Joseph Lyal inspected the area 

immediately after the accident and took measurements, noting that the fall came away from a lype. The manager 

has promised to provide a plan, but need not be cited as a witness, according to Mr. Atkinson, suggesting the other 

men mentioned will be adequate for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-850 

16th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of D. 

Murray and injury to John Stewart by H. Johnstone and returning the received police report on same. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to H.T. Stockdale, Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College, 

providing comments and suggested alterations to papers leading to a proposed mining diploma. He provides 

alterations to questions regarding Mining Law and dressing of minerals to make the questions concerned clearer. He 

also suggests another question on mining law is difficult to answer, as the acts bearing on the point mentioned are 

few although those which have other properties also are many,asking for the question's scope to be limited. He adds 

that questions relating to safety lamps and practicable methods of working coal might profitably be added to the list, 



along with one relating to the provision in the Mines acts for their treatment of injured persons. He concludes by 

noting that he will remain at his Holiday home at Lundin Links in Fife until the end of August. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-851 

 

18th June/21st June 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to G.M. Callender, Westminster, London, saying he has not yet got the 

specimens relating to his proposed method of making bricks from shale but expects them soon from Glasgow (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-821 etc). He tells him he will call at his address the next Monday at 11a.m. to discuss the matter 

further. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Taylor, Checkweigher, Overtown, Wishaw, dated 21st June, promising to 

look further into the question of a confiscated hutch at Cambusnethan colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to R.W. Dron, Mining Engineer, Glasgow, dated 21st June, asking him 

for his opinion on the competence of a John Wood in surveying, plotting and taking out quantities (of coal?) and 

whether he would be a useful man to have in a Mining Engineer's office. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-852 

23rd June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Cavintable Gas and Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that the company 

have discontinued the working of the six foot coal and nine feet coal at Auchintilloch colliery and have sent the plan 

of these seams to the Home Office. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-853 

23rd June/24th June 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Bottomley and Liddle, Patent Agents, Glasgow, telling the agents he does not wish to 

complete his proposed patent for making bricks from oil shale (see NEIMME-JBA-8-851,1st letter etc). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Keddie, procurator fiscal depute, Peebles, informing him that the case of the 

accident leading to the death of Charles Gallocher does not fall under his jurisdiction or that of his department. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to H.G. Wilson, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories, Dundee, dated 24th June, 

proposing that he takes the lime kilns at the Charlestown Lime Works in connection with all the Lime Works. He adds 

that only two or three men usually work the kilns, the vast majority being employed to work in the mines and 

quarries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-854 



23rd June/24th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, referring to objections to Rule 9 and Rule 22 referring to time taken 

to recharge shots in a wet hole and the signing of reports. He believes that both Rules should stand, the objections 

to them being exaggerated with no objections made to them by any of the quarrymasters of the large quarries near 

Aberdeen where similar wet conditions prevail. The shortening of time between recharging shots from 30 to 15 

minutes, he argues, allows wet holes to be dealt with more rapidly and only the two or three men recharging 

affected, with the firemen allowed to wait the normal 30 minutes before recharging and the rest of the men allowed 

to leave immediately after each shot. He adds that if the recharging on wet ground demands to be dealt with more 

quickly even than that the operation could be carried out during the dinner hour or at the close of the working day. 

The rule regarding report writing, Mr. Atkinson argues, is similar to a rule in force at all mines and most quarries 

whereby signed reports prove that areas have been examined daily. He adds that no special person need be 

appointed to such a task, the person  at present in charge being able to arrange them. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 24th June, remarking that after the decision to take no 

further action in a present case involving a miner/checkweigher complaint, and after a conversation with Sir K.G. 

Digby and William Cunnynghame at the Home Office, he has decided to revert to his former practice whereby he will 

only refer such cases to the Home Office where they involve problems of more than ordinary difficulty or where a 

prosecution seems desirable. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-855 

24th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Colin Dunlop and company, Quarter collieries, Hamilton, confirming that the 

company has abandoned their Ell coal workings in their no.5 pit at Quarter colliery and returning their tracing of the 

workings there which he asks them to send directly to the Secretary of State at Whitehall in London. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-856 

26th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Robert Grant, Larkhall, confirming that he and his company are now working 

coal at Newhomerigg colliery and that their company name has been changed to the Plotcock Brick and Minerals 

company. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-857 

26th June/27th June 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, Lund and East Lothian Miners Association, Dalkeith, confirming receipt of a 

notice as to the danger from the hauling engine used at the Jubilee Dook at Newbattle colliery and promising to look 

further into the situation. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, reporting and forwarding on a letter 

received from a Mr. Delavingne regarding detonators which he asks him to return with his own observations. He 

remarks further on two rules regarding detonators which were not adopted, the first because he believes it was 

thought it would lead to constant errors rendering the accounting of little value, but admitting he cannot remember 

why the second was not adopted. He adds that he believes electric detonators were included in the rules, although 

this was not explicitly mentioned. He also encloses two copies of Special Rules, specifying that Rules 2 and 3 of the 

Additional Special Rules refer to mid-workings. These rules, he continues, are in force but their effectiveness in 

preventing accidents is undermined by constant non-observance of them. He concludes that he will be glad to see 

him when he can get away and thanks him for an Australian book. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-858 

27th June/28th June 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson on Home Office Service to Mr. Jordan, Home Office, Whitehall, London, confirming that 

the price of coal in Perthshire is the same as the price in Fifeshire. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, promising to enquire further into thew 

checkweigher John Lucas's complaint about the ventilation at Barblues colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, dated 28th June, enclosing a report on the death 

of Alexander Hay by Mr. McLaren. 

  

NEIMME-JBA-8-859 

28th June 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, giving his thoughts on the position of mining inspectors when they act 

in cases where owners and managers are accused under the Mines Act or other criminal law. He explains that he 

sees no contradiction in allowing Mining Inspectors to give evidence in cases they have instigated as procurator 

fiscals act as their legal agent in court. He does, however, believe that the Mining Inspectors should be seen as the 

real complainers in these cases and their names should if possible be named as such. He adds that there should also 

be no difficulty if an Assistant Inspector is called to give evidence, but admits that half of the cases brought usually 

require Inspectors to give evidence of some sort. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-860/861 (see overleaf) 

28th June 1899 

Plan of Woodside pit in Netherburn owned by the Woodside Coal company under Joseph Hutchison in which the 

working of  Upper Ell, Ell,Pyotshaw, Main and Splint coal was discontinued on the 27th August 1898 as the coals 

were exhausted as far as remuneration was concerned. The plan was drawn up by Robert Wilson Dron, Civil Mining 

Engineer, and concerned Majestic Meridian, being approved by J.B. Atkinson.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-862/863 (see overleaf) 



28th June 1899 

Plan of Philpstoun pit at Linlithgow owned by James Ross and company in which the working of the Broxburn shale 

was discontinued on the 14th February 1899 due to exhaustion. The plan was carried out by James Henderson, 

Mining Surveyor and approved (for both?) by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-864/865 (see overleaf) 

28th June 1899 

Plan of Haudaxwood pit at West Calder owned by William Dixon Ltd of Coatbridge in which the working of Curdley 

Brimstone(?) was discontinued on the 26th July 1898 due to it having become unremunerative. The plan was carried 

out by Walter Weir, Mining Engineer and Surveyor concerning Majestic Meridian, and approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-866 

30th June/3rd July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to John Bogie, procurator fiscal, Kinross, promising to call on him on 

the afternoon of 3rd July regarding the Beuarty prosecution unless it proves inconvenient. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Malcolm Delavingne, Home Office, dated 3rd July, apprising him of the conclusions 

he and his brother W.H. (Bill) Atkinson jointly made concerning his questions about detonators (see NEIMME-JBA-8-

857,2nd letter). On the 1st provisional rule, it was found that any provisional system for accounting for detonators 

was so liable to failure it would prove of little value and could hinder the use of detonators and the use of safety 

explosions while the second was initially approved but was then thought could be applied to all detonators and not 

just those for mines and quarries (at a later date?) He concludes that electric detonators were assumed to be 

included in the Rules without being specifically mentioned. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-867 

1st July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A. Barrie, Manager, Brownrigg colliery, Longriggend, confirming that John 

Nimmo and sons have commenced to sink for two pits on the lands of Luckenburn and North Glentore in Lanark to 

be called the no.7 and 8 pits at Broadrigg. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-868 

2nd July 1899 

Plan containing statistics for June 1899 signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-869 



June 1899 

Plan containing statistics, conditions and prices with nil written through the bottom signed by J.B. Atkinson (see 

overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-870 

3rd July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Edward Wilson 

by Mr. H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-871 

3rd July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing list no. 18 of 

Quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt the revised code of Special Rules under the Quarries act of 1894  when 

they are proposed by the Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-8-812 etc.) 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-872 

3rd July 1899 

List no. 18 of quarries whose owners agree to the revised code of Special Rules under the Quarries act of 1894 when 

proposed by the Secretary of State, containing information on Eastmains and Craigton Hill Quarries in Linlithgow, 

owned by John McKnight and Son Ltd of Edinburgh and Roxburgh and Forrest of Winchburgh respectively. The main 

material worked by the quarries are recorded as Sandstone and Whonstone(?) respectively. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-873 

3rd July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, concerning a proposed bill 

introduced in the House of Commons in which the provisions of Sections 12 to 15 of the Coal Mines act of 1887 will 

be applied to all Quarries under the Quarries act. Since most quarrymen are paid by the hour, and not by how much 

material they work, he can see little point in providing facilities for checkweighing at quarries, although he does 

acknowledge that some quarrymen working limestone, shale or clay are paid by the amount of mineral gotten by 

them. Despite his doubts, he promises to ascertain the attitudes of both quarryowners and quarrymen to the 

proposition and report further on the matter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-874 

3rd July/5th July 1899 

Two letters-  



The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-873. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Gilmour, Lanarkshire Miners Union, Hamilton, dated 5th July, promising to look 

further into the question of weighing at Carbarns colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-875 

8th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to D. Gilmour, Lanarkshire Miners Union, Hamilton, promising to look further 

into the weighing dispute at Wilsontown. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, on Home Office business, to Mr. Johnstone, Glasgow, telling him to make an early 

visit to Kinneil colliery to enquire into a hutch shaft accident. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-876 

8th July/10th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to C.G. Troup, Home Office, returning a circular sent by him regarding accidents from falls 

with some suggestions on altering the wording. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, Home Office, dated 10th July, suggesting that a plan of a Glowton 

colliery located at Stane, Shotts sent to him by Mr. Morrison, the manager of Kepplewell collieries, a colliery he has 

not heard of, may in fact refer to Springrigg colliery, an abandoned plan which should be in the list provided but is 

not. He apologises for the fact he cannot check this since the letter books involved are locked up at his home while 

he is elsewhere but he adds that the colliery may be able to be identified since the first plan was mislaid and a 

second one provided for for which the Home Office paid a fee. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-877 

10th July 1899 

Four letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to C. Carlow, Leven, asking him for his views on the proposed new rules to be 

inserted in the next Explosives Order regarding the use of detonators. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.G. Dixon, Bent colliery, Hamilton, asking him for his views on the 

proposed new rules to be inserted in the next Explosives Order regarding the use of detonators.  

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Aiken,Cadzow colliery, Hamilton, asking him for his views on the 

proposed new rules to be inserted in the next Explosives Order regarding the use of detonators.  

The fourth from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Thomas Thomson, Eddlewood colliery, Hamilton, asking him for his views 

on the proposed new rules to be inserted in the next Explosives Order regarding the use of detonators.  



  

NEIMME-JBA-8-878 

10th July 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to H. Telfer, Clydesdale, Uddingston, asking him for his views on the proposed 

new rules to be inserted in the next Explosives Order regarding the use of detonators.  

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, asking him for his views on 

the proposed new rules to be inserted in the next Explosives Order regarding the use of detonators.  

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Russell, Coltness Iron Works, Newmains, asking him for his views on the 

proposed new rules to be inserted in the next Explosives Order regarding the use of detonators.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-879 

8th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to The Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, explaining that the reason why he 

has not made any report on the subjects raised in the two Home Office circulars is that no cases requiring reports on 

these subjects have been brought to his attention. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Lanarkshire Miners Federation, Largs, promising to look further into the 

question of ventilation at Sitehill, Bellfield Collieries. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-880 

10th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of John Laing. 

The 54 year old surfaceman was killed when he stuck the top of his head against a bolt on the buffer of an engine or 

some other projection at around 8 a.m. on the 31st June 1899 at Durie colliery where he was under the employ of 

the Fife Coal company. He was working as a shunter for Philip Keddie, the pug engineman, on the day of the 

accident, the regular shunter being off work. Mr. Keddie was arranging to run empty wagons into different roads in 

the pit and during the course of his work the deceased was required to cross the rails to shift the points. Shortly after 

this Mr. Keddie found him lying underneath a wagon but clear of it, noticing that he was bleeding slightly from a 

wound on the top of his head. The pithead contractor, John Sharp, noticed the deceased at around the same time. 

The wagon involved was thought to be at rest or only moving very slowly at the time of the accident. Mr. Atkinson 

suggests the persons mentioned will be adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Laing (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-881 



10th July/11th July 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to R. Calder, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, Broughty Ferry, 

asking him to send instructions for candidates from the exams board regarding qualifications required for 

management certificates to his holiday address at Lundin Links, Fife. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to J.A. Hood, Lothian Coal company, Edinburgh, dated 11th July, asking him 

to allow G.A. Hutchison, a mining engineer from Longton, Staffordshire, permission to inspect the winding 

arrangements at Newbattle.  

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to G.A. Hutchison, Longton, Staffordshire, dated 11th July, confirming receipt 

of his request to inspect the winding arrangement at Newbattle colliery inside a letter from his brother W.H (Bill) 

Atkinson. He also encloses a letter he has sent to J.A. Hood which he believes will allow him to do so (see letter 

above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-882 

11th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan (?) regarding information as to Special Rules asking him to send a copy (?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-883 

12th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, forwarding an application 

by his Assistant Inspector, H.Johnstone, to take a leave of absence not exceeding thirty days between the dates of 

the 1st August and the 31st of October 1899. He adds that Mr. Johnstone does not propose to leave the district 

during this time and that the arrangement has proven very convenient in previous years as it enables pressing 

matters to be dealt with without delay and Mr. Johnstone can take his holiday when the work offers him the 

opportunity. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-884 

13th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to C. Carlow, Fife Coal company, Leven, confirming the appointment of Richard 

Berry as the undermanager of Durie colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-885 

13th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to W. H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning a police report and 

enclosing a report by H. Johnstone on the death of Daniel McGhee. 



The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson asking him to send a form from his demand 

book so he can order copies of Quarry Special Rules to be printed as his demand book is at his home which is closed 

for the summer. He dissuades him from visiting his holiday home in the near future as one of his maids is suffering 

from pneumonia and until the maids mother who has arrived to care for her has left he cannot see them as being 

able to take any visitors. He hopes all will be well by the latter part of August. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-886 

13th July/14th July 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Robert Scott 

by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Allan, Associated Fire Engine Keepers Office, Buckleaven, promising to look 

further into the question of the employing of an underage Engineman at Dysart colliery. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to A.J. Eagleton, Home Office, dated 14th July, informing him that in cases where 

owners, managers and agents are prosecuted under the approval or direction of the Secretary of State the complaint 

is sometimes in his name and sometimes in the name of the relevant procurator fiscal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-887 

15th July/17th July 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to M.Mackay, manager, Newbattle Collieries, Dalkeith, confirming receipt of information 

regarding the death of Andrew Latham. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.F. Stockdale, Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College, dated 17th July, 

stating that after looking over the papers of a Mr. A.L. Du Toit regarding his Mining Diploma examination he believes 

him to be worthy of receiving the Diploma. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, dated 17th July, enclosing a report on the 

death of Charles Wilson by H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-888 

15th July/17th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to W. Hudspith and company, Carbarns colliery, Wishaw, remarking that checkweighers 

are not authorised by the Mines Act to interfere with miners pins or tokens apart from ascertaining to whom they 

belong. He adds, however, that he thinks that the changing of the tare of the hutches which took place on the 3rd of 

July at their Carbarns colliery  was an irregular procedure as the alteration of 14 pounds only applied to three empty 

hutches which was too small a number to base a tare upon and that the checkweigher was not allowed to check this 

altered procedure, with the act specifying that where there is a checkweigher no tare should be taken without him 



being present. He adds that until a new tare is arranged in the checkweigher's presence they should revert to the 

tare in place before it was revised. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.G. Patterson, Dysart collieries, dated 17th July, informing him he has been 

informed that a young man named Combe under 22 years of age has been employed as an engineman at the Lady 

Blanche pit and raised and lowered men in contravention of General Rule 22 of the Coal Mines act and asks him to 

provide further information on the affair. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-889 

15th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, London, enclosing a copy of the 

printed instructions to candidates issued by the Mines Examination Board for his district showing the qualifications 

candidates need for Managers certificates. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-890 

17th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Armour and Paterson, Hopetown Quarry, Winchburgh, on the subject of Hopetown. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-891 

17th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Bowden Lime company, A. Lang, secretary, Bo'ness, on the subject of Kettlestone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-892 

17th July/18th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to C.G. Troup, Home Office, on the subject of detonators. He remarks that he has 

consulted with some of the leading mine owners and mining engineers in his district for the revised draft of rules for 

insertion(?) in the next Explosives Order. He says that the verdict of this collection of experts was that some rules are 

necessary and that suggestions that were made have been added, along with Mr. Atkinson's own notions in an 

enclosed altered copy of the rules. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 18th July, enclosing a report on the 

death of James MacAuley by Mr. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-893 

20th July 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Townhill Colliery company, Dunfermline, confirming that the company is 

abandoning its no. 8 pit at the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-894 

20th July 1894 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Townhill Colliery company, Dunfermline, confirming the appointment of 

Thomas Boreland (Jnr?) as the manager of the colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-895 

19th July/20th July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by Dunnikier 

colliery for their no.1 Panny Pit Glasace(?) seam under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act providing no more 

than 20 persons are allowed to work underground at any one time in connection with the single shaft, no fire is used 

underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the 

exemption expires on the 31st March 1900. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 20th July, telling him that 

a Mr Park should be asked to provide the fireman's report book and the lamps found in the pit in connection with 

the Beuarty Explosion Inquiry if he has not done so already. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-896 

20th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to D. Thomson, Edinburgh, remarking that he has not heard that a Mr. Roxburgh is leaving 

(a pit? colliery?) in Alloa  and has not met any of the owners there apart from a brief meeting with a young Mr. 

Mitchell so cannot help directly with his attempt to become general manager there. He adds, however, that he will 

be glad to add a reference in which he remarks that he would make an excellent general manager, having the broad 

experience necessary for such a post. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-897 

22nd July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to L. Caldwell, Pumpherston mines, Mid-Calder, confirming that the 

Pumpherston Oil company have started a new opening at the South Side of the works to work the Dallbank seams of 

shale with the name of the proposed mine being the no.5 at the Pumpherston colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-898 

22nd July 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, asking for leave to begin 

proceedings against A.G. Patterson, the certificated manager of Dysart colliery near Kirkcaldy in Fife owned by the 

Earl of Rosslyn's collieries for a contravention of General Rule 24 Section 49 of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887 

by employing an engineman under the age of 22 at a pit which is entered by means of machinery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-899 

22nd July 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, (for R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-900, 1st letter below) on the 

death of William Hood. The 32 year old miner was killed by a fall of coal at the face of his working place in the great 

seam of the no.2 brake South in the no.59 level of the no.12 incline at Niddrie colliery at about 9.30 p.m. on the 19th 

July. He notes that the seam is highly inclined and is worked longwall. At the time of the accident, the miner Andrew 

Morrison was working with the deceased in a seam next to him and they were both about to finish their shift which 

had begun at 2 p.m. that afternoon. Mr Morrison  was just about to get a gib when he heard a sudden knock and he 

saw a fall of coal (about 10 cwt, including ironstone) at the workface of the deceased which partly buried him. At 

that point Samuel Watson from a place to the South and another miner Charles Devine came to help the deceased 

out of the coal (the former having subsequently been killed himself). The fireman Johnstone Yardley had examined 

the place before the deceased began work and found it safe. The fireman Robert Logan, who worked during the 

deceased's shift, had not made the second inspection at the time of the accident but was nearby and there 

immediately after. Mr. Atkinson notes that when he visited the place he found a fair amount of timber available for 

support and one or two loose trees. He adds that the coal came away from a lipe and keen(?) parting. He concludes 

that the manager will provide a plan of the area involved and that Mr. Morrison, Mr. Devine and the two firemen, 

Logan and Yardley should be called as witnesses in the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-900 

22nd July 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of William 

Hood (see NEIMME-JBA-8-899 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to John Bogie, procurator fiscal, Kinross, remarking that he has 

amended the complaint sent to him regarding the Beuarty Colliery which he received from Mr. Bogie along with a 

letter and returns these along with two letters from the procurator fiscal depute, R. Weir, on the subject. He regrets 

he does not have the address of Mr. Park, the acting certificated manager of Beauarty from the 24th March after the 

accident to the previous manager Mr. Ferguson on the 15th March but that the local police will be able to provide 

this. He adds that the police will also be able to provide the number of persons employed and this will also be stated 

at the public inquiry happening on Monday. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-901 

26th July 1899 

Three letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to D. Gilmour, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, promising to look further into 

the dispute at Carbarns colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.J. Eagleton, Home Office, telling him that the abandoned plans for Woodside 

colliery were sent to the Home Office around the 29th June. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of James 

Paton by Mr. H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-902 

26th July/27th July/28th July 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Michael 

Loftus by Mr. Johnstone. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 27th July, enclosing a report on the 

death of James Eaton by Mr. Johnstone (see overleaf). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated 28th July, enclosing a report on the 

death of Samuel Watson by Mr. H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-903/904 (see overleaf) 

29th July 1899 

Plan of Drumshangie colliery near Monkland in Airdrie owned by the Drumshangie Coal company, Airdrie, where the 

Musselband and Virtuewell coal worked in the 11th and 12th pit respectively, were abandoned in October 1898 as 

the coals were exhausted as far as being remunerative. The plan was drawn up by the Civil Mining Engineers 

McCreaths and Stevenson, Glasgow, and approved by J.B. Atkinson, working on the magnetic meridian system. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-905/906(see overleaf) 

29th July 1899 

Plan of Rosewell colliery in Lochgelly owned by the Rosewell Gas Coal company, Edinburgh, and abandoned for 

working the Rosewell Gas Coal on the 23rd May 1898 due to it being exhausted as far as remuneration was 

concerned. The plan was compiled by a (untitled) certificated manager and approved by J.B. Atkinson using the 

magnetic meridian system. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-907 

29th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Netherburn Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of 

William Riddell as the manager of Bentrigg (?) colliery in the room Of Walter Bart. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-908/909 

29th July 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, remarking on his 

thoughts regarding the resolution made by the Mines Inspectors at a recent meeting regarding the establishment of 

Special Rules for Safety Lamps under Section 1(i)(a) of the Coal Mines Regulations act of 1896 and his replies to the 

questions asked therein. He notes that unless gas is found in considerable quantity in mines owners are unwilling to 

use safety lamps since miners expect an increased tonnage rate for using them to work the coal. He adds that about 

a dozen collieries in the Hamilton area and the Kinneil colliery in Linlithgowshire are worked exclusively with safety 

lamps, while at the remaining collieries the lamps are only used occasionally. He adds that the reasons for his 

proposed rules include the notoriety for small explosions in Scottish mining districts which, although rarely extensive 

disasters, still add up to a bad record, with 6 fatal gas explosions in the last year compared with only eight more in 

the entire Kingdom while also having 69 non-fatal explosions against 81 others in the Kingdom. His only answer to 

improving the record in mines is either increasing the use of safety lamps or showing increased care in ventilating 

and supervising the workings. His proposal that 2 ignitions in a year would lead to the enforced use of safety lamps, 

would, in his opinion, lead owners to take more care in preventing explosions. He adds that he can see no reason 

why these new Rules could not be established immediately unless the planned Mines bill was brought forward which 

might allow the new Rule to be made a General rather than Special one and that the Secretary of State should be 

able to propose it for the whole country. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-910 

29th July 1899 

Three letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-908/909. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Colonel Borthwick, Chief Constable, Edinburgh, confirming that he has noted the 

cases in the Lothians and Peebles where Quarries and Pits need attention regarding fencing and returns his letter in 

which the concerns were pointed out. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to A. J. Eagleston, Home Office, confirming that he plans to send the plans of abandoned 

pits no.11 and 12 to the Home Office immediately and that he will send amended plans of the Lock End Day Mine at 

Elgin, the no.1 pit at High Longridge and Camelon colliery soon to the Home Office also. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-911 

29th July 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-912, 1st letter below) on the 

death of John Bower. The 45 year old miner was killed by a fall of roof stone at his work place in the mynhors (?) 

seam of the no.2 Colton pit at Elgin colliery at about 8a.m. on the 21st July. At the time of the accident, the 

deceased, another miner Erskine Hunter and the miner and sawer John Carmichael were working in the level of the 

seam parallel to a hitch and stripping it on the low side. The seam was overlaid with blaes and Mr. Atkinson notes 

that although the roof was fairly good it was lypy (sic) at the place of the accident. Joseph Hunter, the fireman, had 

examined the area at 5.30 that morning and thought it safe and had also seen the deceased and his workmates in 



the pit bottom later, reporting them safe also. All three were engaged on the face when the accident took place and 

the deceased was fastened down. While Hunter and Carmichael were trying to free the deceased, another fall 

occurred which fastened Carmichael. Carmichael was eventually freed not much worse for wear after Hunter got 

assistance but by that time Bower was dead. There was thought to be more than enough trees around at the face 

should support have been thought necessary, one or two of which may have been swung by the fall. He adds that 

the manager Mr. Cook will provide a plan of the area and the men named would appear to be the necessary 

witnesses to call for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-912 

29th July/30th July/1st August 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of 

John Bower (see NEIMME-JBA-8-911 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, dated 30th July, suggesting he come to stay 

at his holiday home either around the 12th or 13th August or the 25th or 26th August, since he will not be there 

from the 18th to the 23rd of the month. He adds that their troubles are over and the sick maid has left (see 

NEIMME-JBA-8-885, 2nd letter). He adds that a Mr. Herbert had to be put off and he is now planning to visit for a 

few days from the 2nd August. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 1st August, enclosing a report on the 

death of Thomas Hay by Mr.H. Johnstone. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-913 

1st August/2nd August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to A.J. Eagleston, Home Office, explaining that the abandoned plans for Woodside 

Colliery in Fife are at present with the owners for amendment, Mr. Atkinson not recognising the colliery under that 

name when asked about it in his first letter, knowing it by the name of Baldastard by which he believed it to be 

usually known. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to John Bogie, procurator fiscal, Kinross, dated 2nd August, 

remarking on the complaint he has received regarding Beuarty colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-8-900, 2nd letter). He 

affirms he will attend the case hearing on the 8th August if Mr. Bogie will tell him the hour it will take place. He 

suggests that the oversman Mr. Duncan should be cited as a witness to provide more exact numbers of men 

employed since Mr. Park could only provide an estimate of about a dozen. He adds that prosecuting Mr. Park is not 

his preferred option since he believes the company would be a more apt target but submits that Mr. Park is probably 

as legally responsible for the breach as the company. He also notes that he hopes he has a copy of the report of the 

proceedings at the inquiry as these will prove useful at the hearing and asks his advice for a reply to a Mr. Brown. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-914 

2nd August 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Edinburgh collieries Company, Wallyford, Musselburgh, confirming the 

appointment of Donald Rowan as the manager of the companies' collieries in the room of a Mr. Dew (?) Stewart. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-915 

2nd August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, confirming the appointments of 

John Kelso and Andrew Thomson as the managers of Termegan and Fairhill collieries respectively, the former in the 

room of Walter Gibb. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-916 

July 1899 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-917 

July 1899 

Plan containing statistics and nil written through the bottom (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-918 

3rd August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to R. McLaren asking him to investigate the concerns raised by a Mr. 

Gilmour regarding the Carbarns complaint. He encloses also a Home Office paper on the subject, a letter from the 

company and a report made by Mr. Johnstone. He also encloses the letter he sent to the company on the 15th July 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-888, 1st letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-919 

5th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, informing him of his 

receipt of a telegram by the Miners' Agent Mr. Gilmour complaining about the conduct of the owner of Carbarns 

colliery regarding his treatment of the checkweigher there (see NEIMME-JBA-8-918 above). He encloses a report 

made by Mr. McLaren on the subject but adds that it does not make clear whether the checkweigher is still active at 

the colliery and he is unable to ask him immediately. He promises to telegraph with Mr. Bell's particulars the 

following Monday. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-920 

5th August 1899 



Two letters- 

The first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of Thomas 

Strang. The 49 year old quarryman was injured when a large stone fell over and pinned him against the face of the 

quarry, breaking both his legs, on the 30th June 1899 at Swallowsburn Quarry. He died of his injuries at the 

Dunfermline Cottage Hospital on the 29th July. At the time of the accident, the quarry foreman Adam Hunter and a 

Neil Mackenzie were waiting for the crane to lift said stone which was standing on its edge near the quarry face and 

weighed about 23 cwt. The deceased had took up a pick and was picking the stone when it fell over with the 

aforementioned circumstances. The stone was at once cased off him by pinch (?) and he was removed. Mr. Atkinson 

suggests the persons named will be adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death 

of Thomas Strang (see letter above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-921 

5th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, regarding a complaint made against A.G. 

Patterson by James Allan of the Associated Fire Engine-Keepers of Fife for the employment of an underage person to 

raise and lower persons in a hutch at the Blanche pit at Dysart colliery. He adds that he wishes the name of the 

complainant to be kept quiet as these were his instructions. He adds that when he questioned Mr. Combe about the 

matter he admitted that he raised and lowered persons in the hutch and that he was 19 years old (see NEIMME-JBA-

8-888, 2nd letter). He adds that the rule being contravened was General Rule 24, Section 49 of the Coal Mines 

Regulation act of 1887. He adds that the lead police officer will be able to supply Mr. Combes' full name and address 

and the dates he acted illegally as engineman. He also adds his belief that Mr. Patterson will probably plead guilty to 

the offence, in which case he believes a moderate fine of about three pounds should suffice as punishment. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Bogie, procurator fiscal, Kinross, asking him to send the order for Mr. Park to 

provide the colliery plan concerning the Beuarty complaint and that he will attend (the hearing) at eleven o'clock the 

next Tuesday (see NEIMME-JBA-8-913, 2nd letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-922 

5th August 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-923, 1st letter below) on the death of 

Robert Cunningham. The 45 year old miner was killed by a fall of coal in the Dysart seam of the Randolph pit at 

Dysart colliery at about 6.30 a.m. on the 29th July 1899. Pillars had been formed above in which 4 inches of coal 

were ready to be worked, 2 of which were to be taken down by the deceased. This overcutting was usually affected 

on both sides of the place. At the end of working a brig (?) of head coal was left to be taken out last thing. At the 

time of the accident, the deceased had cut the coal up only on the left side of his place and was removing the brig 

when the fall took place. His son Thomas Cunningham was present when the accident happened while his other son 

Robert was there soon after. His brother William Cunningham, the fireman, had examined the area at about 5.30 

a.m. and found some of the stone loose but seemingly had not notified his brother of this when he saw him at the 

station although he had chalked the loose coal as a warning. William Miller, another miner, arrived at the scene of 

the accident soon after it took place. He found very little timber was used for shoring during the working of the 



seam. He concludes that the manager will prepare a plan of the working area and that the men mentioned would be 

adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-923 

5th August 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of Robert 

Cunningham (see NEIMME-JBA-8-922 above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, Edinburgh, informing him that Mr. Park was liable for the complaint 

made against Beuarty Colliery as managers are the ones found liable in such cases of any breach in the observance of 

the Mines act (see NEIMME-JBA-8-921, 2nd letter etc). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson, on Home Office Service, to Mr. McLaren, Mine Inspector, Uddingston, asking him for 

immediate clarification as to whether Mr. Hawthorne is now acting as checkweigher at Carbarns colliery. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-924 

6th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to W. Thorneycroft, Stirling, telling him he will be glad to provide 

information on the North of England Coal fields but cannot visit Stirling as he has his brother and his wife staying at 

his holiday home for the next week and the week after he is going shooting. He suggests that he should visit Lundin 

Links during the next week and if he visits on Friday the 11th of August he could see a Mr. Vardon playing golf there. 

In a postscript he suggests he should bring his clubs for a round of his own. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, on Home Office Service, to Mr. Hudspith, Wishaw, asking him if Mr. Hawthorne is 

now working as the checkweigher at Carbarns colliery and asking him to reply immediately to his address at Lundin 

Links. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-925 

7th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, on Home Office business, to the Under-Secretary of State, Home Office, London, 

remarking that since the acting dispute seems settled regarding checkweighing at Carbarns colliery he does not think 

it necessary to prosecute, noting he has sent out a paper on the subject that day. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, enclosing letters from the miners agent, Mr. Gilmour, complaining 

of the conduct of a Mr. Riddle, one of the owners of Carbarns colliery, in regards to his altering the tares of hutches, 

a report by Mr. H. Johnstone on the subject, a letter from the company regarding the actions of the checkweigher 

there, another letter from Mr. Gilmour complaining about Mr. Riddle's treatment of the checkweigher and a copy of 

the report by Mr. McLaren on the subject of the checkweighers actions. He then notes that he has been informed 



that the checkweigher is now acting as such at the colliery and encloses the two telegrams he received on that 

subject. He then refers to his letter to the owners of the colliery advising them of the legal position of the company 

as regards the checkweigher and the change to the tareing of the hutches (see NEIMME-JBA-8-888,1st letter) and 

also provides a letter he sent to the Secretary of State regarding a similar dispute a year earlier regarding the 

appointment and reappointment of a checkweigher (see NEIMME-JBA-8-375-8,1st letter inclusive). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-926 

7th August 1899 

Continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-925, 2nd letter. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-927 

8th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to William Hudspith and company, Carbarns colliery, Wishaw, confirming receipt of the 3 

plans of the abandoned mines at Green colliery and enclosing them to be sent directly to the Secretary of State at 

the Home Office with covering letters. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to John Bogie, procurator fiscal, Kinross, telling him that if there 

were any grounds for appealing in the Beuarty prosecution case the necessary steps should be taken pending further 

advice on the matter (see NEIMME-JBA-8-921, 2nd letter etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-928 

8th August 1899 

Letter from J. B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, informing 

him that the prosecution of Joseph Park, the manager of Beuarty colliery, before Judge Johnstone for a breach of 

Section 16 of the Coal Mines Registration act of 1887 led to the case being dismissed and expenses awarded to the 

defendant. Mr. Atkinson suggests that procurator fiscal John Bogie, who conducted the case on the Crown's behalf, 

should appeal the decision if any grounds can be found and adds his own opinion that the Lord Advocates' 

department should look into the case (see NEIMME-JBA-8-927, 2nd letter etc). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-929 

8th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Shepherd and Nicholson, Cassindonald Colliery, St. Andrews, confirming that 

the company has sunk a shaft to two seams of coal at Cassindonald which they intend to work. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-930 

8th August 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Anderson, secretary, United Enginekeepers Protective Association of Scotland, 

Penicuik, informing them of his reading of General Rule 24 as regards to the people in charge of machinery that 

allows miners to ascend and descend into pits. He notes that if the miners descend a shaft or incline from the 

surface to their work the machinery should be under the charge of a man over 22 years of age but adds if miners are 

ascending or descending blind pits or blind inclines the male person in charge of the machinery can be 18 or over. He 

adds that if the secretary knows of any disputed cases, he should let him know. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-931` 

9th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to George White, miner, Blackburn, Bathgate, promising to look further into the question 

of ventilation at Riddochhill colliery. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to A. Roxburgh, thanking him for his gift of grapes he received from Mr. 

Johnstone and hoping he enjoys his planned period of well earned leisure. He adds that he will miss his garden and 

greenhouses if he moves from his current house but may well find greater pleasure in establishing new ones. He also 

advises him to continue to play golf as he is a man of active habits and Mr. Atkinson is a great believer in exercise. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-932 

10th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Dixon Ltd, Calder Iron Works, Coalteridge, confirming that the 

company are about to reopen the pit at Landaxwood near Fauldhouse. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-933 

10th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Stuart Foutes, Glasgow, apologising for not being able to give him any further 

information regarding the current address of John Hendrie who was previously with the Culross Coal company. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, granting the application for exemption from 2 shafts by 

Dalquhandy colliery for their six foot seam in their no.4 pit under section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided 

not more than 20 people are allowed to work underground in the seam at any one time, no fire is to be used 

underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and that the 

exemption expires on the 28th February 1900. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-934 

10th August/14th August 1899 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, granting the application for exemption from 2 shafts by Muiravonside 

colliery for their main coal seam at their no.1 pit under section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no more 

than 20 persons are allowed to work underground at any one time, no fire is used for ventilation or any other 

purpose underground, the 2nd shaft is completed as quickly as possible, and the exemption expires on the 28th 

February 1900. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to J.C. Brodie and sons, dated 14th August, expressing his desire to 

meet (Mr. Brodie?) and the Carron company's mining manager to discuss the question of deductions at the Easter 

Law and Shieldhill collieries on either the next Wednesday or Thursday at their offices (see NEIMME-JBA-8-828, 1st 

letter). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-935/936 (see overleaf) 

12th August 1899 

Plan of the High Longridge no.1 pit at Stonehouse owned by Nethandale Colliery and company in which a coal of an 

unknown sort was discontinued due to being unremunerative on the 29th December 1898. The plan was compiled 

by Harry W. Lewis, Mining Engineer, Glasgow, and approved by J.B. Atkinson with the Maquetie system (in use?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-937/938 

12th August 1899 

Plan of the Barnclose colliery in Falkirk owned by John Dunn of Glasgow in which the workings of Main and Ball coal 

were discontinued on the 19th January 1899 due to being unremunerative. The plan also refers to a letter from John 

Dunn's company from the 3rd August 1899. The tracing of the area was made by James Dunn, the son of the owner 

from a survey he made in conjunction with John Phillips,a certificated colliery manager and signed by both as to 

authenticity. The plan is signed by J.B. Atkinson under the maquetie system (used?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-939 

14th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Roxburgh and Forrest, Craigton Hill Quarry, Winchburgh, on the subject of Craigton Hill. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-940 

14th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John McKnight and son, Parsons Green, Edinburgh, on the subject of Eastmains. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-941 

12th August/14th August 1899 

Three letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson to McNaughton and Sinclair, Glasgow, enclosing a copy of Special Rules in Russian with 

samples of sheets for report books and promising to send these Special Rules to managers who employ Poles. He 

adds that the Report Books (he has been sent) appear to be in order. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Beith, Lassodie Mill colliery, Blairadam, confirming his receipt of a letter 

containing the cost of (fire?) and enclosing a postal order for 6 shillings. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan, Home Office, dated 14th August, asking him to provide a hundred forms 

for sending out Quarry rules copied from the form he has enclosed. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-942 

14th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. McAllister and sons, Uddingston, confirming that the company have 

abandoned Lawhill colliery and asking them to send the plan of the colliery which he returns directly to the Home 

Office. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-943 

14th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, reporting on the failure of the prosecution in the Beuarty colliery case 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-927, 2nd letter etc). He reports that he has not seen a newspaper report of the case. He adds 

information on his meetings with the procurator fiscal to discuss the case and his referring him to similar cases that 

took place in the West of Scotland and the convictions that were obtained. He encloses a copy of one of the 

complaints made in those cases with parts underlined showing Mr. Atkinson's additions. He adds that he advised the 

fiscal to obtain a copy of the public inquiry held in Dunfermline in May regarding the explosion that occurred and the 

deaths that resulted along with the plan that was made following this. The fiscal obtained a copy of the proceedings 

but the plan was mislaid in the Crown Office and he had personally been asked if he could supply a copy. He then 

advised him to send an order to the colliery to provide such a plan at the trial. This trial was brought because of the 

colliery's purported contravention of Section 16 of the Coal Mines act. The argument was that as well as work being 

carried out to facilitate the necessary second shaft in the five foot seam of coal by a pair of roads being driven 

through to a point where a second shaft could be sunk (which was permissible under Sections 16 and 18 of the act) 

work was being carried out in the normal way with coal being worked longwall, which wasn't permissible (without an 

official exemption). The pleading diet and trial were held on the same day which was unusual. At the trial the 

relevancy of the complaint was objected to and material relating to the roads being worked was struck out while the 

manager Mr.Park pleaded not guilty. Further problems occurred when the question to the oversman regarding the 

kind of work the miners were engaged in in the seam was objected to and was disallowed by the Sheriff, a question 

which Mr. Atkinson thought needed to be answered to prove the case. The oversman then said he was unable to 

provide the plan which had been asked for and had no power to do so. When Mr. Atkinson was asked whether he 

believed that the colliery had been worked in contravention of Section 16 of the act, this was disallowed also despite 

his testimony that he found no second shaft. With these lines of inquiry disallowed, the Sheriff proceeded to dismiss 

the case and award expenses to Mr. Park. His only explanation for this was that the case had not been prepared with 

sufficient care or properly laid before the court. Despite adding that he does not consider himself competent to 

advise fiscals as to the conduct of a case or the relevancy of a complaint, he considers the argument for a 

contravention undeniable in this case.  

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-944 

14th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-943. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.H. Merivale, Acklington, telling him that the Coltness Iron company, Newmains, 

Lanarkshire and James Nimmo and company of Glasgow both work coal which is nearly anthracitic. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-945 

14th August/16th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to P.W. Turner, Caledonian Mineral company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of 

Alexander T. Walker as the manager of the companies' mines in the room of Thomas Nimmo. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to C.H. Crone, Killingworth, dated 16th August, explaining that although he would love 

to help him in his attempt to apply for a manager's position in Lanarkshire due to their old acquaintainship he fears 

he would do little good as he does not know which company is advertising and he has no knowledge of Mr. Crone's 

mining abilities. He still adds that he will do what he can and adds his condolences for the ill health of Edward (?) and 

asks that his kind regards be sent to him.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-946 

16th August 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh, confirming that John Couper has been appointed as 

the manager of Harburn Limestone (?) and Quarry. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Brand and company, Auldton and Ashgill collieries, Larkhall, confirming the 

appointment of James Sneddon as the manager of the company's collieries. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to John Losshart (?), Oakbank Oil company, Glasgow,confirming that James Dewar has 

taken charge of the Oakbank mines during the leave of absence of J.B. Sneddon between the 11th and 24th August. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-947 

16th August/25th August/26th August 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Loganlea Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of Robert 

Robertson as the manager of the Loganlea and Foulshiel collieries. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 25th August, enclosing a report on the 

death of Thomas McKinnon by Mr. McLaren. 



The third from J.B. Atkinson to W. Thornycroft, dated 26th August, telling him that the enclosed letter from his 

cousin Mr. Brown should answer all his questions about coking coal in Durham. He adds that he believes that the 

best coking coals are being rapidly exhausted although there is considerable room for working second class coking 

seams. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-948 

25th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Raebog Oil company, Airdrie, confirming that the Raebog mine has been 

abandoned and asking that the statutory return be filled up and the plan of the mine be directly sent to the 

Secretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-949 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Littlejohn, Craigton, Bouchary, on the subject of Craigton. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-950 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Hutchison, Aberdeen, on the subject of Racinoir (?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-951  

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Alexander Macdonald and company, Peterhead, on the subject of Stirlinghill. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-952 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Thomas Rubislaw Granite company, Aberdeen, on thwe subject of Rubislaw. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-953 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Edgar Fauld, Aberdeen, on the subject of Hill O'Fare. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-954 



28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.and F. Maurielle, Aberdeen, on the subject of Dancing Cairns and Dyce and Sclattie. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-955 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to William C. Brooks, Aboyne, on the subject of Craig Daw. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-956 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Fyfe, Aberdeen, on the subjects of Courcussie (?), Kenway, Lilyfourie, Louis Forffet 

(?) and Auld Cove. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-957 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Pringle and Gleeson, Aberdeen, on the subjects of Cluiderly (?) and Lynebagger. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-958 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Leith, Aberdeen, on the subjects of Cairncrig, Duneshill and Persley. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-959 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Smith, Aberdeenshire, on the subject of Burnside. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-960 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Heslop, Wilson and company, Peterhead, on the subjects of Blackhill and Thora. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-961 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to George Corbett, Broonhill, New Ritsligo (?), on the subject of Balnassion (?). 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-962 

28th August 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Smith, New Ritsligo, on the subject of Balnassion (?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-963 

26th August/28th August 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, to H. Nisbet, Leven, thanking him for loaning him a copy of Landales Coal 

Fields and adding that their annual stay at their holiday home at Lundin Links has been enjoyable on the whole as 

they plan to leave the next Wednesday afternoon. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Stevenson, Garnock colliery, dated 28th August, trying to account for the 

delayed explosion of a shot at the colliery. He supposes that the only way the accident can be accounted for is if the 

electric current ignited something in the detonator which smouldered and eventually ignited the fulminate and 

exploded the shot. He adds that he has heard that some fulminates contain a small amount of gunpowder above 

them which may explain this if the fulminate had been damp. He adds that he has heard of a similar case in Durham 

but in that case the miner was near the battery at the time and the shot firer had gone to the face to see what was 

wrong. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-964 

28th August 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to William Forbes, Carriage Hirers, Glasgow, asking for a lorry to be 

sent to Queen Street station on the 30th August at 6p.m. to take his luggage home to Foremount Terrace. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to F. Braid, Postmaster, Glasgow, asking that from the last post on 

August 29th, all the letters, telegrams and parcels that had been redirected to his holiday home be directed back to 

his home address at Foremount Terrace, Glasgow. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to J.H. Merivale, Fogston Hall, Acklington, providing information on locations for 

anthracitic coals. He suggests Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, Glasgow, and their five feet seam at Glovcraig in Fife; 

The Fife Coal company in Leven and their five feet or Dunfermline Splint; Kelty colliery and the Oakley colliery, 

Dunfermline. He adds that he may have met C. Carlow the managing director of the Fife coal company when he 

visited Kingussie. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-965 

31st August/3rd September 1899 

Two letters- 



The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, suggesting that the five feet seam at Glencraig colliery may be 

allowed an exemption from 2 shafts despite his scepticism that their professed aim to prove the seam there is true 

having on a previous visit found it lying regular and therefore already proved. Nevertheless, he says the exemption 

can be allowed under Section 18(i) (b) of the Coal Mines act provided that no more than 20 people are employed 

underground at any one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is 

completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 31st March 1899(1900?). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to prepare 12 letters to firms mentioned in the enclosed 

papers about the forthcoming Paris exhibition ready for him to sign. He asks that one be prepared in copying ink and 

the rest in ordinary ink. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-966 

August 1899 

Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-967 

August 1899 

Plan containing statistics and nil through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-968 

4th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R.H. Knox, War Office, Pall Mall, enclosing a list of mines in his district. He notes that he 

has marked with an x the collieries that are situated conveniently for shipment to Ireland the best quality of house 

coal and with an o those collieries that produce a second class house coal. He points out that these collieries produce 

inferior classes of coal at the same time. He apologises that he has no information as to how much coal is shipped to 

Ireland for ordinary household purposes. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-969 

4th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, passing on a letter from 

Thomas Stevenson, the manager of Garnock colliery, describing a delayed explosion of shot charged with 

doctromite(?) and fired by electricity. Mr. Atkinson continues that it had been generally assumed that it was 

perfectly safe to enter a place in which a shot had been attempted by electricity and the cable was then 

disconnected from the battery, but this case and a similar one that he heard about in Durham now casts doubt on 

this assumption. He adds that he visited Garnock colliery but was unable to ascertain anything more than was noted 

in Mr. Stevenson's letter. He then obtained a detonator fitted with wires similar to the one involved in the explosion 

and asks for permission to send it to the Inspector of Explosives so that he can find out his opinion on the matter. 

 



NEIMME-JBA-8-970 

4th September 1899 

Two letters- 

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-8-969. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, telling the receiver that he thinks he has contravened the 

Explosives order by using gunpowder while brushing a horses' road 170 yards from the face in a seam which is not 

naturally wet throughout. He quotes the order's definitions clause no.6 to state that a road includes all roads of any 

description that goes from the shaft to the outlet within 10 yards of the coal face and also Section 1(2) which states 

that the use of any explosive, except a funnelled explosive as defined, is absolutely prohibited from use in all coal 

mines that are not naturally wet throughout and in every dry and dusty part of the mine. He asks for confirmation 

that he has discontinued the practice of using gunpowder for back brushing. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-971 

5th September 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to D. Nicholson, Cassindonald colliery, St. Andrews, asking him to send another copy of 

the Special Rules proposed for the Cassindonald colliery, as two are needed. He adds that one will be sent back in 

due course. He also asks Mr. Nicholson to add to the plan a signed certificate confirming the accuracy of His 

Baldastard mine plan which he encloses along with the date the mine was abandoned. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpans, advising the company to apply directly 

to the Secretary of State in Whitehall for an exemption from two shafts in their splint coal (seam?). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-972 

5th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Shepherd and Nicholson, Cassindonald, Fife, on the subject of Cassindonald. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-973/974 (see overleaf) 

5th September 1899 

Plan of the Quarter no.5 pit owned by Colin Dunlop and company, Hamilton, in which the Ell coal working was 

abandoned on the 27th June 1899 due to exhaustion. The plan was compiled by the mining surveyor Peter 

Henderson using the Magnetic system and approved by J.B. Atkinson. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-975 

5th September 1899 



Letter from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, expressing his belief that it was 

imprudent of officials at the New Hermand mine to allow miners to explore old workings with naked lights which 

then led to a gas explosion,even though the officials added that gas had not been found there before. He notes that 

he had visited the colliery the day before and saw the place where the explosion happened. He adds that the 

Forkneuk mine was on fire when Mr. McLaren, the assistant inspector, visited it about their recent explosion and 

that (the owners?) planned to allow water to rise there to extinguish it. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-976 

5th September/7th September 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking on the probability of explosive being mixed into the coal 

sent from Avonhead colliery to Kilngavie. He remarks that it is not very likely, but still possible as gelignite is used in 

the brushing or removing of stone from roadways despite explosives not being used to work the coal. He notes he 

has been told that gelignite normally needs a detonator to explode and if thrown on a fire will not explode but burn 

quietly. He adds that the contractor assured him that he has never missed any gelignite making it improbable that a 

cartridge of the explosive may have been mislaid and shovelled up with a detonator in the coal. He posits the theory 

that, since some wax cloth and old boots were found smouldering in the fire, some boys may have hidden some 

stolen explosive in their old boots. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.B. Wright on the A.F. (?) Newcastle at Provost Blackies Quay, Aberdeen, dated 

7th September, enclosing a copy of the abstract of statutory provisions and noting that further copies can be 

obtained from the address given at the foot of the abstract. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-977 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Glenboig Union and Fireclay Company, Glenboig, asking them to provide a 

specimen of fireclay from their Glenboig mine for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the 

name of the mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition 

and its uses. He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United 

Kingdom and that he has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-978 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Bosst (?) Colliery Company, Hamilton, asking them to provide a specimen 

of Ell coal from their Bosst colliery for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the 

mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. 

He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he 

has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-979 



7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Broxburn Oil company, Broxburn, asking them to provide a specimen of Oil 

Shale from their Broxburn mine for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the 

mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. 

He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he 

has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-980 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Aberfoyle State Quarries company, Aberfoyle, asking them to provide a 

specimen of slate from their Aberfoyle quarries for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the 

name of the mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition 

and its uses. He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United 

Kingdom and that he has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-981 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Caithness Flagstone Company, Thurso, asking them to provide a specimen 

of sandstone from one of their quarries for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of 

the mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its 

uses. He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and 

that he has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-982 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, asking them to provide a specimen of 

gas coal from their Niddrie colliery for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the 

mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. 

He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he 

has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-983 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to A.K. Esplin, Arbroath, asking him to provide a specimen of sandstone from his 

Legionmill quarry for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the mineral, its 

composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. He explains 

that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he has been 

asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 



 

NEIMME-JBA-8-984 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Turners Ltd, Fauldhouse, asking them to provide a specimen of sandstone 

from one of their quarries for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the mineral, 

its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. He 

explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he 

has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-985 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Fife Coal Company, Leven, asking them to provide a specimen of house 

coal from one of their collieries for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the 

mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. 

He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he 

has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-986 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Aberdeen, asking him to provide a specimen of granite from one of 

his quarries for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the mineral, its composition, 

the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. He explains that it is 

being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he has been asked to 

provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-987 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Alex Brunton and Son, asking them to provide a specimen of basalt from one 

of their quarries for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the name of the mineral, its 

composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition and its uses. He explains 

that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United Kingdom and that he has been 

asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-988 

7th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Coltness Iron company, Newmains, asking them to provide a specimen of 

block-based ironstone from their Blairhall colliery for the forthcoming Paris exhibition along with a description of the 



name of the mineral, its composition, the name and the situation of the mine it came from, its chemical composition 

and its uses. He explains that it is being sent as part of an exhibition showing minerals wrought in the United 

Kingdom and that he has been asked to provide specimens for his district from the Undersecretary of State.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-989 

9th September 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to D. Nicholson, Cassondonald colliery, St. Andrews, confirming receipt of his second 

copy of proposed Special Rules, but adding that he wanted the Baldastard plan returned to him rather than the 

Home Office where he presumes he's sent it as noted in his letter (see NEIMME-JBA-8-971,1st letter). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Stevenson, manager, Garnock colliery, Hamilton, enclosing a Home Office 

paper containing 7 questions which he would like him to return answered about the delayed explosion of shot at his 

colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-8-969). 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to the Coltness Iron company, Newmains, advising them not to polish the specimen of 

block-based ironstone they send to the Paris exhibition (see NEIMME-JBA-8-988). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-990 

9th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to the Wallace Brothers, Holterbeath (?) collieries etc, Dunfermline, confirming 

the abandonment of the Barn pit, Holterbeath, and returning the tracing plan of its' workings to be sent directly to 

the Secretary of State, Home Office, London. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-991 

9th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to Brand and company, Coalmasters, Larkhall, confirming the opening up of 

Davidsherf (?) collieries and the appointment of James Donaldson as acting manager. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-992 

9th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, rejecting the idea that he 

suggested in a Home Office letter that the coal under Hamilton barracks should be let on a lower rate in lieu of the 

customary allowance. He adds that he also did not suggest that rent should be paid for coal used for colliery 

purposes or that he had any reason to suppose that the usual clause exempting such coal would not be inserted in 

the lease. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-993 



9th September 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for C. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-8-994 below) on the death of John Martin. 

The 38 year old quarry fireman was injured by a fall of granite in Penthill Quarry at about 3.15 p.m. on the 31st 

August 1899, dying 2 days later from the effects of those injuries. He adds that the name given was the one the 

deceased was known by, despite being the illegitimate son of a woman called Gray. The deceased, along with the 

two quarrymen William Johnstone and James Anderson were engaged in drilling a hole at the foot of the quarry 

when the granite fell away from the back. Mr. Anderson reported shouting a warning of the falling stone but 

reported that the deceased caught his foot between two loose stones and was struck down by a lump of the stone 

weighing about 2 cwt. There was reportedly no suspicion of the stones underneath their workplace with the 

foreman William Cheyne remarking that the place had stood for 15 years. Mr. Atkinson suggests that a shot of 

gunpowder that had been fired during the morning about 10 feet from the fall and the wet weather may have been 

contributing factors towards the accident. He suggests that the persons named will be suitable witnesses for the 

forthcoming public inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-994 

9th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, enclosing a report on the death of John Martin 

(see NEIMME-JBA-8-993 above). 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-995/996(see overleaf) 

10th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson replying to his inquiries about a case involving an explosion that was 

not reported within the allotted 24 hour period as an injury or death resulted. He quotes a Mr. Wade's conclusions 

that the manager and undermanager became aware of the explosion shortly after the fact but also points out that if 

the manager etc. had not been made aware of the injury until after the 24 hours, could he be at fault for not 

reporting the explosion? He also suggests that it might have been possible that the manager did not hear of the 

explosion until more than a day had passed, and that the suggestions made that the occurrence had been concealed 

and had been disgraceful, as was suggested, along with the inference that the Inspectors had also been at fault, 

seemed harsh considering the lack of evidence on this regard. He adds that he believes he has never been 

hoodwinked as to the nature of bad ventilation in a mine and concludes that he thinks too much has been made of 

the case in question. He adds that if a manager was found to behave in a careless manner he could always be tried 

before a competent court. He reflects that the system used in Australia (where 'Ash' works-see NEIMME-JBA-8-669 

etc.) regarding periodical inspectors is probably a mistake which has been avoided where he works and suggests that 

he points out in his report that he would need more assistance in inspection (and how much) before blame could be 

pointed at Inspectors regarding accidents. He adds that Inspectors reports should not be produced at inquests and 

that he has heard nothing about the explosion in Nova Scotia and thanks him for a book on aboriginal carvings. He 

then proceeds to inform him on other matters- the supposed retirement of W.F. Hall from a new company sinking at 

Easington after a complaint made about his closure of Haswell; the visits of Bill, Herbert and Ethel to his Lundin Links 

holiday home that Summer; the news that he and his (other) brother Bill have invested in shares of a gold-dredging 

syndicate in Australia managed by his fellow Inspector Mr. Ronaldson's brother called the Sofela Gold Dredging 

company, and the delays thereof caused by the master(?) of mines there waiting for new regulations being passed 

before allowing the lease and asking him for any information he might have on the situation; the fact that the family 

have had a very fine Summer and good harvest weather; his opinions that the excitement in the Transvaal will lead 



to a fight before it is settled and that his son Michael had a tour of the North of England while they were in Fife 

where he saw the pits(?) at Hetton and stayed with Peter Stewart and Julia for a few days. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-997/998 (see overleaf) 

11th September 1899 

Plan of Woodside or Baldastard mine in Largs owned by the Baldastard Colliery and Fireclay company of Fife where 

the Ell coal seam was discontinued as unprofitable in May 1899. The plan was compiled by the certificated manager 

David Nicholson using the Magnetic Meridian system and approved by J.B. Atkinson. Atkinson adds that the plan was 

originally sent to the Home Office on the 14th September 1898 but some further workings took place at the site 

after that date until the final abandonment in May 1899. He points out that this new plan adds information about 

the additional workings. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-999 

11th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Howie, Kirkmuirhill, confirming that his company has prepared to start 

the Virtuewell seam at Fence and has appointed James Ross as its' manager. He adds that if they wish an exemption 

from 2 outlets they will have to apply directly to the Secretary of State at the Home Office in London. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1000 

11th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to William Dixon Ltd, Calder Iron Works, Coatbridge, confirming the appointment 

of Thomas Watson as the undermanager of their Hamiltonwood Ironstone pit. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1000(ii)(not numbered) 

13th September 1899 

Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal -see NEIMME-JBA-8-1001, 1st letter below) on the death of 

Donald Campbell. The 52 year old contractor sinker, who had a contract with his sons to deepen the no.3 pit at 

Motherwell, was seriously burned from an explosion at a chest in the Splint Coal seam of the pit where explosives 

were kept on the 8th September at about 5.15 a.m. He was taken to Glasgow Infirmary where he died soon after 

admission. At the time of the accident, he along with his son Alexander Campbell and a Mr. Faulds and a Mr. 

Thomson were engaged drilling holes in the shaft at the Splint coal 8 and a half fathoms below the debris of the sea 

they were attempting to raise. He reports that the deceased made statements about how the accident happened to 

Mr. Faulds before being taken to hospital. He reports that about a half hour after the accident the three pit firemen 

James Glassford, John Paul and William McNalley went down to the scene of the accident where they found 

smouldering elements in the Splint Coal seam. Soon after, the manager Mr. Jameson and the oversman James 

Risbeck went down to the scene also. The latter found several cartridges of gelignite scattered about near to where 

the deceased had stood and a detonator. He also found the deceased's bonnet with his lamp stuck in it near the 

chest. He continues that he believes over 40 cartridges of gelignite had been brought up from the pit along with the 

deceased. He points out that the colliery has no magazine or store to keep their explosives in. He suggests that the 



manager, Mr. Risbeck, Alexander Campbell, Mr. Faulds and Mr. Thomson will be adequate witnesses for the 

forthcoming public inquiry and that the manager will prepare a plan of the area for said inquiry. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1001 

13th September/14th September 1899 

Three letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Donald 

Campbell (see NEIMME-JBA-8-unnumbered above). 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Stuart, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of John 

Bond by Mr. McLaren. 

The third from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, dated 14th September,enclosing a report on 

the death of John Miller by Mr. McLaren. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1002 

14th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that the company have 

purchased Avondale colliery and appointed Andrew Henderson as the manager with the intention of sinking the 

present shaft from the Virtuewell coal to the Lower Drumgray coal. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1003 

14th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to John Smith, Lanark, confirming that the upper ward of Lanarkshire District 

committee have opened a quarry for mining road-metal at Grange in the parish of Pethmain. 

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1004 

14th September 1899 

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Glasgow, to R. Forrester, Glasgow, confirming that James Buchanan and Adam Chambers 

have been appointed as managers of the Whiterigg and East Roughrigg collieries respectively.  

 

NEIMME-JBA-8-1005 

16th September/18th September 1899 

Two letters- 

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.B. Jordan informing him that he has correspondence which shows that he sent an 

abandoned plan for Springrigg colliery to the Home Office on the 26th March 1891 and received notice confirming 



their receipt of it on the 28th March and therefore the plan must be at the Home Office. He asks that he confirms it 

and sends said confirmation back to him. He also asks for 2 lists of mines in his district bound in red in a postscript. 

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, Broxburn Oil Works, dated 18th September, asking him to send a 

sample from his Pumpherston shale and some from the Broxburn seam to send to the Paris exhibition as examples 

of Oil shale for the planned Home Office exhibit. 

 


